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PREFACE ro SEMINAR REPORT 

A world historian has said that when the history or this 
century is w:ritteo., it will be regarded not primarily as an era 
or technical advances nor political colli'licts, but rather that 
period in history when man ror the rirst time dared to think or 
the total health and welrare or all people or the world as a 
practical objective. 

Af3 the present rerlects the past, the ruture will re:f.'l.ect 
the present. If' the deliberations or this seminar help to give 
people a better understanding and appreciation or current urban 
health problems and serve as an impetus to bring a greater ruture 
total health and welrare improvement, this seminar will have 
served its purpose. 

• 
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1. nrmorocTION 

The Regional Seminar on Health Planning in Urban Davelopment was 
convened in Singapare 1'rom 21 November to 4 Dacember 1967. There ware 
twenty-two participants from thirteen countries and territories in the 
Region, five observers from the Singapore Government and international 
organizations, including the South Pacific Commission and the United Nations 
Davelopment Programme, two resource persons from the Economic Colllllission for 
Asia and the Far East and one from Singapore. A WHO headquarters staff 
member was also present. (see Annex 1 for list of participants). 

2. OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives of the seminar were: 

(1) 

(2) 

(:;) 

To review !IDdern concepts and to exchange views and 
experiences on the health aspects of urban development 
in countries of the Western Pacific Region. 

To assess the resources which can be mobilized to 
implement plans for urban health • 

• 
To formulate, in the light of present knowledge, 
guidelines for urban health planning as part of the 
national planning process. 

:;. SEMINAR PROCElllBE 

The Seminar, which was held in the Singapore Conference Hall, 
was formally opened by Dr. Francisco J. Dy1 Director of the WHO Regional 
Office for the Western Pacific. 

The Jbnourable Minister for Health, Mr. Yong Nyuk Lin, was 
introduced by the Regional Director. In his welcoming address, the Minister 
iD.dicated that the purposes of the Seminar were in direct relationship to 
the improvement of the health of the people, thus increasing the wealth and 
well-being of the country. He referred to the rapid changes taking place 
in the development of Singapore, the explosion of its population and the 
special situation of this City state. 

He emphasized the necessity for ministries of health to know bow 
to talk the language of the economists before they could bope to get their 
fair share of funds from the national budget. High priority was being given 
by the Government of Singapore to the national health plan and efforts bad 
been made 1n recent years to improve and reorganize the Ministry itself to 
increase its efficiency and productivity. Nbw that this bad been done, 
attention was being given to the extension of services. In that sense, 
Singapore was trying to be a model of urban development. 

• 
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Ilz'. Dy stated that WHO was very interested in the problems of 
urbanization. J)uoing the last Worl.d Heal.th Assembly the topic sel.ected 
for the Technical. Ill.scussions had been "The Chal.l.enge to Publ.ic Heal.th of 
Urbanization". In 1.964, the WHO Regional. Office in Manil.a had organized 
a seminar on "Planning for Urban and Regional. Ievel.opment". Tbe phenomenon 
of urbanization was so diverse and urgent in the Western Pacific Region 
that it had been considered advisabl.e to convene another seminar on the 
subject of heal.th pl.anning in urban devel.opment. This should be an essential. 
part of national. heal.th pl.anning and acceptance of the concept of regional. 
pl.anning for socio-economic devel.opment was more and mre needed. Tbe 
util.ization of the knowl.edge, skil.l.s and experiences of several. professions 
and agencies was required and a comprehensive team approach was one result 
of recent advances in the technol.ogy of pl.anning. It was towards this end, 
as wel.l as to arrive at an understanding of the probl.em of urbanization as 
a wbol.e, that the seminar had been organized. 

The first pl.enary session of the Seminar was opened by nz.. R.H. 
Hazemann, Ill.rector of the Seminar. Tbe fol.l.owing were then el.ected: 

Ilz'. Yeob Seang Aun 
Dr. Pbouy Pboutthasak 
Dt-. A. s. Cumning Thom 
nz.. Amadeo H. Cruz 

- Chairman 
Vice -Chairman 

- Rapporteur 
- Chairman/M:>derator for the 

Group Discussions 
' 

The participants adopted the seminar programme and after some 
administrative guidance given by the WHO Operational. Officer, the Director 
of the Seminar provided technical. orientation on its conduct. 

The programme incl.uded group discussions on the topics presented 
by the consultants at the pl.enary sessions (see Annex 2). 

The working pl.an of the Seminar was as fol.l.ows : 

(a) Country reports fol.l.owed by short discussions in 
pl.enary sessions. 

(b) Plenary sessions with presentation and discussions of 
the fol.l.owing topics: 

- Planning on urban heal.th services with reference 
to the urban beal.th pl.anning process 

- Environmental. heal.th aspects 

- Social and occupational. heal.th aspects 

- Mental. beal.th aspects 

- Housing and administrative aspects of the 
urban beal.th pl.an. 

Tbe consul.tants and resource persons introduced the subjects in 
plenary sessions and discussions then took pl.ace. 
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Tbe Steering Committee met every morning to review the progress 
of work and at the same time plan the proceedings of subsequent sessions. 

Three afternoon sessions were set aside for field visits. With 
the assistance of the Singapore Ministry of Health, visits were made to the 
Jurong Industrial Site, the State and City Planning Centre and Housing 
Projects, and also a large Sewage Treatment Plant. 

Tbe Seminar concluded on M:mday 1 4 tecember 1967. In his final 
address the Director of the Seminar referred to the interest sbovn and the 
assistance given in the organization and conduct of the Seminar by the 
Government of the Republic of Singapore through the Honourable Ml.niater of 
Health, Mt-. Yong Nyuk Lin, and the staff of the Ministry of Health. He 
referred particularly to the Director of Medical. Services, Dr. Ho Guan Lim, 
and the IDeal. Planning Committee to whom be contributed much of the success 
of the Seminar. In thanking Dr. Yeoh Seang Aun, be spoke of his unfailing 
urbanity and impartial.ity as Chairman which were reflected in the cordiality 
of the proceedings. Finally, be assured the Minister that all participants, 
consultants, resource experts and :i> sarvers would carry with them pleasant 
memories of Singapore, enhanced by the personal associations made and the 
goodwill engendered by the social. occasions and field visits. 

Mt-. Sim F. Garcia, on behalf of the Secretary-General. of the United 
Nations and the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Asia and 
the Far East (ECAFE), and on his own behalf thanked WHO for the opportunity 
given him to participate in the Seminar. He al.so paid tribute to the 
dedication of the IDeal Planning Con:rnittee in its preparation and conduct. 

Dr. P. Selia, representing the J:B.rticipants, expressed their 
sincere thanks to the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, the Director of the 
Seminar, the consultants and the WHO Secretariat. He paid a special 
tribute to the Rapporteur for the burden he bad undertaken and the excel
lence of his performance. He spoke of the spirit of friendl.iness and the 
atmosphere of comradeship which bad prevailed throughout. 

Dr. Yeoh Seang Aun thanked the Seminar for the honour given to 
him and the state of Singapore in electing him as Chairman. Tbe success of 
the Seminar, he considered, was reflected in its excellent report. In 
particular, be expressed his gratitude to WHO and its Regional Office, to 
the Director of the Seminar, the Consultants, Dr. A.S. Elson from WHO 
Headquarters, the WHO Secretariat and the interpreters from Geneva and 
Manila. 

Dr. Ho Guan Lim, in closing the Seminar on bebal.f of the Minister 
for Health, stated that the Republic of Singapore was privileged to have 
acted as host. In Singapore great importance vas attached to the objectives 
of the Seminar. He bad observed with fascination the rapid process of 
urbanization within the countries of the Western Pacific Region and he 
gave warning of the painful effects that this process could bring in its 
wake, unless properly controlled. Lessons could be learnt from the after
math of the Industrial Revolution of the lBth and 19th centuries, and the 
challenges poised then were now being faced by the planners of this century 
in Asia. He hoped that the participants bad benefited individually from 
the discussions and that on their return they would have an opportunity to 
implement the lessons learnt. 
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4. COOifl'RY REPORTS 

4. ~ General 

Soule ot the seminar participants presented abort papers on the 
situation in their own countries (see Annex 3). 'l'bese provided basic 
information about the pattern of urban health p~ing, the probl.ems of 
urban conditions and the trends deve~ped tor p~ing with special attention 
to associated health aspects. This material provided background data tor 
subsequent brief discussions. 

4.2 Administrative prob~ems 

During the discussion of one country report information was given 
concerning the domestic deve~pment of hea~th programmes within the Hea~th 
Ministry and the metbod of p~ng tor present and future needs associated 
with urban deve~pment. 

In this deve~ped country there is a counci~ which acts as a 
bridging mechanism in bea1th p~ning tor urban deve~pment between the 
national and regiona~ governments. Its functions were expWned in some 
detail. In one region also there exists a system of an externa~ boey ot 
audit and health operationa~ p~ing consisting of experts in the 
disciplines ot bea~th, chosen because of their know~edg~ and remoteness 
from personal ~yalties to the Ministry of Health. ibis boey also reports 
on principas of iDIDediate and future deve~pment through the Minister of 
Hea~th direct to the bead of the regional government. 

Out of the discussion on this report the present need in this 
country for greater co-ordination between the Health Ministry and the 
p~ing autborities at all ~eve~s became evident. A further need was 
apparent for tbe training of personne~ Within the Hea1th Ministry so that 

-j tbey might acquire the technical know~edge necessary for adequate CCJIDDI!mi
cation between re~ted ski~~s. 

In the presentation of another country report it was stated that 
each city has autononzy" and decides its own programmes tor deve~pment, but 

"'J the Health Department is cons~ted in all matters concerning the health of 
the peopa. Metbods of provision of water supplies were described and it 
was pointed out that a deve~opment programme to improve sewerage over the 
next fifteen years was being imp~mented. 

4.3 Manpewer probams 

Discussions centred on the avai~bility of training tor medical 
and para-medical personne~ in Korea. It was stated that nursing aides 
received six months' training, whia the need for the 3500 sanitarians 
:required will be met as from ~968 when training courses will commence. 

(_ Enquiries were made as to the reason wey the inspection of 
restaurants and simi~ establishments concerned with food ban~ng was 
undertaken by the Pollee Department. 'l'be reason given was the ~ck of 
agal power to enforce sanitation. :lobst probl.ems in this countey ware 
caused by ~ck ot funds and hence there was little training of the personne~ 
required. 
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4.4 Research 

D.!ring further discussion, mention was made of an Urbanization 
Research 'l'nit recent~ established in the National. University at Canberra. 
This unit will function as a medium to gather source data which it will 
distribute to state and National. Planning Authorities in Austral.ia by 
educational processes. This may well lead to co-ordination between state 
and national development in health services. 

A prolonged discussion ensued on the use of operational research 
to determine norms for the quantum of hospital type accommodation. TWo 
viewPOints were expressed: one supporting the principle of this approach 
and the development of mathematical models consistent with local. needs, 
and the other recommending a primary approach with emphasis on preventive 
health services. 

The question was raised as to whether there might not be, in some 
areas, a high proportion of hospital beds occupied by patients suffering ~ 
from diseases due to inadequate control of environmental factors. Discussion 
did not clarify whether this factor was significant in l?cal or national 
planning for hospital facilities. If this could be shown to be significant, 
priority in providing sanitary services and safe water supl)lies might result 
in a corresponding reduction in the number of hospital beds in a national or 
regional. plan to the economic advantage of the programme. 

5. PlANNING OF URBAN HEALTH SERVICES 

5.1 General considerations 

In introducing the papers on the principles and philosophies of 
urban health planning, it was indicated that such planning should be compre
hensive With two components, name~, (a) the planning of social and economic 
development; -and (b) the physical planning of the country and the cities. .>t· 
At the same time urban sanitary plans are included in both the economic and 
the physical plan. Such inclusion should have a beneficial. influence on 
both the economic and physical town plans and vice versa. 

Some of the ill-effects of life in highly industrialbed cities -"' 
on the individual and the community were outlined, particular~ the 
depressing effect of the environment, which should, in normal circumstances, 
be favourable to the sti1lllllation of the individual and his physical and 
mental. development. ib overcome this detriment, town planning and housing 
facilities should not endanger spontaneous relations between the physical 
entities of the city, its domestic dwellings and the persons who enjoy or 
reside in these facilities. 

The city should be compared to a living tissue; as such it should 
have vitality so that its functions and means of communication would draw 
people together towards a spontaneous and happy communal relationship. It 
is possible to develop a positive correlation between the economic levels J 
of countries and the prevalence of disease and causes of death. For example, 
lower income countries are prone to communicable diseases and malnutrition, 
whereas degenerative diseases and mental illness are commoner in oore 
economical~ advanced countries. 
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Planning of no~ a~:~d .gdds should be fashioned to conform to 
local conditious. Ill any qase1 public support and opinion sbould be 
st:tmulated. Illstitutional prem1ses within the plan should be located in 
the middle of the communi.ty which they will serve. 

Health programmes and plans will fail if either they are too 
formal and standardised or too broad or loose in concept. Teaching hospitals 
particularly should be organized on the principle of total medicine, tbat is1 
the care of the vbole person with consideration of his pb,ysical and mental 
wellness1 his environment and his dignity. To this end, they sbould be 
located in the metropolis where they can attract skilled personnel, serve a 
diverse catchment area, and provide opportunity also for training in domici
liary treatment. 

To sUIIJIDfU'ize, it was emphasized tbat urban health planning can be 
conceived only as an integral part of comprehensive planning. Urban health 
planning must be constructed out of a multi-disciplinary study and the same 

.,_ health forces must supervise not only its conception bat also its implemen
tation from the initial to the final phase. 

( 

As has already been stressed elsewhere, heal1;h planning is a 
continuous process covering a sequence of stages which are repeated in 
periodic cycles in each of which attempts are made to improve the plan by 
a series of successive approximatious. 'Dle dyusm1c nature of health planning 
bas to be considered. A health plan is a process, not a document. Ql the 
other band, one must· consider that public health services must be recognized 
as baving a very comprehensive aspect, including environmental measures, 
natrition, personal preventive and curative services, treatment of diseases 
and injuries, and restorative services. As the definition of health services 
is understood in such a comprehensive vay1 the planning process concept must 
be one of a multi-disciplinary team. 'Dlere is no fundamental difference 
between the concept ot urban health planning and rural health planning. 1be 
concept and methodology ot health planning in general applies to both urban 
and rural areas. 

Tbe plSnning process in any case starts with an accurate appraisal 
of the health situation in urban areas. It is considered essential tbat the 
necessary information be gathered so that specific services in health and 
population statistics are sufficient. This phase ot diagnosis of the situa
tion must cover the entire population or representative samples of the 
population it one is obliged to use the sampling metbod. It sbould aleo 
take into account all relevant factors affecting the situetion. 'Dle inform
ation required tor diagnosis calls for an inventory of resources available 
and of activities being carried out. It bas been proved indispensable to 
study the demands tor health services and to compare the demands with the 
available services. Ill many countries such prellm1nary studies remain to 
be done and it is felt that because of their great importance they should 
be conducted as operational studies in a given sector of the town. 

It would be highly desirable also to proceed to .manpower studies 
in order to eusure the most efficient utilization of the health personnel 
required to meet the demand for future development of the health services. 
Such manpower studies could also be used to establish a model to cost the 
operations. Ill fact the costing of operations is another phase of diagnosis. 
All the different actiVities undertaken must be coated in order to present 
to the economist a clear idea of what the total amount of expenditure will be 
to expand the implementation phase of the plan. Tben, diagnosis ot the 
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population dynamics of the urban area, the age distrib11tion, the oorbidity 
and oortality rates have to be established as acc11rately as possible. The 
sampling method collld be 11tilized for s11ch st11dies. 

When the poplllation characteristics are known, the eavironment in 
which this poplllation lives shollld be analyzed in terms of its intlwmce 
on the coumllDity. Water s11pply, waste disposal, vector control, indllstries 
and schools are to be st11died. Priorities have then to be established. 
Once the targets and priori ties have been established the preparation of 
the 11rban plan takes place. 

one has to consider however that the urban area plan must extend 
in its scope to the related r11ral areas. It has been stressed that in oore 
and lll)re cases urban area plans shollld be replaced by regional :>nee and 
the relationship between r11ral and 11rban areas in the field of health sbollld 
be increasingly strengthened. 

Finally, when the urban health plan has started its phase of ~-
implementation constant eval11ation ia a rille and urban health planners m11st 
renember that this is a very important phase of the planning process. It 
can lead to a reVision from tine to time of tbe targets of the prog;ranme, 
or even the objectives, in order to ass11re its implementation. 

It is very 1mportant also tbs.t the COIIIIIIWlity be involved as far 
as possible in the implementation process of the plan. l'bre and mre 
governnents are llDderstanding the importance of the s11pport of the popula
tion to have a better implementation of the plan. CollDtries are now 
developing adeq11ate machineries to keep the people well informed of the 
progress of the planning implementation. 

5.1..1 DiscllSsion 

Dlr:tng the co11rse of the disc11ssions the participants expressed 
general agreenent with the report. However, considerable attention was 
devoted to questions related to socio-economic sllrYeys necessary for the 
diagnosis period of the planning process. 

It was pointed o11t that in a number of collDtries it wollld be 
difficlllt problem to gather the skills necessary to make acc11rate sllrYeys. 
The q11estion of training s11ch personnel, possib~y with international 
assistance, was raised. (See conclllsions, page It} ). 

The question of coumllnity participation and involvement in the 
planning process was also discllSsed at length. Most of the participants 
were in agreement to stress the importance of s11ch participation and many 
examples were given from participating co11ntries where the s11pport of 
public opinion bad been a factor of sllccess.for the implementation of plans. 

Finally, some participants insisted on the necessity of establish
ing no;rms, as pointed out in the report, and the general consensllS of 
opinion was that the methodolo&Y of planning shollld be discussed again 
during the seminar (see item 1 ). 
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.Environmental health aspects 

General 

Public health, as it is known today, is the outgrowth of two 
definite concepts: one held by the medical profession, that doctors 
symbolizing curative medicine were the dominant force necessary tor 
good health - the other, that through the application of sanitary science 
to environment, significant results could be produced in preserving and 
improving health beyond the capacity of the private medical practitioner. 

Today these two concepts have been welded into a single mtivating 
force we call the public health team. 

Environmental health is of equal importance to personal health. 
Furthe1'!1Dre, every person has the rigl:rt to live in a pollution-tree 
environment, tbe same rigl:rt as he has to education and economic advance
ment. 

Health is not an end to itself, it is part of the concept of 
proper social functioning and health becomes a principal component for 
that proper social functioning. Tbe control of our environment can 
determine whether we live, but it always determines .!!£!!:we live. 

A pollution-free urban environment migl:rt be considered a planner's 
dream. It is something that can be accomplished so far as planning and 
engineering science are concerned; however, in lllll.ey areas of the world it 
may not become a reality for reasons that have little or nothing to do with 
engineering science. 

Environmental health planning is not new. It has been in operation 
in various areas of the world to some degree for lllll.ey years. Today, in this 
area of the world, it must be multiplied in scope, by common· sense, and by 
intelligence. It requires interweaving and application of cartain specific 
technical, legal, political, and economic skills. 

Planning tells us what we are to do. Review when properly accom
plished tells us just where we are. The link between review and planning 
could be called. •teed-back". It is the transmission of intelligence to 
those malting decisions so that the information can be an effective element 
in the next round of planning and action. Without "feed-back" 
there is no point in carrying on a review or, for that matter, planning. 

The essentials of urban environmental control involves seven 
areas in urban planning. A number of these are inter-twined or overlapping. 
Tbese are: water, air, food, housing collection and disposal of wastes 
(both liquid and solid), the control of natural hazards, and the control 
ot man-made hazards. 

Water 

A successful urban water supply is based on adequacy, availabilit:y, 
safet:y, satisfactory physical and mineral quality. The qualit:y of water is 
of parallel importance to its adequac:y and availability. 
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Urban water planning must be based on providing safe water piped 
into every dwelling in such ample quantities to provide for all personal 
and household uses essential to sanitation, collf'ort and cleanliness. 1b 
attain the objectives of planning, an urban water s11pply sbollld be adequate 
to ass11re continuous service at adequate press11res, safe to drink, of 
satisfactory mineral and chemical qllality. 'lWo q11alities of water shollld 
not be incl11ded in any plan. 'nlere sbollld be one s11pply having only satis-
factory qllality. -

Planning should consider flltllre 11rban growth so as to avoid the 
unfortunately COlii!IX)n problem of water s11pply adeq11acy often lagging behind 
the need based on poplllation increases and public demand. 

Water supply planning must by necessity take into acco11nt the 
financing and rates to be paid by the consumers. This often determines its 
economic feasibility. Any economic considerations must also include the 
reality of the existence of economically depressed groups who need water, 
who must be furnished water, but who cannot afford to pay for such a vital 
commodity. 

long-range (both water and se\rerage) plan shollld be integrated. 

The supply sbollld meet WHO international standards. 

Air pollution is the presence in the atucsphere of excessive amo11nts 
of foreign material that affect injuriously human, plant, or animal life, or 
~ch; unreasonably -interfere llith the .enjoJlllent of life and property. 

Air polllltion control planning shollld incl11de zoning of indllstrial 
location and expansion, the creation of indllstrial parks, consideration of 
weather parameters, sllCh as prevailing wind direction, temperat11re inversions 
and topography. Planning for buffer zones which prod11ce no air polllltion 
and separate industry from dwelling areas shollld also be incl11ded. ),: 

Planning includes vesting control in proper agency. 

Noise shollld also be considered as an air pollutant. _ '!\lese include 
control of industrial noises such as constr11ction, traffic, excessive bollSe- < 
hold noises, and a variety of miscellaneo11s so11rees including s11ch areas as 
race tracks, amllSement parks, animal land stockyards. 

5.2.4 Housing 

The term "hollBing" includes the environment, the dwelling 11nit, the 
structure, and the land belonging to it and related community facilities. 
HollSing means ucre than mere shelter. One of the realities that the planner 
must face is that bo11sing tbo11gh basically a human need is not directly a 
prod11ctive investment and thus it may compete with ucre dramatic or gainflll 
uses of national income, particularly from the economic point of view. The 
planner, bo\rever, must not lose sight of the recognized fact of the deleterious j. 
effect that bad housing has on the health and the morale of the population. 
Insllfficient housing has invariably reslllted from not keeping pace with the 
rapid poplllation increases usllally because of the low average family income. 
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~ envirolll!lental control of food involves basically different 
problems from air and water. It is the private property of individuals 
and business enterprises whose economic interests do not necessarily 
coincide with bea1th needs or demands. It bas many health and economic 
facets. 

5.2.6 Waste disposal. 

{a) Liquid wastes 

::... Every urban area needs the preparation of a master plan for a 
phase programme for the sol11tion of short-term and long-term problems of 
water sllpply and sewerage. These sbollld be looked 11pon as an essential. and 
integral part of any water s11ppl.y development programme. 

~ !l!le first rille of pu.blic health is to collect and keep llnder 
control the liquid wastes of a commllnity llntil they are rendered harmless 
and inoffensive. Improper collection, treatment and disposal. of liquid 
wastes, and this incl11des night-soil, constit11tes a problem affecting all 
phases of urban life. 

(b} Solid wastes 

Considerations for the collection and disposal. of solid wastes 
(garbage and refuse} are often lost or submer:;ed in the overall urban 
planning. Improper collection or disposal. methods can serve as breeding 
places for flies, harbo11rage for rodents, and reslllt in so11rces of odollrB1 

especially if open burning is practiced. Planning sbollld, therefore, inclllde 
prompt collection and final proper disposal.. Planning for solid waste disposal. 
mllst incl11de consideration of methods s11ch as incineration, as sollrCe of fuel 
for power generation, or the sanitary landtill method used to reclaim low 
lands. Compo sting, grinding, and maceration for disposal. in the sewerage 

~ treatment plant are also factors that enter into this important phase of 
11rban envirollllll!!ntal planning. Solid waste collection and disposal are 
engineering problems. 

Control of nat11ral hazards 

Envirolll!lental 11rban planning mllst incl11de provisions for the 
control of disease vectors. !lllese incl11de rodents, cockroaches, fleas, 
flies, reptiles, in addition to domesticated animals which can serve as 
vectors for transmitting diseases to hllmans. !l!le presence of vector 
poplllations usllall.y indicates an envirollllll!!ntaJ. control weakness and requires 
adjustments in planning, design and operation of str11ctllre or areas to prevent 
propagation. 

Man-made hazards 

Urban liVing reslllts in many man-made hazards. This area otten 
req11ires mdified thinking in establishing environmental. planning goals. 
Man-made hazards often require planning for tolerance instead of eradication. 
Toxic chemicals in the form of pesticides and herbicides are examp;J.es vbere 
planning requires keeping levels of envirolll!lental contaminants within 
established maxima. 'l.bis requires research as an ingredient of envtrolll!lental 
health planning. 
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Tbe time to implement a plan is now. Wbat is done today determines 
the health, welfare, and quality of living tomorrow, for nin today walks 
tomrrow". 

Discussion 

Discussion stressed the necessity for health department personnel 
to recognize that other agencies are also needed in planning environmental 
control. Conversely, the obligatory presence of health representation on all 
bodies engaged in urban planning is considered essential. 

Sanitary engineers have a specific role in environmental planning. 
Opinions differed concerning the person, specifically, either a sanitary 
engineer or a medical officer, who should head a team for environmental 
sanitation planning and control. It was generally accepted that technical 
competency and experience should determine the bead, rather than a profes
sional title. On any team all members should have equal importance status. 

Public education and the resultant effect of public opinion on the 
relevant planning agencies are of great importance in effecting planning 
implementation. 

Correlation of water and sewerage master plans (both soort-and 
long-range) was considered requisite. Both systems should be self-supporting, 
often by a combined utility charge to the consumer. 

Tbe approach to trade-waste problem should initially be by the 
recovery of useable by-product materials and the reduction of waste volumes 
and strengths through proper in-plant housekeeping. Treatment either by the 
industry alone or necessary pre-treatment and/or discharge to urban treat
ment works is the :final solution. A practical premise is that industry only 
treats its wastes when required by law or regulation and rarely is it a 
purely voluntary procedure. 

Solid waste (refuse) collection and final disposal are engineering 
problems. Solutions to such problems require feasibility and comparative 
cost studies of all methods. Geological opinion on proposed sanitary land
fill sites is essential to ensure protection of underground water resources. 
Iand re-claimed by sanitary land-fill methods is usually limited to subsequent 
non-building use where foundation structures are not required. This use may 
be recreational or for parking facilities, etc. 

Assessment of the merits of various methods of solid waste disposal 
includes study of incineration, land-fill, composting, maceration and grinding 
for discharge to sewerage treatment works or disposal as a fuel source in 
steam-power generation plants. Composting material should be considered as 
a land conditioner rather than as a fertilizer. I2cisions regarding refuse 
collection, methods of disposal and sites for disposal involve consideration 
of the haulage distances required and traffic problems along main thorough
fares and through residential areas. 

A method of reducing water consumption by institutions such as 

< 

hotels and office buildings by the process of drilling wells for special :i.. 
purposes (e.g. for air-conditioning plants) was mentioned. Control by 
health department permit was stressed to ensure that water so produced is 
properly treated by methods such as chlorination and of drinking water 
quality before being re-charged into the ground. If water resources agencies 
are entrusted with this function then health department co-ordination is 
essential. 
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i!le ceed to provide adequate public toilets for both sexes was 
stressed. 

Regarding air pollution, fears wre expressed that industries 
forced to spend maey on air pollution control migl:It threaten to move from 
an area so controlled. However, no participant or consultant could cite 
any actual instance where such a threat bad been carried out. legislation 
and its ef'f'ectual enforcement wel'EI considered essential. Various f'inancial 
incentives to industry to provide pollution controls were mentioaed, such 
as tax rebates or loans. i!lese 'llere considered to be matters of government 
policy. Automotive exhausts and transmission vente were cited as sources 
of air pollution and requirements (in United states of' America) of engine 
modifications and proVision of exhaust after-burners on 1968 cars vere 
mentioned. 

Housing standards are relative - 1n some Asian countries all areas 
would be considered slums by Western standards. Economics and local condi
tions were stressed as important factors 1n determining standards. ODe 
participant expressed the opinion that centrallzill8 all the economically 
depressed groups of' inhabitants in a city into any one area (as in some 
housing projects) could result in this area becoming a slum. 

It was considered that tbe health department must plq a key role 
in any planning concerning reclamation and re-use of both surface and ground 
water. 

Social health 

General considerations 

Social health is intangible in def'inition with di:f'ferent connota
tions to different authorities because of the need to intrude ju{lgement in 
the absence of absolute values. It refers essentially to the total wellness 
of man and the stillllllation and preservation of hie personal potential, both 
physical and mental. In e:f'fect it is the blm!Dnious adaptation of man to 
his total environment. Wellneee is theref'ore a relative term and it ms,y be 
achieved despite the presence of' disease or dieeb1lity. levels of wellness 
will vary from indiVidual to indiVidual but all sbould have the opportunity 
oi' attatntng hie individual potential. ibe content of vellness is dynamic 
and alters with maturity and development. 

Altbough at f'trst social health may appear to be remote from 
planning to meet urban develop11111nt, it does have practical applications. 
i!le essential and stable unit of tbe co111111Wl1ty is the family. Ill.eruption of 
the family as an integrated social unit is one of the eigni:f'icant factors in 
decreasing wellness, and thus enjoying a full acceptance of' urban life and 
its amenities. For example, bousing design should be of such a nature as 
to meet the needs of the family, taking also into consideration the needs 
of its aged members wbo desire a d1:f'ferent enVironment to that of' the 
younger members. 'lbere sbould be provision within the design so that the 
aged can have a degree of privacy and opportunity to remove themselves from 
a domestic environment which, altbough st1.mulating to the younger adolescent 
and adult members, is disturbing to them. Consideration of transcultural 
conflicts is also important in zoning and deployment of' bousing units, as is 
also coneiaeration of' social levels and customs in mass rehousing programmes. 
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Social health lllllY be disrupt~d by IJiallY factors, same of which are 
significant in Asian countries, namely: 

(a) 
(b) 

{c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

transcultural difficulties and problems; 
uncontrolled migration, e.g., from rural to 
urban living due to the economic and/or social 
attraction of cities; 
disturbance of the family as a social unit by 
industrialization, resettlement, etc., and 
destruction of "family phase" in social 
anthropology; 
disregard of social needs in urban planning, e.g., 
care of indigent groups; 
disregard of human needs and demands by the 
advance of technology, e.g., man's secondary role 
to the machine and loss of skills and craftsman
ship, monotony of work and the creation of 
unfavourable or noxious industrial environments 
by emphasis on the economic aspects of industrial 
development and neglect of the human factor; 
tendency to regard the population as socially 
homogeneous in planning progral!IDes affecting the 
masses. 

ib correct these adverse influences, certain principles can be 
applied, namely: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

the acceptance in national planning of the principle of 
preservation of family as a unit and making adequate 
provision for this in physical urban facilities as well 
as in welfare legislation; 
the protection of the individual and his environment by 
legislation, e.g., building laws, control of pollution, 
nuisances, noise, overcrowding, industrial safety and 
health, etc. These may create standards of significance 
to the planner and zoning; 
improving the conveniences of domestic life with play 
areas, kindergarten facilities, child-minding facilities, 
shopping, transport and colliDUlllication; 
providing convenience for common leisure and cOIIIDUlllal 
amenities by recreation and sporting facilities, amuse
ments and COllllllWli ty halls; 
providing health facilities in association With regional 
planning, both therapeutic and preventive, e.g., colliiDWlity 
health units, maternal and child health units in shopping 
areas, etc. 

As with all health planning a diagnosis of the social needs and 
social mosaic must be made by sociological surveys With inbuilt criteria to 
determine levels of wellness as well as social resources and attitudes. 

The medical administration has a dynamic role to play in conserving ~ 

the social health of the colliDUlllities within its administration. This can be · 
achieved by: 
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representation on or co-option by the plenllillg authority 
so that advice and opinion can be profferred and advanced, 
if necessary, vigoroi.IBly; 
the JJealth Ml.nistey having its plan1 co-ordinated with the 
Planning Authority, for the physical expansioa of its own 
facilities to meet the needs of urban expansion - including 
traioing programmes to improve the professional skills of 
its personnel; 
developing a vigolt>.I.IB health education programme to: 
{i) prepare the cCl!!J!IDmity for urban living and 

its stresses; 
(11) extend into the scbool curriculum as part of 

the normal educational programmes; 
(iii) as a continuing process, condition the attitudes 

and behaviour of tbose involved in urban expansion 
the better to appreciate and enjoy its advantages 
and live in bsrurony1 both communally and 
individually • 

nt.scussion 

:Dlrillg tbe discussion much emphasis was placed on the conservation 
of the family and metbods were disci.IBsed whereby the concept of the family 
could be preserved. 'l'be difficulties imposed on Asian countries by the 
cultural di:t'ferences between the inhabitants of these countries were stressed, 
as also were the developing attitudes of the yoUDger generation towards 
cultural and domestic ties, which have long been a stabilizi~ factor in 
conserving the family and which now may be jeopardized by rapid urbanization. 

The social problems of squatter populations, rehousillg projects 
for slum clearance and the mixing of heterogeneous groups, with varying 
cultural, ethnic or soaial affinities emerged as one of the major problems 

.. 
in social health facing most countries in the Western Pacific Region. Tbere 
is obvious scope for further studies on the social deficits and needs of these 
groups, so that basic data can be accrued to cope with this problem on a 
rational basis. 

5.4 Ocaupational health 

5.4.1 General considerations 

Occupational health is but the extension of the principle of soaial 
health to the microalimate of industry. It has two components, the first 
conaerned with the preservation of the personal health of tbe worltar within 
the industrial environment, and the other his protection from specific 
influences peculiar to industry. 'l'be former relates to adequate inplant 
serviaes, and tbe latter to technical and welfare services usually shared 
by Ministries of Labour and Health. 

'l'be total aonservation of the health and wellness of those engaged 
in occupation and industry has wide impliaations extending beyond the 
individual to tbe national interest. It has important signifiaanae in levels 

C: of production and productivity and in the standard of prosperity of the nation, 
which iS dependent largely on the vitality and vigour of the productive 
segment of the population. On this section also will rest much of the respon
sibility for the support of socially and economically dependent groups. 
National economic: poliaies, which unduly emphasize rapid urbanization and 
industrialization, may well neglect or deter adequate planning of ocaupa
tional health services. 
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As the industrial environment is a.l.m::lst entirely beyond the 
control of the worker, both govel'!llll9nt and employer bave responsibilities 
to ensure tbat it is safe and banDonious. Government may exercise its 
responsibility by legislation of the protective type defining the social 
and environmental amenities in factories, minimum standards of factory 
dedgn, wage structures, hours of work, rest periods, employment of women, 
industrial safety, etc. There is need also for legislation to protect 
against specific industrial bazards and also to provide for the emp:to:yment 
of doctors or nurses or first-aid auxiliaries to conserve the personal 
health of the worker within the industrial environment. These are particular 
responsibilities of government and are apart from its general responsibilities 
for urban development in adequate zoning of industries, protection of the 
general environment, supply of public utilities and location or re-location 
of work force. 

Generally, industry is loatbe to accept its responsibility, unless 
there is adequate legislation which must be enforceable. The need for 
occupational health can be presented to industry on an economic basis as 
representing a valid financial investment, which will provide an adequate 
return in term of reduced morbidity and absenteeism, a lower instance of 
occupational diseases and injuries, and a lorer cost to the employer by 
reduction of wage losses, decrease in compensation costs and premiums, and 
reduced labour turnover equating to greater skills and experience and less 
training programmes. 

In planning an occupational health service, the first stage is a 
review of existing legislation and its adequacy and the determination of the 
present and potential industrial bazards. This latter may present difficul
ties as reliance cannot be placed in reporting systems of notifiable indus
trial accidents or occupational diseases. The final step in the pre-planning 
stage is a review of existing resources which are already engaged in, or can 
be directed to a progriiiJIIle of occupational health services and activities. 

Following the pre-planning stage, the type of occupational health 
service to !m!et local circumstances should be def'ined1 together with its 
immediate and long-term objectives. The need f'or integration in the health 
services programme should be borne in mind. The plan must be financially 
feasible and should not introduce conflict with urgent priorities in the 
p,eneral health programme. 

The national occupational health programme wil.l vary in pattern 
from country to country, and services within it can be provided by govern
oont1 by private industry or by both. It shoul.d take into consideration 
the two components, namely, 

(a) in-plant services, and 

(':!) technical services to supervise protective legislation 
and industrial hazards. They should be fashioned to 
ooet the needs of' the country and its resources and 
shoul.d not slavishly ape the pattern or organization 
of developed countries. 

.. 
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Tbe in-plant service should cover all. workers, including 
supporting groups such as clerks, typists, etc. It should have its own 
entity, be responsible directly to DJaii88e!Dent, and the workers it serves 
should be encouraged to participate 1n its operational control, It is 1n 
the in-plant health services that the occ11pational health n11rse can play a 
vital. role. Appropriate legislation might be required to encourage the 
employment of such nurses 1n factories of a certain size, or 1n an aggrega
tion of factories, Tbe service should be mobile and penetrate to the 
factory floor. · 

Tbere must be co-ordination between the technical and inspectoral 
services organized by govel'lllllent to supervise industrial conditions and 
environment and particularly between those of the Ministries of Labour and 
Health. Within the occupational health service there should be provision 
for sutticient technical persolliiel capable of estimating the extent and 
type of industrial hazards and their effects and of advising on protective 
and preventive measures. Providing these persolliiel will be difficult 
initially, and consideration will need to be given to the possibility of 
external training of selected staff who have essential basic qllalitica.tions. 
Equally, after training, there will be the ne&d to provide sutticient incen
tives to retain specialized staff. 

One important function of the technical service is education and 
training, which should reach all levels and include not only post-graduate 
training of doctors, nurses, industrial hygienists and health edooators1 
but also management, worlters, trade unions and similar groups and organiza
tions. As the government service develops so there may be opportunity for 
extension of its function into research. ~s should initially be cqnducted 
on simple and applied lines within the scope of its facilities. 

5.4.2 Discussion 

nui.ng dis=ssion it became apparent that there is a general 
::._, deficit in adequate legislation, some reluctance to enforce existing legis

lation, and a difficulty in supplying adequate technical or resource person
nel to esteblish an occupational health service. Tbe :lmpa.ct of the industrial 
envirooment on the social wellness and mental health of the urban worker 
rapidly transferred, without conditioning, was raised, Tbe process of rapid 

...: urbanization which is occurring 1n most countries of the Region provides an 
" opportunity for the industrial psychologist, in association with the health 

administration to study man's reaction and response to the environmental 
stresses of industry, and its impact upon the social harmony of the worker 
and his family. 

MJst countries within the Western Pacific Region will need 
assistance 1n technical training programmes and facilities for such training. 
Many will require support and technical assistance until their own meubers 
are trained and competent. 
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:1>2ntal health aspects 

General considerations 

It is difficult, 1f not impossible, to separate mental and social 
health as each is dependent on the same factors of personal adaptation. As 
with social health, so also is there a similar difficulty 1n defining mental 
health. Its definition depends on an interpretation of psychological and 
psychiatric indices far- which there are no absolute values. Nevertheless, 
disruption of mental health is recognizable through coarse and indirect 
indices, ranging from total abrogation of personal and community values in 
the psychoses to expressions a: aggression and rejection of' community 
standards 1n delinquency, alcholism, drug addiction, anti.social cults, etc. 
Between these overt expressions there are often other manifestations of 
disruption of' mental wellness, which are not necessarily thrust upon society 
and which may be reflected in family or personal dis·harm:lny, such as divorce 
rates, suicide rates, child beating, family desertinn, diminished productivity ~-
accident proneness, educational retardation, and bebaV'1.ouraJ. or emotional 
devis;tions. 

Surveys in certain Asian countries have indicated that there is 
a significant problem existing in lllental heal.th, which bas so far not 
received major emphasis in medical planning because of' the urgency to 
CODibat tropical diseases with devastating morbidity and high mortality. As 
success is achieved in surmounting these immediate problems, most developing 
countries will need to programme for mental health services. The stresses 
posed by rapid urbanization and 1ndustriali7.Btion1 especial.ly 1f associated 
with mass migration of rural. populations, will ultimately force the issue 
of priority within the health pl.an for urban development. 

Although resources of skills and physical facilities are deficient 
in most countries of this Region, this may yet prove to be an advantage in 
so far tbat their mental health plans can be based on principles which have 
been tested and proven elsewhere. These principles are applicable to 
develoJ;ing countries as well as developed countries, but the degree and 
priority with which they will be implemented in the former Will depend on 
local circumstances, administrative attitudes, personnel, training facilities 
and peysical and economic resources. The three lllain principles are a cadre 
of professional skills and services, physical facilities to bouse these 
services and legisl.ation to bring certain segments of the population into 
contact with these skil.ls and facilities, if necessary by compulsion. 

The physical facilities, their type and siting are important to 
regional and national urban pl.anning authorities, but the design and distri
bution should be decided by the Ministry of Health, which should also 
provide guidelines to location and priority. These l.atter wil.l be deter
mined by surveys to indicate the value and extent of the problem prior to . 
devising mental health pl.ans. Because of ethnic and cultural problems, 
such surveys should include a socio·psychiatric evaluation. They should 
also detemine the epidemiology and mosaic of psychiatric disorders. 

The physical facilities fall into three types: 
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(a) Institutions for logger-term or cbronic treatment 

'nlese are in the main mental bospitals but include also 
special units for dependent groups or to cater for particular 
problems, such as drug addiction, 'nle nl.llliler and type o:r 
these facilities may be derived theoreticall.v on quantlllll
population formulae, but the practical implementation by 
nlllli>er and time-staging will depend ultimately on the potential 
of the service, national and economic priorities, staf'fing and 
training programmes. 

(b) Facilities for acute and earJ.;2: treatment 

These should include in-patient and out-patient services 
and opportunities for continuing daily therapy, as well as 
boatels and night hospitals. Preferably they sbould be 
associated with general hospitals, but mental hospitals may 
also have such extensions where the former is not applicable • 
The non-domiciliary services .may be located away from the 
hospitals in the community they will serve, None of these 
facilities need necessarily be elaborate and can o:rten be 
established by improvisation in existing buildings. 

(c) Community facilities for primar.y p;:evention 

i\lese will seek out and concentrate in groups at .rislt; 
provide supportive and counselling services, and integrate 
with existing public health services such as baby and 
maternity clinics, school medical services and regional 
health centres. Maximum use can be made in these facilities 
of voluntary and community agencies, wel:fare staf'f' and para
medical and nursing services. Here the public health nurse, 
with some additional training, could play a highly significant 
role. 

Mental health is essential to enjoy the advantages and amenities 
of urban existence. It is threatened by the stresses of urban development, 
especially if too rapid or uncontrolled. An effective mental health service 
must be planned and programmed to meet this challenge. It should be devised 
and administered by the Ministry of Health, and its pb,ytlical components and 
principles should be incorporated in national and regional urban development 
programmes and plans. The areas in which advice and assistance can be 
preferred to national and regional planning authorities towarda protection 
of the mental health of those sections of the community involved in the 
phenomenon of urbanization, have been listed in the res* of social health. 

Discussion 

In discussion, it was obvious that many countries do not have 
sufficient resources of professional sltills and para-medical personnel 
to mount a rational mental health programme 'With its own identity. In 
these countries no such progralllllle can be planned without including measures 
to attract, train and retain peraonnel with adequate skills and experience. 
Governments may have to recognize this by special incentives, and assistance 
towards developing training programmes and particular components of the 
service may have to be provided by external assistance. 
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For some time 1n several countries there will be i'1118llcial 
difficulty in· providing even a practical, let alone a tbeoretical IIUDiber 
of beds in DJantal b:Jspitals or institutions for prolonged care. In these 
circumstances emphasis is placed on non-domiciliary units at a comnnity 
level or the use of existing public bea1th facilities at i.he reg1ona1 or 
local level, Again the development of these resources is hindered by the 
scarcity of psychiatrists and supportive groupe with psychiatric training. 
!lrere may be a role here for sub-epecia1ist training of public hea1th 
DJadica1 and other staff in counselling, recognition of crises and, perhaps, 
some extension into supportive therapy. Such courses could be organized 
nationally with suitable assistance of experienced persons supplied from 
countries 1n the Regi'=>n. 

6.1 

6.1.1 

6. HOOSING AND ArMINISTRATIVE ABPEX:TS 
OF THE URBAN HI!'AUl!l PIJIN 

Urbanization and housing 1.n relation to social 
and economic development in the ECAFE region 

Urbanization and the resulting housing situation 

M!:!ny of the large cities and urban centres in the countries of 
the ECAFE region are in the process of rapid urbanization and haphazard 
urban growth. ire problems arising therefrom are the result of high rates 
of population growth and large-scale rural-urban migration, Because of 
over-population and inability to provide adequate housing accoiiiDOdation as 
well as essential facilites and services, many of the cities are confronted 
with housing shortages, severe congestion and overcrowding, the formation 
c£ sq.ud;ter colonies, slums, insanitary living conditions, a1l sorts of 
social mel.adies and political tensions, 

Only a few countriefi such as Australia, Japan, Singapore and New »-
Zea1and, have a favourable housing situation. Hong Kong bas also achieved 
remarkable progress in the field of housing and urban development, despite 
many complex problens. 

While mst countries are concentrating their resources on economic 
development activities to raise the standard of liVing of the population, the 
orderly growth and development of the cities and urban centres are being 
neglected or are not receiving the adequate attention that they deserve. 

Al.though development planning on a national level is firmly 
established in mst of the countries in the Region, relatively little 
consideration bas been given to mre ba1anced geographical distribution of 
development so as to enable areas outside the major urban centres to share 
their benefits, In other words, economic development policies as eubodied 
in national development plans have not directed adequate attention to a 
balanced spatial distribution of industries and their acco!Dpanying 
phenomenon of urbanization. As a result, most of the Dl!tropolitan areas 
and larger urban centres have grown at a considerably faster and often 
excessive rate than most of the smaller-sized urban areas. Remote and 
less urbanized sections of many of these countries have not benefitted 
from national progress, to say nothing of many depressed areas l'f'11!!!1n1ng 
unchanged for decades. 
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Lack of understalldln« of the envtrocmeatal. problems in develop
meatal. planning. bas resulted in imecoliOIIIic utilization of capital resources, 
distorted settlement patterns ·auch aa residential areas with unbealtby 
slllms; towns ls.clting in balanced social structure and diversified economic 
base; housing developments ls.cking adequate coliiiiiUllity facllities and 
services, s11ch as schools, bealth and co~~~~~ercial centres, recreational and 
open spaces, proper dra111!18E1, sa:fe water s11pply, and sallitary sewage 
disposal; large irrigation and ind11strial projects without service centres 
for processing and market 1ng agricllltllral and industrial produ.cts; and 
large mining projects with shanty-tcmna in juxtaposition. 

These haphazard, irrational and unbalanced developments are 
attriblltable to insdeq11ate attention being directed to the environmental 
and locational aspects. of urballization as well as the absence of an urban 
and regional strategy related to socio-ecoliOIIIic policies and prograJ!IIIes 
within the f'ramework of an overall national plan. 

~ sitllBtion calls for a co-ordinated multi-disciplinary approach 
to tbe many-GiBI. aspects at uri:&.n and regional planning. ibe social {which 
incllldes health and education), ecoliOIIIic and pb;ysical planners sb:>llld lrork 
as a well-knit te!llll with constant contact and cons11ltation and close 
co-ordination. Altb:>~.~gh their tools, methodologies and concepts of planning 
may differ, a coiiDDOn goal and vision are reqnired. 

6.1.2 SOcial and economic implications 

In economic and social terms, the growth of poplllation bas created 
and will continue to create many problems. The rate of increase, especially 
in tbe big cities, already exceeds the rate at which employment opportunities, 
housing acCOIIDDOdation and essential CQlii!DI!Dity services, become available. 
The problems of employment as well as adeq11ate provisions for housing 
accommodation, education and health services and facilities are bound to 
become even =re acute with fllrther urbanization. 

Recognizing that a low level of urballization is generally 
prevailing in the developing coWltries and that many of these countries 
are only in the initial stages of urbanization and industrialization the 
Seminar was informed that 11rban growth will proceed at a faster rate for 
same years to come and that the social problems connected with rapid 
urballization will become increasingly prominent even by reason alone of 
tbe IDII8nitllde of the poplllation involved. · 

It vas observed that the general pattern of city growth in liDst 
of the countries bas occllrl'ed as an o11tward expansion in areas to accoDBDO
date the increasing number of urban dwellers who can afford to pey or the 
rllral migrants forming squatter settlements on whatever space they find. 
New physical developments, new industries, new residential areas, genera.:tly 
of low-density, and single flllllily dwellings have been undertaken on tbe 
extension of the bnilt-up area into the SllrrollDding urban fringe. While 
new peripheral land is broken up into urban sub-divisions, the ensting 
central parts or cores of the principal cities are by-passed and neglected 
a:1d the ensning deterioration, congesti:>n and de~ trans:L"orm these central 
parts into slums. Tbe renewal of these slums and blig'lited areas wolil.d .add 
not only to the sllpply of scarce urban land i'or development, ut wollld also 
benefit the whole COIIIIIIUl1ity and the people who live and work there • 
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'nle el1mfnation and revitel.ization of deteriorated, insanitary, unheel.tby 
sll.llll areas are as, if not lll)re, illlportant tban the olltwsrd expansion of 
the city into new areas at the fringes and peripheries. Aside from the 
beDefit derived for tbe total. urban community, a properly designed urban 
renewal scheme "Will yield a substantiel.ly increased tax revenue and will 
tlereb;r have an actvantageous effect on the averal.l. development and 
progress of the city aa well as a DDre economic and judicious use of the 
lilll1ted and rapidly decreasing urban land. 

The costly extension of basic utility services into the sprawling 
urban fringe and transportation to and from places of employment have 
created major problems. 

With large-scale urbanization inevitable, there is no longer any 
alternative but to invest in the production of adequate shelter and the 
systematic and orderly planning of urban as well as rural areas for tm 
people who live and work there. For many countries that are experiencing 
depression and growth at the same time, a sound well-conceived housing 
and urban development programme can employ funds constructively that might 
otherwi.se be wasted on improvised projects. A housing programme can el.so 
play a Vital role in development savings and in releasing unproductive 
capital in the country. 

6.1.3 Action talren by the countries 

M:lst of the countries in the ECAFE region are aware of the present 
and impending urban problems, especially in relation to their programmes for 
social and economic development. Governments have undertaken direct public 
housing and physical planning programmes to mitigate the critical housing 
situation and the problems associated "With rapid urbanization. Mlasures 
have been adopted by a nWJiber of countries to cheek the flw of rural 
migrants to urban areas such as (1) the implenentation of rural improvement 
programmes, including development of agriculture, establishment -of indus
tries in Villages, rural electrification, land reform and eo111111unity 
development; (2) increased recognition and use of urban and regional. planning .# 
as a !lEans of achieVing DDre balanced distriblltion of population as well as 
avoiding disorderly and ~msteful urban growth and sprawl; and (3) greater 
attention to tbe decentralization of economic and adiDinistrative activities 
to open up new under-developed areas so as to divert the flow of migretion 
away from large urban centres. A number of countries have also built or 
are building satellite and new towns to reduce congestion and overcrowding 
in the big cities. 

6.1.4 Proposals for action 

L'espite the efforts made and the measures adopted, it was noted 
that little success has so far been achieved. 

The Seminar observed that the private sector has not eontribiited 
as much as it should in the housing effort. While the private sector in 
many countries has contributed significantly in dealing with problems of 
housing and urban development, this contribution has been impeded by a --!' 
number of factors, such as lac\~ of long-range planning or programmes, 
which has prevented the building and building materials industries (lll)st 
of which are privately owned) from making adequate investments for in 
increasing productiVity and reducing building costs; lack of or inadequate 
financing mechanisms or scbe!lEs for encouraging saVings for bo!lE construction; 
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lack of understanding or appreciation of the bene:f'its and adv'sn'tqes of 
housiDg co-operatives; lack of ratit>Dal. urban land policy for preventiDg 
land board1Dg and the sp1ralling of land prices; and failure in most 
cowrtries to tap the 1!JB1!ense poteJitial of self-help housiDg especiall,y 
for the rural. areas. 

In the face of the overcrowded conditions al:reacyo existing in 
many urban areas, slums and squatter settlements and the difficulties 
inherent in the competition for the acquisition of land, the Seminar 
recommended that governments should formulate comprehensive policies and 
programmes to deal with these problems. The adoption of realistic targets 
and goals for housing and urban and regioDal. development prograi!B!!es would 
provide a focus for the DDbilization of natioDal. and local resources and 
a basis for the planning and co-ordination of activities. Large programmes 
are required for the liquidation of current housing shortages and to keep 
pace with current obsolescence. Another target for housing and urban 
development programmes would be the squatter settlements. The clearance 
of slums and blighted areas and urban renewal operations are activities 
that would also demand increasing attention. 

In order that the forces of urbanization 11lBY be channelled 
into a planned and organized pattern, a clear understanding ar the inter
relationship between urbanization, industrialization and the process of 
economic development is vital. A first step in this direction is the 
formul.ation of an urbanization policy which will indicate the ratio of 
urban to rural popu1ation and the pattern of distribution of popu1ation 
aJJDng cities of various sizes that would be most advantageous from the 
economic and social points of view. b urbanization policy should give 
a clear indication wbetber the cities have the capacity to absorb increases 
in popu1ation at the rates prevailing or estimated for the future, and 
whether natioDal. and regional economies can sustain the urban industries 
and infrastructure required to absorb such popu1ation increases in the 
cities. 

b type of urbanization which is needed is a planned urbani
zation which does not inhibit balanced ec:momic growth or put undue social 
and emotional strain on the individual and the COIIIIIWlity in the urban 
areas, or create physical. ailments or an unhealthy envirolllllent. In cases 
of excessive urbanization, the government may slow down or decelerate the 
rate of urbanization by distribu:ting people and industries more rationall,y 
aJJDng the cities of different types and sizes, or by creating satellite 
and new towns within the :frsmework of regional plans. 

The policy of urbanization should enable the economic, social, 
administrative and physical systems to accODIIIDdate change and growth and 
should see that the growth is balanced in its various aspects. Urbaniza
tion being a long-te:rm process, its objectives can be realized only over 
a long period and only in relation to transformations in the socio
economic, political and other spheres. 

While zecongizing that shelter is important to the health and 
,.. well-being of the popu1ation, providing shel.ter alone would not lead to 

a permanent or even a realistic solution. b problems must be dealt with 
in a cOJllprehensive manner giving due regard to questioqs of emplo;vment. 
rational urban land policy, industrial location as well as other relevant 
social. and econOJllic aspects of urban and regional development. It was 
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pointed out that there is a need for a strong housing manageuent steff 
in residential developments or housi.ng estates for the trsfnfng and 
educatioll. of the new residents in the proper use of the expensive equ.ip
ment and facilities, especially for the ruraJ. migrants or those comill.g 
~ the slums who a:oe not familiar with the use of such equipment, as well 
as in preventing unauthorized additions or construction that could lead 
to the creation of slums. 

For an effective 1mplenentation of policy and execution of 
programmes in housing and urban development, attention was drawn to the 
need for legislation as well as effective law enforcenent. 

6.1.5 Discussion 

'nle Semi nsr was glad to note that Singapore bas been successful 
in controlling the entry of migrants by requiring "works permit" before 
worll:ers are permitted entry into Singapore. 

It was pointed out that to be successful, social development 
programmes such as housing and urban development should give due regard 
to the human problems involved. ~ participation and support of the 
people in such programmes are essential to their successful implementation. 

~ correct approach to the problems of urbanization, population 
distribution and settlenent due to social and economic development is 
tbrough comprehensive economic and social surveys and the establishment 
of economic and physical development plans. Planning on a regionaJ. scale 
could help guide urbanization, industrialization and internaJ. migration in 
a balanced, orderly and systematic manner. 

Apart from these measures, however, the Seminar emphasized the 
need for trained personnel at all levels in the field of housing and urban 
and regionaJ. development, as well as a suitable central machinery at the 
nationaJ. level for the formulation of programmes and strong local govern
ment bodies for their effective implementation. ~be effective the 
central machinery must be endowed with the necessary power and resources 
to enable it to guide and integrate the compOnent programmes into one 
nationaJ. effort. 

6.2 

6.2.1 

Administrative aspects of health plannill,g 
in urban develoent 

General 

Undoubtedly, urbanization bas been accepted as a fact of life 
but the dimensions of the problems which it brings in its wsl'e or tbe 
causal relationships betm~en these problems and socio-economic develop
ment of the countries in this Region do not appear to have been 
sufficiently realized. In particular, the heal.th aspects of urbanization 
which, by and large, characterize these problems have received scant 
attention from the planners who are engaged in drawing up blue-prints 
for urban development. Consequently, health planning is conspicuous 
by its absence from the urban development plans. 
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&:lme possible reasons for the absence of health planning in 
urban areas are : 

(a) acute sbortage of trained manpower; 

(b) lack of awareness on the part of the public health 
administrators of the rationale :for and the concept 
of comprehensive planning, and; 

(c) failure to appreciate, on the part of those responsible 
for :fol'!lllllating national development plans, the need to 
prepare comprehensive plans for urban areas. 

Considering the work load, the public health administrations in 
urban areas appear to be genera~ 11nderstaf:fed. There is also a serious 
laclt of personnel trained in some of the planning, administrative and 
management skills, capable of llndertaldng any health planning and there 
is an urgent need to strengthen the staff so tmt health planning can 
be 11nderteken. The prospective hea.J.th planners must be exposed to 
disciplines s110h as economies, public administration, planning, etc., 
not only to discern the health aspects of urbanization but also to 
appreciate the need for planning his department's activities in the broader 
context of urban development. This implies the training of the prospec
tive health planners in these disciplines but this training to be fruit:flll, 
mllBt be reeognized by the central planners wbo mllBt also develop an 
awareness of the need for comprehensive urban development planning. 
"The fallacy of non-productive urban investment", as pointed out by 
Professor Bertram M. Gross, "represents one of the major premises in 
the thinking of many development economists" ,1 and expenditure on social 
services including health services is generally regarded as "consumption• 
or, in other words, non-productive. This view, u.nfortunately, prevails 
at least in urban development planning and llnless and 11ntil there is an 
attitudinal change on the part of pol.icy-makers health planning for urban 
development will not gain much headway. 

6.2.2 R:>le of health in nationl".l. and urban developme;nt 

The role of health in national development, whether at urban 
or oatinal level, needs no emphasis as has been pointed out by many 
experts on health administration. Yet, the awareness that hea.J.th can 
contribute significantly to the productiveness of an undertaking is very 
slow in developing. ProdllCtiveness is not merely determined by economic 
factors and even i1' the economic base is enlarged and employment oppor
tunities provided for everyone poor health and insanitary l.iving conditions 
can nullify or at least redllCe the economic advantages so provided. 

lunited Nations 
D3velo2£hnt Planning 
paragrap l57l 
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It is essential, tberei"ore, to undertake health llla8.aures and 
health plano.1ng in urban areas even though they may be limited in scope 
due to i"inancial stringency and the inadequacy oi" tra.ined personnel. 
a>v1.ousl:y-, no urban administration will bave the necessary i"inance and 
trained personnel to provide all the desirable health serv1.ces, vhich 
indicates the necessity oi" determining priority needs and i"ormulating a 
plan of action to meet these needs. At the sallie time, urban health services 
have to be reorganized in s11ch a manner as to enable health plano.1ng to be 
undertaken. In so doing, a pragmatic approach is necessary, bearing in 
mind s11ch obv1.ol1S limitations as inadeqllScy oi" finance and trained manpower 
and competing claims i"or resources both at urban and national levels. 

It will be scarcel:y- possible to reorganize all the existing 
urban health services or impose the responsibility of i"ormulating health 
plans on all of them. This will have to be done on a selective basis and 
the urban health serv1.ces in areas where health problems are 1110st ac11te 
sh:luld receive prior consideration. An appraisal will be reqlli:red as to 
wbeth!!r the existing urban bealth services in selected areas can meet the 
immediate needs of the colliiDW11ty and what would be the priority needs. ib 
reorganize health services for urban devel.opment a realistic appraisal oi" 
tbe needs in the urban context or, in other words, the health aspects of 
urban problema will have to be taken into account. The priority needs as 
determined in the urban context sbould be met as far as possible and the 
extent to which sllCh needs can be met will :Logically determine the manner 
in w'hich health services are to be reorga.nized. Funds permitting, it may 
be necessary to extend the services, in which case a specialized section may 
have to be established or specialists :recrllited blrt that, in itself, will 
not ensure that health plans/progrWllles/projects will be efi"icientl:y
implemented. Whatewr the objectives may be, these must be achieved, and 
that is where the administrative aspects assume importance. 

6.2.~ Role of administration 

The purpose of administration is to prodllce desired :results in as 
economic a manner as possible thro11gh organization. What it implies is that 
·there must be no avoidable delay and wastage of reso11rces in achieving the 
objectives oi" any operation. It i"llrther implies that obv1.ol1S .organizational 
defects sllCh as excessive centralization oi" a11tbority, imprecise delineation 
c~ functions and responsibilities and l.B.cl;: of co-ordination have to be 
eliminated or redllced to a minimum if objectives are to be achieved efi"icientl:y-. 
!these defects are not peculiar to beaJ:t h administration as they are co111110n 
characteristics oi" government administrations in 1110st of the countries of 
the Region. Cumbersome and time-consum:tng procedures, over-l.B.pping and/or 
®plication and departnentalism which have bro11ght discredit to many govern
ment operation are problems present in greater or lesser degree in all the 
administrations. There would have to be aju.diciollS measure of decentraliza
tion, clear delineation of functions and responsibilities and purposeful 
efi"orts made to break dcnm the barrier of departmentalism. leadership plays 
an important role in administration, and efforts need to be made by countries 
to train the present generation of p11blic service personnel in leadership 
abilities. Of major importance is co-ordination with other agencies in 
urban administration as they are functionally inter-dependent. Co-ordination 
can be effective if a systematic analysis of the administrative aspects in 
any bealth prognumne or project is made so that the agency/agencies concerned 
can make the reqllired contriblltion at the reqllired time and at strategic 
points; otherwise, co-ordination will merely remain a piollS wish. 

..... .. 
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Importance of training and research 
for the tnwlelrentation of the plan 

Health personnel in urban administrations are increasinslY involved 
in most of the urban problems and to enable tbem to discharge their new 
responsibilities e1'1'ectively it will be necessary to provide in-service 
training to the existing personr.el especially at the middle management level. 
~se personnel will not only be involved in health planning but also, and 
mst importantly, in implementing health pmjects. They play a crucial role 
in the implementation of health progral!ltles and projects and as project 
managers they have to undertake administrative and executive responsibilites. 
The training of these personnel in public administration and management along 
with administrators and other public service personnel would be an advantage 
as a dialogue would be established between tbem and other public service 
personnel and the techniques of administration and :management would E'nhance 
their competence in the implementation of projects. 

Tbe reorganized urban health services would have to undertake 
health planning for urban development and the health planner wb) is given 
this responsibility will find that be cannot perform his task in isolation. 
He will have to act in concert with the representatives of other functional 
agencies in the urban administration as the urban problems have a bearing 
on all!l)st every facet of urban Ufe. He must be able to advise other 
agencies on health aspects, convince them of his department's priority needs 
and be able to speak their language. It is therefore incumbent on the health 
planner to assess all the health needs of an urban area, to have priorities 
determined by competent authorities and persuade others that the costs of 
his projects will be proportionate to the benefits. In other words, he 
should be able to prepare the cost estimates which would reflect the costs 
in terms of resources - personnel, finance, material - the nature of services 
or facil.ities that ~lill be provided and the -benefits. This aspect of 
health planning is extremely important because financial resources are 
always scarce and also the economist talces a very dim view of projects which 
do not promise quick and tangible returns. It was, however, felt that the 
cost-benefit analYsis method should not be rigi~ applied to health projects 
as obviously it is dif':ficult to represent their benefits or results in 
monetary terms. Nevertheless, an attempt should be made to assess the results 
as far as possible and present them as benefits which would derive from a 
project. In this connection, it was pointed out that progrsmme-budgetting 
bad been successfully adopted in the Philippines and as health projects 
were presented in this manner, it was possible to obtain an increased alloca
tion of finances. The cost and time studies of health projects underta.'ten 
in the tJnited states of America were cited as useful examples of Presenting, 
though in a limited manner, the cost and benefits of these projects. It 
was also considered that the increase in the productivity of a country which 
would be reflected in the Gross National Product could be related to the 
institution of health measures, and this would presumably serve as a good 
argument in favour of' the health projects. 

Tbe implementation of the plan depends to a large extent on the 
performance of the health personnel involved in the process. Hmiever, 
training would equip them with the required knowledge and techniques and 
it can be expected that there can be better perfonnance. ib ensure that 
implementation is proceeding satisfactorily it will be necessary to 
establish a system of progress reporting which would proVide a feed-back 
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so that adjustments and alterations can be made at any ti.lle. M1ch l!Dre 
important is the evaluation of the project once it is completed. In this 
exercise, it may be somewhat difficult to undertake both quantitative and 
qual.itative analysis methods but valuable inforlllll.tion and ~1ide lines for 
future planning wuld be available if an attempt is :made. 

SUimnary and discuasion 

~re appear to be four basic requirements for urban health 
planning.. Firstly, reliable fac·tual inforlllll.tion bas to be obtained to 
proVide a basis for planning. ~re may be considerable difficulty 1n 
compiling reliable statistical data as, for one thing, it is expensive 
and1 for another, the sources are very meagre. Tbe View was expressed 
that purposeful efforts could yield fairly approximate results in the 
form of statistics and that such efforts should be made so that there 
wuld be a basis for planning. Secondly, a good dial.ogua requires to be 
established between the health department and other agencies. 'lhl.rdly, ->_ 
urban health personnel at superVisory middle management level need to be 
trained 1n public administration, management and pl ann1 ng. It was also 
suggested that the top executives and policy-makers should have at least 
rudimentary lOJOvledge of the 'WOrking of the health ministry/department and 
health problems as otherwise they vill not be able to appreciate the health 
needs or the priority ratings. ~then would health plans and projects 
receive proper consideration and not be subject to other pressures, Tbere 
is also a tendency in some countries to appoint generalist administrators 
as beads of technical departments. While practices vill differ from country 
to country the training suggested above would at least proVide a proper 
rapport between the generalists and the specialists. Fourthly, co-ordination 
is the key factor in the health planning process. Tbere should be adequate 
machinery to effect co-ordination and preferably it should be located close 
to the office of the highest executive. 

7. THE PLANNING METHOOOLOOY Al'ID !mE IEVEIDPMENT 
OF URBAN HEALTH SERVIC:m 

One of the important features raised 1n the discussions was the 
possibility of quantification of public health serVices. It appeared worth
while that some clarification be given to the participants about the concept 
and metho<'lology applied 1n some regions of the world to meet these problems. 
This field bas to date been explored in Latin America and "the first step 
has been made on the long road that W'ill have to be travelled before health 
policies can be framed in the light of the rich store of knowledge that 
mathematics and social sciences can offer the health workers" ,l 

l 
Q.u?teC: by Dr. Abraham lbrwitz, Director,. Pan American Sanitar;r 

Bureau, Preface, HEALTH. PLI\l'll!TITG, Problems of Concept and M=thod
1 

Pan 
American Health Organization, Pan American Sanitary Bureau, Regional 
Office of the r1orld Health Organization, 1965. 
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As fer as it 1B applicable, 'With tbe neces81117 exceptions, tbe 
input-output metb:Jd for ~zing health facilities has bee~and the 
result of the studies made is the methodology known as tbe 
Matbodol.ogy. Some of the chsra.cterist-ics of this methodology were given, 
'Without going into details, as foll.aws: 

(l) The health sector is being measU1'ed in terms ot specific 
mortality rates and the demand for services. · 

(2) Any lite is equal to any others. 

(~) M:>rtallty and morbidity cannot be reduced to a COIIIIDn 
deDQ!1!1ns:tor. 'l!leretore1 in assessing the effects of a given health activity 
on any health hazard the yardstick used 'Will be the number ot deaths prevented 
through that actiVity, irrespective ot the benefits arising in tbe fom. of 
a reduction in morbidity or disall111ty. 

(4) 'l!le planning process comprl,ses five stages, ll8Dlel.¥1 

- di88ll0sis 
- planning as such 
- discussion and decision 
-execution 
- evaluation and reVision. 

(5) nl88ll0sis is a fundamental stage in tbe planning process 
and one that exercises a decisive influence on its quality. 

One can summarize the type of intom.ation required for di88ll0Sis 
as foll.aws: 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

~~~ 

diseases; 
an inventory of the resources availallle and ot the 
activities carried out; 
the allocation ot resources to various uses; 
the unit cost of different activities undertaken; 
population; 
environment, 

As fer as disease investigations are concerned in the d:lagnoetic 
period, it is essential to establish the total cost of COI!ilating each 
disease, and the cost of each dea~ ~revented in the category ot reducible 
diseases, as well as the cost ot eac case treated. 

In order to restrict these studies, it is recommended that detailed 
study should be limited to the economics ot major diseases - the criteria of 
the incidence, the importance, and the vulnerall111ty of diseases should be 
applied to death rates. 

1eenter tor :r::eveJ..opment studies of the Central University 
ot Venezuela, Caracas. 
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(6) ~ diagnosis stage is completed wben the beal.th planner 
bas given an explanation of the beaJ.th conditions~ 

- a prognosis of' the beaJ.th situation; 
- an eval.uation of' the heaJ:th situation. 

(ODe can understand theref~re lxJw important operational. studies can be 
in coUIItries where none of' thesa problems bave been explored as yet. ) 

(7) 1be genera1 planning process stage is to detexmtne tbil 
feasible aJ.ternative in the local programming area; 1n fact the planning 
process, accordi.Dg to CENDES methodology, is prepared from local progrmmrlng 
areas. For each progJO'!Ij1llldng area the health planner is required to establish 
the cost of the maximum and of the m1n1rnnrn alternative. 

(8) Then, the plan is prepared from such material, regional.J.y 
and nationally, with a presentation of maximum and min1rnmn alternatives, 

It was underlined during the discussions that the CENI:lrn 
methodology was not tbil only methodology used in the world in order to 
quantity the health services. Some other methods are already in existence 
and have been applied in some countries for a long time. It was aJ.so 
pointed out that some kind of' specific methodology which is tbouglrt to 
be DDre appropriate in this part of the world shoul.d be applied to Asian 
and Pacific countries, Whenever a country starts with the systematic 
planning process for its health services, some training will be necessary 
either for the high-ranking statt in the Ml.nistry of Health or tor the 
executive personnel in charge of collecting data and preparing the local 
or regional planning. 

A copy of' the basic data required tor the diagnostic phase is 
given in Annex II. The doc1.1111ent has been taken 1'rom nlJealth Planning
Problems of Concepts and :teti:Ddsn , Pan American Health Organization, Pan 
American Sanitary Bureau, Regional Office of the Worl.d HeaJ.th Organization, 
196;. 

8. URBAN JEVEIDPMENT PLANNING 

8.1. Genera1 considerations 

In planning for urban development the two fields of town pl.enn1ng 
and public beal.th pl.anning are DDre close4'" related than has been generally 
recognhed. 

M:lst authorities concerned with economic development will usually 
accept planning in public health, preventive and tbilrapeutic medical services 
witi:Dut much economic justification. 'Ibis is not neceesar14'" so for tbil 
heavy investment in the lltilltiee of environmental sanitation and 1n better 
housing, 

-~ 
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b capital .. i.Jmtstment involved must CQJDPete V1th ctber forms of 
capital investmept .:f.n. under-developed countr1e1L,which are concerned V1th 
increasing il;ld!U1tr1al prodllction, rate of savinp and hence per cap:l.ta 
income. D:!velop1ng States do not have adequate technical or fiscal means 
to provide these services. b problema are how to husband their very 
l1m:l.ted means so 118 to obtain the moat rapid capital accumulation. 

It is primarily the economists who are charged V1th advising 
on these choices and who must be couriDced that investment in environ
mental sanitation V1ll contribute towards development. Hence any proposal 
for a project requiring considerable investment must relate the project to 
the country's economic development plan. It must be V1th1n the resources 
available to government and must contribute to the goals of the economic 
plan. To the pti!Uic health adm1n1strator it might seem that some of the 
ecol101111c priorities are less necessary than a pure water supply or deceat, 
healtbf'ul., although modest housing. Bl%t an investment which can return a 
large amount quickly, which 1n turn can be re-invested, is considered to 
speed an eco~' s growth futer than an investmeat which is perhaps more 
socially valua:ble but which has a ve::y lmr (or perhaps no) annual. return • 
Bowver, it is now well recognized that prodllction investments are not 
sufficient in themselves. A factory must have power, must be served by 
roads, needs water, workers. ihl workers need honsing1 education, and 
health facilities. bee non-profitable thinp - non-profitable because 
they are best obtained through public investment and paid for out of taxes 
or utility service charges - are collectively called infrastructure. In 
the ligl:rt of •figures from Asia, Africa and latin America on the presence 
of population increases and the ljck of adequate we:ter supplies, sewerage, 
llld 'IQ8te disposal 1n these areas a 1 it is ell8y to understand the dU enrne 
of ecol101111sts to finance even necessary infrastructure systems. 

Nevertheless, if these systems are built into the national plan 
the aggregate cost on a planned basis V1ll be much less - by several times -
than 1t attempted on an unplanned bll8is. SUch planning must, 1t it is 
comprehensive, set goals and standards and try to meet these in an orderly 
manner V1thin the fiscal, peysical and human resources available. 

Rapid industrialization if it is to be achieved economically 
and V1thin the financial capa,city of the. country msy require state inter
vention in the control .of land use., ~s doea; not necessarily equate to 
nationali:za.t:tm r:£ land but the govel'lllllent will have to. indicate to some 
degree what is to be built, where it is to be built and when it is to be 
built. ~Tithout such guidance and control there seems little hope that a 
bealtbtul and efficient urban environment can be achieved for the majority 
of urban people. It the market mechan1SJII is the only measure whereby land 
utilization is determined, then it is inevitable that urban development 
V1ll proceed in an expansive manner 118 cbeaper land is sought on tbe 
periphery. Such rapid d.i:tvelopment creates its own prolil.em in cost of 
infrastructure system and development of communications. Again, from the 
viewpoint of infrastructure planning it is obvious that the structure of 
a metropolis is better created through a aeries of planned development 
units than through a system of haphazard accretions around tbe buil.t-up 
periphery of the existing built-up area of the city. 

1Special Feature WP/5, Mly l967. 
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'nle planning pattern sboul.d tS:ce into account the formal growth 
of mst metropolitan areas which, in the absence of govemment action, 
takes place at the periphery of new deve:Lopments or squatter settlements 
which e:ttach themselves to the existing infrastructure systems. !ll'lese 
latter, which were adequate for the old city, are now not ~>.dequate either 
:for it or the new deve:Lopment. Added to the cost of extending the infra
st:ructure systems to the periphery development is the need to remodel the 
existing system in the older city portion. This replacement is extremely 
costly and quite unnecessary With government control of the type and mde 
of development. 

Planning should be on a regional basis and a varie:tion of the 
llllit development system whereby the added growth and over-spill from the 
city are acCOIIIIlDde:ted in planned settlement units in the region. !ll'lese 
settlements IDa¥ be new subu:rbs or the filling-out of existing suburbs or 
self-contained satellite cities, each with its proper ~lement of 
industries and served by new utility systems which are then connected to 
a regional system. !lllis enables the central city to be limited in its 
growth and pe:rndts its re-deve:Lopment ~11th mdernization only of the :Local 
infrast:ructure systems. But to carry out such regional u:rbanization plans 
land must be available for urban development for industry, housing, commerce, 
roads, scbools1 psrlcs1 etc., when needed according to plan and at prices 
which these land-users - private or public - can pay. Same of this land 
will have to be acquired by public agencies, and often the government will 
also have to step in to help private deve:Lopers secure the land needed, 
if development is to proceed according to plan. Such an urban land policy 
cannot rely entirely on negotiation in the acquisition of land; compulsory 
purchase will be required in SO!liEl degree. 

In Sweden, the Government has held large land reserves from 
which land is made available to deve:Lopers in the City of Stockholm when 
required. Such land reserve systems keep u:rban land prices under control 
so that a private land msrket can also exist for the interest of developers. 
!ll'le land reserve method is of particular interest to developing countries 
since they do not have - and cannot have for same time - the trained 
planning personnel to operate a system of urban deve:Lopment when every 
proposed u:rban const:ruction must be sc:rutinized for conformity with official 
plans and receive "planning" permission. Since developing countries cannot 
do this it is mre practical for the public power to purchase, on the basis 
of a regional plan, lsrge tracts o:f cheap outlying vacant land in advance 
of need, 'WOrk out detailed deve:Lopment plans and programmes, and sell or 
lease the land for urban use when needed at reasonable prices. 

!ll'le price paid to the owner of such vacant land by the government 
shoul.d be limited to its agricultural value plua a mdest sum to compensate 
the land-owner :for the hardship involved in his re-:Location. In addition, 
re-:Location aids should be made available. If' the land is not needed :for 
deve:Lopment at once, it should remain in agricultural use until needed at 
a rental covering interest and normal land taxes. 1brough such a land 
reserve, the regional development plan can be made to 'WOrk with a very 
small number o:f skilled planners. Malting an economic case :for infra
st:ructure planning is not too difficult since failure to plan will 
increase the asgregste costs of national development. 
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ln developing countries economists may feel that housing C&UmOt 
help their balance of pa;yment problems 1 does not oi'i'er quick returns for 
re-investment. In some countries these problems preclude BDY direction of 
investment into housing which can possibly be directed else-<'!;ere. In the 
rural areas people have always DJallll8Eid to erect some kind of bouse; the 
bard-pressed economist feels they can continue to do so in urban areas. 
Bu:t the situation there is often tar more dii'i'icult and overcrowding and 
lack of sanitary facilities pose dangers which cannot be ignored. Once 
the process ot development baa made some progress, as in Taiwan, then 
national housing progr8lllllea become possible. When this occurs a housing 
loan progrsllllle tinanced out of savings trom wages and salaries can capture 
the DDney which would otherwise go into some of these expenditures tor a 
sizeable percentage of the population. 

It is not believed that many arguments will be won trying to prove 
that housing aids productiVity directly. 

b economic planners 1n all developing countries. are faced with 
the co11m:m problem of unemployment. In these countries, with their high 
population growth, finding jobs for those uh:l each year come into the 
labour market is a constant and critical development problem. Housing as 
a sector of' the building industry can help alleviate unemployment. A 
large-scale housing construction programme will create demand for building 
materials and equipment and thus create additional employment. Impoverished 
aback dwellers and squatters will not be given housing through this approach. 
However, a housing industry will limit the squatter problem and define it as 
a residual. one which they can be analyzed and dealt with as such. !-any 
squatters could enter a market for housing where lll)dest-priced dwellings 
are offered under good credit te1'!DB. It makes no sense to subsidize families 
willing and able to pay for their housing; such subsidies sbould be reserved 
for those wbo need them. 

once a national housing progrsllllle becomes a reality and begins 
growing, the question of' standards will have to be faced. In developing 
countries standards will have to fit the means available. One is reminded 
ot eNeden' s position on tbi.s question after World War I when the standard 
was one room and a kitchen per family until such time as every family bad 
some kind of decent shelter. Oi' course, as the income of the people rose 
and housing production beo81111 greater and lll)re ei'i'icient, the standard 
rose until it approached .that of the United states of America. Developing 
countries will have to to do the 881111;pu:t the original standard low enough 
to reach a sizeable proportion of the population and increase the standard 
as the rising income of the aver88EI family permits. To carry out an ei'i'ective 
national housing progrsllllle a way ot prolll)ting efficient urban building on a 
cumulative basis IIIU8t also be institu:ted. ibis can be obtained lll)re easily 
throush continuous large-scale building operations rather than a multitude 
of small building enterprises which do not improve their techniques very 
fast. 

The concept ot public u:tility non-profit housing companies might 
well be considered, not to disparage . other approaches to stimulate housing 
construction, but because they are designed to broaden the housing market, 
not merely .to satisfy the top layers of' the market as is the tendency 1n 
building and loan societies or progra.TJIIIes of lending to applicants who own 
land. 
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An added advantage of large--scale public-utility housing is that 
these companies can be a repository o:r experience and expertise to tbe 
F!l!!all er collliDUilities in attempts to build subsidized housing for the lowest 
income groups, in squatter housing, in redevelopment. iMse companies can 
do tbe.se jobs on contract and eliminate tbe need of a large local buresn- · 
cracy which Will only add to tbe cost of the housing. ~y can create a 
yardstick to measure other pertonnances both as to standards and costs. 

To conclude, WHO is frequently the first agency in the United 
Nations family concerned with town planning and social housing to be on 
the scene in many developing countries. WHO's concern for public health 
makes tbis inevitable. A recognition that urban planning and social housing ;. 
are necessary components of development tends to coma at a later stage in 
tbe development process. 

8.2 Discussions 

~ discussion concerned the possible effects of the development 
of' satellite cities on the centrally established traditional city with its 
cultural l!Dvemants1 govercment centres and capital iilVIi!S'tme!rtS. It was 
:felt that tbe existing central city would continue its present functions, 
wbile building new satellite towns in the metropolitan region would relieve 
the population pressure on the old city, thus pel'lllitting it to be Ulproved. 
Planning authorities advocate positioning of satellite cities close to the 
original metropolis in order to avoid people having to travel long distances 
to work. Suitable roads capable of' handling traffic at all times and a 
bus service should be provided, subsidized it' necessary. Industrial estates 
and housing production mu.st be kept in balance with employment. 

Mi.tters relevant to Taiwan were discussed and it was :felt that in 
Taipei, due to local conditions, :four-storeyed wallt-up apartment buildings 
were the commonest and cheapest form of housing being built today. rus 
was necessitated by the fact that the great shortage of housing resulted 
in people being glad to get any type of' dwelling at all. In the future it 
may be possible to provide row houses, each with its own garden. 

~ question of' compulsory acquisition of' land for general urban 
buildings, especially housing, was discussed and tbe legal position in 
Taiwan was questioned and also the applicability of a similar system to 
other countries in the region. Opinions differed as to whether the urban 
land programmes advocated for the future can be carried out under existing 
l.m1s. 

Tile answer to tbe elimination of' shacl<: towns appears to involve a 
bealtey growing economy able to g:l.ve employment to the urban population, 
state-aided housing credits, an efficient building industry, effective 
regional and urban land use planning, the availability of urban land at 
reasonable prices and also a concentrated effort to curb the population 
explosion. 

Concerning the use of' temporary or permanent materials in housing 
projects, it was felt that l!DSt planners consider the best WliY to meet small .J..: 
initial space standards is to design houses so that two or l!Dre apartments 
can be later COIJi>ined1 as in Hong Kong at present. ~rary materials 
generally require very low densities; to achieve the densities required 
multi-storeyed buildings are necessary and hence permanent construction is 
preferred. 
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!1\le questions of acceptance of minimum space standards in the 
initial. stages of housing projects and the failure of such structures to 
contribute to the social. well-being of those compelled to live in them 
were discussed. It was felt that ban-ack architecture was not to be 
preferred but that good exaJDPles of housing at IIIIIXimum densities can be 
constructed, and have been constructed, in at least one colllltry in the 
Region. 

!1\le priority given to heal.th planning was considered in various 
situations. In Taiwan, uater supply systems are considered first priority. 
However, once urbanization becomes important, drainage, sewerage and flood 
control compete for priority. Ventilation, insulation, layout and land 
occupancy cannot be separated from other bJusing matters, and any competent 
urban planner keeps 1n mind such facilities as play-spaces, parks, bJspital.s, 
and anti-pollution measures, which are integral facts of urban development. 
In !laiwan, there is representation from the provincial. and national. heal.th 
agencies on both the Govemm~~nt Board and on planning working groups. On 
specific matters relating to water on sanitation a WHO consul.tant is 1n 
attendance • 

The Seminar was aware that there is a prevailing scarcity of 
capital. and an over-supply of labour 1n many countries in the Region. In 
undertaking a realistic bJuse-building progrellllle for the well-being of the 
population, the Seminar suggested that countries sboul.d employ methods that 
are best suited to the prevailing economic and technological. stages of' 
development. Instead of undertaking a progrelllllle involving heavy capital. 
investment for the purchase of expensive, highly :aechanized equipment to 
replace manual. labour that woul.d complicate the al.ready critical. unemploy
:aent situation, such a programme coul.d be undertaken by a :aethod that woul.d 
economize in the use of capital., but woul.d utilize labour to maximum 
advantage. Such a method woul.d bel.p relieve the problems of unemployment. 

9 • :HEAII.m CONSIDERATIONS m CIT.! ·PLANNING 

9.1 state and city p1ann:Jng proJect 1n Sinpoore 

Singapore bas recently established a state and city planning 
project with assistance from the United Nations. Tile administration in 
Singapore is centralized, and responsibility for planning is concentrated 
1n the Ml.nister of law and National. Development and executi.ves and COIIIIIittees 
appointed by him. Under this ministry is a Planning Department whose respon
sibility is the preparation, revision and maintenance of a statutory master 
plan and securing the co-ordination of al.l government developmental. projects. 

Private developmental. projects are integrated into this plan 
through a committee lmawn as tbe Developmental. Control Colllnittee of 'Wbich 
the Deputy Director of :tedical. Services is a melliber. rue committee, which 
grants planning permission for specific private development and use, is 
Yithin the administration of the Chief Buil.ding SurV'eyor's Department. Of' 
the ten Ml.nistries in Singapore, eight have significance 1n planning, either 
directly or indirectly. or these, three are responsible for implementing 
those aspects of the plan 'Wbich have a govern:aent cotUlOtation; namaly1 the 
Public Works Department, Housing and Development Board and tbe Economic 
Development Board. The last named is charged with the development of the 
industrial. complex in Jurong. 'Jlle Ml.nistry of Finance is responsible for 
aJ.locat1ng funds :for governmental. projects. 
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The state and City Planning Authority is in addition to the 
adJDinistrative government departments. It was created following advice 
tendered by United Nations Commissions which covered: 

(a) all aspects of urban renEnral; 

(b) strategy for the planning and development of the whole 
of Singapore Island since urban renewal bad to be 
considered against the wider context of the island and 
against the overall interests of the popul.ation at large; 

{c) the Singapore Government's application to the United 
Nations for financial and technical aid, including 
personnel. 

Ita objectives are the preparation of a comprehensive long-range 
plan for land use, transportation, and the establislment of a data banl•, 
initially to serve state and city planning. In the preparation of such a 
comprehensive and long-term plan, health implications must be accorded ful.l 
consideration. Not only should stated basic health projects, such as 
sewerage and drainage schemes or hospitals and incinerators, be adequately 
provided for but neasurea aboul.d be talcen through health, building and 
similar codes to ensure that any development does not endanger the health 
of the people living or working within and near such development. 

Health considerations are particularly significant in Singapore 
because of its high rate of: urbanization and the youthi'ulness of ita 
population (33% is below 18 years of age). The demand of a society progres
sively mre literate and exposed to a sophisticated urban enviromnent 
requires higher standards of health facilities. Health considerations must 
be talten t:ully into account tbroll8hol%t the planning process,. analysis, 
fnmnJ !ttion e.nd implementation. 

Survey or pre-planning stage 

This is the stage which is currently in operation by the state and 
City Planning Oft:ice. Opportumty is available t:or the collection of data 
which will assist in health planning as ~:ell as peysical planning. 

statistics on the health profile in Singapore are being compiled 
and these can be supplenented by the Ml.nistry of Health with data from its 
records or surveys. 

Arlal;ysis 

Here the health authorities' advice and assistance are vital. 
Erlsting data available to it coul.d be supplied as input material thus 
obviating additional surveys by the Planning Author! ty. Advice coul.d also 
be extended on existing standards and measures which should be adopted to 
overcome any deficiency in these standards. Mltual discussions coul.d also 
be held on facilities which are of interest to the health authorities. 
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Plan f~rmulati~n 

During this stage of the pl ann f ng process 1 development projects 
of the beaUh and allied authorities are tested qainst draft planning 
proposals and at the same time examined qainst Mt only existing and 
proposed development areas, but also against the relevant projects of 
~ther agencies. This ensures that projects proposed adjacent to each 
other are compatible, 

At this phase the following action should have been taken: 

(a) In the public sector, basic health services should be 
built into the infrastructure of the sys~ 

(b) Where facilities fall directly in the administration ~f 
the Health Ml.nist:ey, siting sh~uld be agreed upon between 
tbe Health Ml.nist:ey, the Public w~rks Department and the 
Planning Lepartment so that they can be incorporatec:l f.n 
the statutory ~ter Plan, 

(c) In respect of the private sector, health by-laws or 
regulations are available to ensure that desirable health 
measures are incorporated in private develop~~ent ~. 
Where such regulations are not comprehensive, it is some
times possible to rely on related planning, building or 
fire regulations. 

9.2 Summary and discussions 

The importance of early and regular etmsultations smong health 
and allied authorities and the planning and development agencies canMt 
be over emphasized. Such discussions not only secure that bealth projects 
are accorded the full consideration due to them at the different stages 
of the planning process, but also ensure that ideals are tempered by the 
hard facts of practical economics, which are ever so important in 
developing countries. Thus, long-term ideal objectives are always borne 
in mind even when short-term practical c::msiderations dictate a :form of 
development that falls short ~f such ideal standards, In this manner, 
all aspects of planning and development will be accorded due consideration 
iiiid this will increase considerably the prospect of ultimately securing a 
development that is not only economical and functional, but also pleasant, 
safe and heal thy. 

In discussion, it was stated thet the Master Plan Committee in 
Singapore which lays down the basic plan, does ·oot have· any health represen
tation; nor is there any health representation on Jilajor· planning projects 
in tbe public sector. Co!lllllent was made on the concentration of lower middle 
and low income groups into public housing estates which might ultimately 
result in conversion of horizontal into vertical sllliiiB. The Housing Board 
maltes a charge for basic maintenance on those tenants able to pay and 
subsidizes those who C!lllMt meet this levy. Housing projects of this 
magnitude ware necessary in Singapore due to shortqe of suitable land 
and the need to utilize existing land towards Drln1mum rental rates and 
the need for a crash public housing progra~~U~~e of high density type because 
of the acute housing shortage. These units represent an improvement on the 
standards of the poorer sections of tbe coliiJIIWlity. Surveys will be conducted 
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to ascertain the reactions of those living in the housing units and some 
units are planned for eventual conversion to a larger floor area when 
economic circumstances warrant this. 

A question was asked on ho1-r, specifically, health considerations 
would be taken into account in planning surveys in the first stage of the 
planning process. It was pointed out that this would be secured through 
consultations with the Health and allied authorities and the projected 
Acco111110dation Survey of state and City Planning is a case in point. 
Another survey in which health considerations would play an itnportant part 
is a proposed sociological survey to be undertaken by state and City Planning. 

On a question of the itnportance of built-in consultation and parti
cipation mechanism whereby expert health personnel form part of a jajor 
planning project - such as the city and stage planning project in Singapore -
it was agreed that such participation was very necessary and essential. It 
was pointed out that this would be done in Singapore. 

The priority which city planning attaches to health considerations 
is very much a political decision. In respect of the Central city area the 
principle of re-development as against conservation and rehabilitation uas 
raised. The emphasis will depend on a survey yet to be undertaken on the 
existing building condi tiona of tbe business centres of Singapore. Such 
a survey would disclose whether valuable central area buildings lend them
selves to conservation and rehabilitation. Another factor which would have 
to be taken into account is rent control as it is well lmolll tb!rt this is 
a principsJ. factor in the rapidly declining condition of buildings within 
the central area. 

There was disagreement on the definition of basic health projects 
as used in the paper. It was considered that this term would have a 
different connotation to the health administrator planning for urban develop
ment than to a physical planner. 

10, GROUP DISCUSSIONS 

The participants undertook discussions of selected topics in 
groups comprising the several disciplines represented at the l'leminar. 
A .chairman an<L raworteur uere elect&d :for each z=p. 

The M:>derator· of the Group Discussions (Dr. Amadeo Cruz) ensured 
tbe necessary degree of co-ordination between the Groups. An orientation 
directive was given by the WHO consultants to each group in turn as each 
individual topic was discussed. Reports of each discussion were presented 
in plenary session. 

The topics for discussion were: 

l. Planning process for urban health services; 
2. Environmental health problems in urban health planning; 
3, Social occupational and mental. health in the developuent 

of urban areas, 
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A Sllllllllal'Y of' the group discussion reports follows. 

10.1 T;Jpic 1 - Planning process for urban health services 

All groups were agreed that this subject was broad in concept 
and complex in nature. It was felt that health allthorities must be 
represented on any organization or body concerned with the general planning 
process of' urban development. One group felt that such representation should 
be by legal provision and that health authorities should be able to exercise 
mandatory sanctions on physical plans. 

'Dle importance of being able to convince planners in general of' 
the necessity for incorporating health considerations into their decisions 
was stressed, as was the necessity f'ol' health representatives with the riglrt; 
level of professional competence to be able to understand the attitudes 
adopted by economists, architects and others involved in overall planning. 
It was felt that those on planning committees or boards apart from the 
health representatives should accept advice from the health members present 
and give consideration to providing technicalalternatives in cases where a 
plan is not acceptal:lle t? them. 

Some considered that the best solution to the dilemma of accord 
between health and economic considerations would be to have an economist 
acquire a public health bias by being attached to a health service. 1M 
participation of' an economist in f'llture eem1nars on urban health planning 
progralJIDes was suggested. 

The conservative attitude of' many medical health officers was 
criticized as tending to deal with disease rather than prevent it. 

Any planning should have a basis and methods of aisoovering 
the current situation in a country were discussed. 

These included studies from availal:lle data and surveys as well 
as the use of' base line information such as DDrtality and DDrbidity figures 
and present public and private facilities. It was stressed that the situation 
in each country might well differ and allowance should be made in planning 
for ,proper balance between provision of' verious types of' health services. 
Keepillg in mind the suital:lility of each project for introduction into the · 
existing situation. 

One group stressed the importance of obtaining public support for 
health plans or projects and thus bringing possible pressUre on politicians 
to demand their implementation. In some de!IDcratic countries it was felt 
that high priority health projects could be deferred or rejected on. 
political grounds alone. The possible effect of changes of' government 
personnel and policies with resultant change of priorities was stressed 
by one group. 

Basic social amenities should not be overlooked in developaent 
plans for urban areas and satellite towns. RehabiUtation and improvement 
of' the centre of' old cities was considered essential in conjunction with 
their new peripheral development. 
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It was considered that full-time health planners should be 
present in areas where rapid and extensive urban development was tal•ing 
place and that personnel so engaged should have specialized training, 
attend seminars and refresher courses and be sent at times to other 
countries in the Region in order t'la t they might become a~T!\re of' differing 
situati:ms. 

Other matters raised during discussion were the utilization of' 
international financial assistance for health planning projects and the 
responsibility of' governments to co-ordinate the resources of' countries 
in the Region where such resources are all too often scarce and sometimes 
are all.owed to waste, 

10.2 Topic 2 - Environmental health problems in 
~ban health planning 

All group agreed that health considerations are of' the utmost 
importance in planning for an urban environment. Basic problems exist 
in the Region for the provision of' water supplies, sewerage, refuse 
collection and disposal, proper housing and land zoning and solutions to 
these problems are subjects of' the highest priority. Associated subjects 
of importance in some areas are the eradication of certain vectors of 
disease such as DDsquit:>es. 

Governmental efforts towards rapid industrialization have led to 
an increasing problem of air pollution and industrial waste disposal. 

In all these problems it is essential that the health department 
should be aware of' the situation and undertake such surveys and accumulate 
such data as its resources permit. The health authorities should make 
the planning authorities aware of the consequences and implications if 
public health requirements are not included in planning. It was emphasized 
also that the overall master plan for development should not be too rigid 
but should enable later revision and adjustment of provisions in order to 
avoid the formation of adverse environmental health conditions. 3tress 
was laid by all groups on the fact that environmental control is the 
responsibility of' many departments on agencies and is not the sole preroga
tive of health departments. Co-ordination in urban planning for environ
mental health should be a requirement by statute. Officials of' other 
Ministries must be educated towards a public health approach and politicians 
should be infomed of problems associated with environmental planning in 
order to :>btain the necessary political pressures to ensure prompt implemen
tation of' projects. 

Education of' the public, especially the younger section of the 
cmnmnnity in matters pertaining to health matters was considered essential. 

The necessity for adequate laws concerning environmental health 
and their effective enforcement was agreed upon by all groups. Otherwise 
no urban plan, however ideal, can create a healthful living environment. 

In particular aspects of' environmental health it was felt that ~ ~ 
health planners should have a greater say in the initial planning of housing 
projects. Tbe tendency to overrule the vieus of' the health authorities 
by physical planners without regard to long-term consequences has happened 
all too often in countries of' the Region. 
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Th'3 public should be charged for the s11pply of potable water and 
s11ch Sllpply should be self-s11pportive in urban areas. WHO international 
standards of water qllality should apply wherever possible, i'wo different 
water s11pplies of different qllality to one area should be avoided due to 
the associated risks of contamination of drinking water. 

It was indicated that control of air-polllltion should be by 
proper ple1111ing and zoning in urban development as well as by the use ot 
mechanical air control eqllipment ind11stry. Effective locating of residen
tial, ind11Str1al and green-belt areas was emphasized. '!be problem of 
air pollution in general in this Region was not considered to be so seriollB 
as in more developed C':l:mrnunities. 

As regards the collection and disposal of solid and liqllid wastes 
it was felt that each country should adopt the system which it considers 
the most economical and prodllctive. Proper land-fill methods are tbe most 
generally llSed for solid-waste disposal in the Region. Pre-treatment of 
liq11id wastes and provisions for disposal of special types of waste were 
discussed as was the llSe of night-soil as a fertilizer in vegetable 
production. ibis lest-named procedure was condemoed owing to the likeli
hood of re-intestation with intestinal parasites and increase in tbe 
incidence of enteric infections. 

One other matter stressed was tbe importance to local c01111tr1es 
of financial assistance and also of aid from international experts on 
environmental sanitation under the allSpices of WHO and other United Nations 
agencies. P:>rtion of the financial assistance could well be spent on 
training of personnel to carry out health projects at all levels. 

~pic 3 - Social, occupational and mental healt,2 
in the development of urban area!! 

Social health 

One of the most important factors in conserving the social health 
ot a CQDBD•mity is the preservation of the family as a llnit of society. 
Planning for urban development should take this into account. 

It was stated that the social health of a community is affected 
by social factors, including its cultural pattem, physical and mental 
health, occupational environment and ethnic composttion, Consideration 
should be given by planners to local traditions and customs in detenuining 
the need tor sllitable environmental conditions, adequate social amenities, 
facilities for recreation and institutions for various types of care. It 
was also considered that the support of the people should be gained by 
health authorities so that they might !\:now of efforts being made on their 
behalf and thus find easier their acceptance of a changed mode of living 
in a new situation. 

The role of the health authorities in ensuring "total planning• 
for local recreational and social activities as well as worlt and hollSing 
facilities was stressed. A further factor deemed essential in providing 
tor those faced with a change in their mode of living was the adequate 
training of health staff personnel in the practical application of social 
health principles. One gro11p suggested that short in-service courses on 
~pecific subjects would be most rewarding. 
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The achievement of an adequate standard of social health in a 
community was considered to be the responsiblity of several agencies and 
not of the Health r:epartment alone. At the same time, however, the public 
must be educated and informed how best to use services provided for them 
and it is here that the Health I:epartment can function to best advantage. 

10.,.2 Occupational health 

It was agreed that adequate legislation to enforce protective 
controls for those employed in industry was of the utmost importance. 
:retails of matters concerning the health and safety of people employed in 
the micro-climate of industry were considered to be 'iithin the province of 
both health and labour ministries and it was felt that better understanding 
and co-operation from industrial management could be a vital factor in 
conserving occupational health by ensuring an adequate and harmonious 
occupational environment. One group suggested the possibility of seminars 
in industrial hygiene and occupational health arranged by international 
agencies for factory owners and manag~ment executives. 

In many areas of the Region there is evidence of development of: 
industrial estates with little regard for considerations of industrial 
health. M:>st groups felt that the establis~nt of industrial health serv
ices should be undertaken in such areas with provision of medical care 
facilities to 'families on the estates, 

J.2ntal health 

In many countries of: the Region problema associated with the mental 
health of the people have long been neglected. It vas agreed that these are 
substantive and have become accentuated by the removal of large groups of 
people from their normal setting into an unfriendly urban situation. This 
has led to an increase in the number of cases of borderline mental illness 
especially among the older and the younger age groups which, if neglected, 
may lead to 1110re severe psychotic states. ibis neglect of the hum!l.n factor 
in urban planning may be a major cause of: mental ill-health. 

It was felt by most that a form of psychiatric service should be 
Pl~vided with prevention and psychiatric clinics preferably in general 
hospitals rather than construction of additional mental hospitals. These 
clinics should be staffed with properly trained personnel under the guidance 
of a psychiatrist if possible and be supported by health visitors, public 
health nurses and social workers who could carry out domiciliary care where 
needed. 

_,. I 

.._, 



11. CONCLUSIONS 

ll.l 'l'he Seminar was successful in its target objectives of bringing a 
multi-disciplinary approach to urban development wherein administrators1 
doctors, economists, planners and sanitary engineers exchanged and pool.ed 
knowledge and experience towards mutual goals. There was unanimity of agree
ment tb.at health planoing is an integral component of master plans for the 
economic growth of developing countries; tbat rapid urbanization imposes an 
obligation of agreement and co-ordination between planning authorities and 
health planners, and tbat the whole of the planning process should be multi
disciplinary. 

ll.2 TeaDIIrork is essential for etfecti ve national and regional plans for 
urban development. National, regional and urban plans bave IDiltual facets 
which necessitate co-ordination and even integration in the planoing process. 
'l'h1s should be by means of a permanent mechanism which IDI18t be based also on 
mutual understanding and communication without restriction. 

ll.3 There is a great need for the recognition of the health component in 
the planning process and for more direct and effective part:Lcipation of health 
agencies with others involved in socio-economic planning. 

ll.4 Optimm urban health can be fostered by planning and implementation 
of comprehensive environmental health services. From such is evolved a 
quality of living by assuricg sate water; pure air; sate food; satisfactory 
hygiene and housing; sate disposal of wastes and the control of natural and 
man-made hazards. Tbis ensures an environmental milieu designed to stimulate 
people's greatest development potential. 

ll.5 The social and mental health needs of populations involved in urban 
living requires to be studied to minimize environmental, cultural, community 

,..,. and personal stresses which are all conditioning factors impeding adaptation 
to the urban environment. This is of particular importance in sub-economic 
and sub-cultural groups. 

,..._ 

~.1.6 Occupational health is a component of environmental health. It is 
particularly important where the phenomenon of rapid industrialization 
accompanies urbanization. It is nnt only concerned with control or prevention 
of specific hazards in industry. It is an extension of man's social health 
and adaptation and reaction "t> the micro-climate of the occupational environ
ment. Tbis latter bas particular importance where there are large trans
migrations of rural populations, which are unfamiliar with industrial demands 
and influences. Urban health planoers must be conscious of the conditioning 
factors in social, mental and occupational health and 1Dilst take these into 
consideration in the pre-planning plan formulation and implementation stages. 

11.7 The significance of social housing and the need for co-ordinated 
regional planning to relieve population pressures straining the resources 
of cities is stressed. 
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11.8 Housing progrSI!Klles should not cater only for particul.c.r prob~ems of 
slum clearance and relocation of population density. Ragiona~ p~ning should 
be se~-sufficient, provide soci~ amenities and employment potential, be 
based on zona~ infrastructure~ systems and provide in design for adequate 
accommodation to preserve the family structure. 

1~.9 He~th planning for urban deve~opment should be approached scienti-
fic~l.y. Based upon certain postulates, and indices, specific procedures 
have been developed for pre-pl.anning1 planning ev~uation and impl.ementation. 
By this approach immediate probl.ems can be iso~ated1 future trends and 
priorities forecast, economic costs assayed and personne~ and physic~ facili-

~· 

ties estimated. The approach provides concrete propoftl;f.ons which can be under- ~ 
stood and tested by economic and financial authorities which ~cate funds1 
to implement the natio~ economic plan, as -~~ as by the ultimate government 
authority which determines policy and priorities. 

ll,l.O Some health administrators in the region do not possess adequate ·.., J 
technic~ know~edge in these principles and techniques for health pl.anning. 
Assistance from WHO to mount a training programme on a regio~ basis is 
desirab~e to overcome this deficit. Such a training programme should include 
a study of the principles and methods of conducting and analyzing socio-
medic~ surveys to provide basic data in planning for the soci~ environment 
and perso~ soci~ needs involved in urban devel.opment, in addition to 
simi~ data on economics and administrative pl.anning. 

ll,ll. WHO assistance in training of technic~ staff for occupatio~ he~th 
and professional. and para-medic~ staff for men~ bealth programmes should 
al.so be considered, Regio~ resources could be used for this purpose, 
Such personnel, when trained, should be capab~e of undertaking training 
programmes within their countries. 

1~.12 Simi~ar seminars in tbe future would benefit by the same co~labora
tive approach from international agencies, active in various pl.anning and 
advisory programmes for urban development. 
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LIST OF CONSULTAN'.l'S1 PARTICIPANTS, OESERVERS1 
RESOORCE PERSONS AND SIOORETARIAT 

LISTE DES CONSULTANTS, PARTICIPANTS, OBSERVATEURS1 

PERSONNES D' APFOINT ET IlJ SECRETARIAT 

CONSULTAN'.l'S 

PARTICIPANTS 

AUSTRALIA 
AUSTRALIE 

CHINA 
CHINE 

Dr R.H. Hazemann 
Seminar Director and Consultant in 
Public Health Administration 
Directeur du sem.naire et consultant pour 
l'administration de la sante publique 

Dr C.J. Cummins 
Director-General of Public Haal.th 
New South Walas, Auetralia 

(Consultant in Occupational. Haal.th) 
(Consultant pour la medecins du travail) 

Mr Clarence Klassen 
Chief Sanitary Jmg1neer 
Illinois Iepartment of Public Health 
Springfield, Illinois 
united States of America 

(Consultant in Sanitary Jmgtneering) 
(Consultant pour le genie sanitaire) 

Dr A. S. Cumming Tbom 
Assistant Medical Officer 
Australian Capital. Territory 
Health Services 

· Canberra 

Dr T.c. Hau 
CoiiiDiissionsr of Health 
I'epartment of Haalth 
Taiwan P.rovincial Government 
Wu-feng1 Teichung 
Taiwan 

Dr Y.T. Wang 
Collllll1ssioner of Haal.th 
Special. City of ~pei 
Taipei, Taiwan 



CHINA 
CHINE 

HONG KONG 

JAPAN 
JAPON 

KOREA 
COREE 

IAOS 
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Mr Y.L. Lin 
Commissioner and Director 
Provincial Department of 
Reconstruction 
51 Chao-Chou street 
Taipei 1 Taiwan 

Mr T.S. Chang 
Chief l!Dgineer 
Taiwan Public Works Bureau 
4, Kaifeng street1 Section I 
Taipei 1 Taiwan 

Dr K.H. Cheung 
Assistant Director of ~dical and Health 
and Health Services (Health) 
~dical and Health Department 
Lee Gardens 
!fysan Avenue, Hong Kong 

Dr Takebaru Furukawa 
~dical Officer and 
Assistant Chief 
Health Center Section 
Public Health Bureau 
Ministry of Health and Welfare 
Kasumigaseki1 Chiyoda.ku 
'lbkzy 

Mr Katsum1 Yamamnra 
Sanitary Engineer and Assistant Chief 
Sanitation Facilities Section 
Environmental Sanitation Bureau 
Ministry of Health and Welfare 
Kasumigaseki1 Chiyoda·ku 
'lbffl 

Dr D.S. Koo 
Chief, Public Health Section 
Government of Special City of Seoul 
Seoul 

Mr W.B. Chon 
Chief, Environmental Health Section 
Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 
Seoul 

Dr Pbouy Pbouttbasak 
Directeur...Adjoint de la Sante Publique 
Vientiane 
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RYUKYU ISLANDS 
ILES RW-KW 

SINGAPORE 
SINGAPOUR 
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Dr T. Visvana.tban 
Deputy MuniciPal Health Officer 
MUnicipal Hea1th Department 
Commission of the Federal Capital 
Kuala Lumpur, West Malaysia 

Dr JagJit Singh 
Senior Heal:t h Officer 
Johore Bahru_, West Malaysia 

Dr Paul s. Enders 
Regional Medical Officer 
c/o Department of Public Health 
Rabaul 

Dr Amadeo H. Cruz 
Director of Health 
Bureau of Health Services 
Department of Health 
Manila 

Colonel John P. Fairchild 
Director, Public Health and 
Welfare Department 
u.s. Civil Administration 
of the Byu.lcyu Islands 
APO San Francisco 96248 

Dr Kandiah Kanagaratnam 
Deputy Director of Medical Services (Health) 
Ministry of Health 
Palmer Road 
Singa,pore 2 

Dr Yeoh Seang Aun 
Deputy Director of Medical Services (Hospitals) 
Ministry of Health 
Palmer Road 
Singapore 2 

Dr V.M.S. Thevathesan 
Senior Health Officer 
Ministry of Health 
Palmer Road 
Singapore 2 

Mr Thim Fatt r.ve 
Public Health Engineer 
Ministry of Health 
Palmer Road 
Sill6apore 2 



WESTERN SAMOA 
SAMlA OCCIDENTAL 

OBSERVERS 
OBSERVATEURS 

SINGAPORE 
SINGAPOUR 

SOUTH PACIFIC CO~lMISSION 
COMMISSION DU PACIFIQUE 
SUD 

UNITED NATIONS 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME: 
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Ilr' Vu Hoa·t 
D:!.recteur du service de Sante publique 
Province de Giadinh 
351/6B Cu-xa LS Hai-HBnh 351 
Phu-Tho1 Cholon 

Ilr' Pelenato Selia 
Public Health Officer 
Health Ll;lpartment 
Apia 
Western Samoa 

Ilr' J. W, L. IO.eevens 
University of Singapore 
Ll;lpartment of Public Health 
and Social ~dicine 
Singapore 3 

ML- Seah !lim Bee 
Planner 
Planning Ll;lpart.ment 
City Hall 
Sinsapare 6 

ML- Lee Ek Tieng 
Sewerage Engineer 
Sewerage Ll;lpartment 
Public Works Ll;lpartment 
High street 
Singapore 6 

ML- G.L. Chan 
Public Health Engineer 
South Pacific Commission 
Noumea, New Caledonia 

Mr Ibnald l-bnson 
Project Manager 
Urban and Housing Ll;lvelopment Project 
Tai~ Taiwan 
Republic of China 
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U Khin !-hung Gy1 
Regional AdViser on Public Administration 
for Asia and the Far East 
ECAFE/Bangkok 

Mr Sim F, Garcia 
Economic Affairs Officer 
ECAFE/Bangkok 

llt" A. Elson 
PHA Unit 
WHO Headquarters 
Geneva 

llt" G, J .A. Ferrand 
Regional Adviser on Community 
Health Services 
WHO Regional Office for the 
Western Pacific 
Minila 
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AnneX 2 

BASIC IlllTA RERVIRED FOR THE DIAGNOSIS
1 

A. POPUIA'l'ION 

Present population of the total area, by age groups. 

Population distribution in the geographic area: nlllliber of 
localities and their populations; urban and rural populations. 

Maps of the area; location of health centres; access roads. 

Population at ~ro previous censuses. 

Projection of population for the next 10 years. 

Birth rate: live births to residents, and 11vebirths and stillbirths 
in the area by politico-administrative division and place of treatment during 
confinement. 

B. ENVIRONMENT 

General facts: general information relating to the geography of the 
area, its hydrography, highways, politico-administrative divisions. 

Housing: nl.llllber of dwellings, classification, indices of crowding, 
projects for the building of new houses. 

Water SUpply: types according to locality; extent of systems; bouse 
connections; proportion of population served by each type of supply; nature 
of treatment; expansion projects and introduction of new services. 

Disposal of excreta: elimination systems by locality; extent of 
sewerage system; population served; number of bouse connections to s~rer 
mains; final treatment; construction projects. · 

.d.. Food control: census of production and dispensing establisbmeats; 
production volume; personnel employed; hygienic conditions; construction 
projects. 

1 This list of data indicates the nature ::>f the information required 
for the method of diagnosis proposed. Tbe planner can extend or 
reduce the list in accordance with the scope or limitations of his 
study. 

Source : Ex:tracted from HEALTH PLANNING, Problems of Concept and Matbod1 
Pan American Health Organization, Pan American Sanitary Bureau, 
Regional Office of the World Health Organization, 1965, page 50. 
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Refuse: systems of collection; number of dwellings and populati::>n 
served; frequency of service; procedures for final disposal. 

Vectors: existence of principal types of vectors in t be area and 
their epidemiological significance; indices of density, 

Industries: number and location by type; number of workers in each; 
hygienic conditions of work; industrial risks; expansion projects and 
establishment of new industries, 

Schools: number of classrooms by type of instruction; distribution in 
the area; location maps; hygienic conditbns, lrl.th specific reference to -+:> 
water supply and facilities for the disposal of excreta; school population; 
absenteeism; projects for the establishment of nE!l>r schools, by type. 

C. DISEASES 

Ieath rate: number of deaths a1110ng residents of the area in the last 
five or ten years, by causel and by population age groups, 

M:lrbidity rate: (a) number of persons seelcing medical advice at each 
establishment in the five or ten years preceding the study, with indication 
of the diagnosis made, the age of the patient, and whether one or m:>re visits 
were made; (b) mmiber of patients discharged from each establishment in the 
five or ten years preceding the study, with indication of the diagnosis made 
on discharge, the age of the discharged patient, the number of days spent 
in the hospital, and the condition of the discharged patient. 

Complete list of all personnel in the area, by establishment, with 
indication of official hours of work, their remuneration and employment 
or profession, and the distribution of their hours of work a1110ng hospital 
in-patients, out-patient and preventive services by type. 

Number of hospital beds available, expressed as an average on the basis 
of the daily census of hospital beds by specialty. 

Buildings: number of buildings in which the health worlt of the area is 
carried out; size, typ~ and functions; \rhether owned or rented; date of 
construction and original price. 

1m accordance with the recommendations of the 
World Health Organization. 

-··· 

• 
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Special equipment by specialty, such as operating t&Dles, X-ray 
machines, cribs, electrocardiographs, basal metsbolimn rate equipment, 
equipment for hospital out-patients and for preventive services, Purchase 
date and price. 

Services provided: the nwnber of units supplied by each service, 
expressed in annual totals, such as: 

Number o:f' laboratory tests; type and specialty served. 

Number of prescriptions for antibiotics, analgesics, 
sera and others. 

Number of radiological examinations, by type {:fluoro-scope, 
x-rays, etc.) 

Number of radiation treatments. 

Number of surgical operationR, by specialty and by origin 
of patient (in-patient, out-patient, etc;). 

Number of pints of blood, plasma, and other transfusion, 
made by the blood ban!;:, by specialty, 

Number o:f' consultations With hospital in-patients, out-patients, 
or patients from other services undertal>en by the personnel o:f' 
each special :field. 

Number o:f' food portions distributed to in-patients, out-patients, 
and personnel, with indication o:f' sources of supply. 

Number of pounds of clothes laundered, With indication of 
originating service. 

Number of autopsies and biopsies, with indication of originating 
service. 

Number o:f' epidemiological surveys initiated for the principal 
communicable diseases that have been present in the area. 

Number of first, second, third, or more doses o:f' vaccine, by 
types and by age group. 

Number o:f' :first consultations and total number o:f' consultations 
for pregnancy, childbi::.-th, and for children under five years. 

Number of :first home visits and t:ltal number of home visits :f'or 
pregnancy, childbirth, and children under :five years and :f'or 
diagnosis. 

Number o:f' schoolchildren examined, by institution, proportion o:f' 
defects encountered, and proportion o:f' defects corrected. 
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Number of premises inspected and total number of visits of 
inspection, by types of institution and by function, e.g., 
sanitation, hygienic, industrial, etc. 

Number of first consultations and total number of c~nsultations 
for dental health, by age groups. 

Budget statei:Jimt: details for the years under review, includinG 
salaries and wages, miscellaneous personnel costs, purchases, 
expenditure on maintenance and repair, subsidies paid, rent 
investments, etc. 

• 

--'" ~ • I I 

• 
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ANNEX 3 

AUSTRALIAl 

During the presentation of this report the following factors 
were emphasized as peculiar to Australia, and as a background towards 
a better appreciation of the attitudes and mechanisms in that country 
in formulating programmes for urban development. These were: 

(i) The responsibility of individual states, each with 
constitutional powers to control health planning and 
urban development, 

(11) The stable balance between rural and urban economies 
which has not been fUndamenta~ disturbed by the 
process of urbanization. 

(iii) The significance in the increase of urban development 
due to: 

(a) migration policy which has resulted in concentration 
of the population in urban areas; and 

(b) a change in emphasis in the total economy following 
discovery of new resources which has stimulated and 
led to further development of urban areas. 

Planning authorities exist at state and national levels and 
are concerned with the peysical distribution of resources of cities. 
Planning for health needs is carried out by ministries of health in 
isolation and there is no recognized administrative or legislative 
bridging between the health ministries and planning authorities, 
The health authorities, therefore act in an advisory capacity by 
personal liaison or by ad hoc committees which cannot bind opinion 
or action. Added to this is a fragmentation of substantial 
government authorities controlling public utilities with public 
health connotation. 

Short-term plans exist in all states for urban development 
but as yet there are no long-term plans either physical or economic 
which could aggregate into a .national plan, 

l Presented by Dr. A. s. CUil1llling Thom 
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An outline was given in some detail. concerning the system of 
planning for the national. capital. as a planned metropolis including 
lines of communication between health services and the National 
capital Development Commission. 

For more than 60 years there has been systematic planning for 
both urban and regional. development in Taiwan, The IIBster pl.an now 
includes 87 towns, cities and communities, as well as industrial 
zones and the three regions of Taipei - Keeluilg, Taichwlg and Kaoshl.ung
Tainan. The master pl.an encompasses pbysical development, functional. 
zoning, the location of administration buildings and urban i'acillties 
such as schools, parks, etc., in all urban areas, as well as the 
inclusion of public utilities, recreational. i'acillties, reservation 
for urban eJqlWlllion and industrial siting in the large cities such 
as Taipei. 

The administrative organization involved in urban planning and 
development is shared by varying government levels, At the national. 
level physical planning and administration is a function of the 
M:l.nistry of Interior through its Iand Administration Department. 
Within the same Ministry is the Public Health Department. 

At the provincial level the Department of Reconstruction and 
the Taiwan Public Works Bureau are involved, the former in the 
administration of regional and urban plans, and the latter for the 
technical component of urban planning. The Provincial Institute of 
Environment Sanitation formulates the health plan at this level, 

At the local level there are reconstruction bureaux under 
prefecture or city governments, which are responsible for development 
work in accordance with the IIBSter pl.an. Urban planning communities 
at each level of Government review and advise on plans submitted 
from lower levels. 

Taiwan's. difficulties in planning for urban development are 
accentuated by rapid urbanization over the past ten years, - a 
phenomenon which is likely to continue, This has been the known 
impediment to orderly planning of traffic chaos, housing shortages; 
squatter infiltration; inadequate water supplies, sewerage, recreational 
facilities and other utilities, 

l 
Presented by :or. T.c. Hsu 

.. 
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To overcome these illlll)e(i1ate and formidable problema, 'With the 
objective of a long-range programme of order:cy deveJ.opme:.t, an Urban 
and HousiQg Development Committee has been estab~shed under the 
CouncU of International Economic Cooperation and Deve;Lopment · '111 th 
technical assistance provideJ. by the Special Fund of the .United 
Nations. This committee is expected to become a permanent entity. 

The specific health plan and programme for Hong Kong was 
presented as an elaboration and supplement to the Col.ony' s doc~.~~~~ent 
on urban devel.opment. It spans a tilDe interval of nine years 
(1963-1972) and was stated to be based on the principle of a 
reasonable comproJDise between the assessed and projected medical 
needs and facilities over this period and the economic resources 
avaUable from Government and the people to implement it. Another 
influencicg factor was the socio-econoJDic mosaic of the population. 
Fifty per cent. of the population are assessed as unable to afford 
unsubsidized out-oatient medical care, while eighty per cent. are 
unable to afford 'UllSubsd.di.zed in-patient treatment. 

The basic plan is composed of five phases of devel.opment1 viz.: 

(i) an inc;:rease in the total of hospital beds administered 

(11) 

(i11) 

(iv) 

( v) 

by the Health Department from the existing ratio of 
2. 72 to 4.25 per 1000 of population; 

provision throughout the Colony of one health centre 
for each 100 000 of population; 

l:l.kewise provision of one po:cyclinic or specialized 
c~c per 400 000 to 500 000 of population; 

extension of.existing rehabilitation faci~ties, and; 

extension of supportive services to all the above, such 
as radiology, laboratory, post-mortem and mortuary 
facilities, etc. 

This plan is co-ordinated and is subjected to periodic review 
by a Standing ComJDittee under the direction of the Director of Health 
Services. Two important impediJDents to the programme are chronic 
shortage of staff and difficulty in securing adeguate or suitable 
buildings ( inclu.di.Dg financial support for new construction) • 

1Presented by Ilt". K.H. Cheung 
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A description of the geographic and adm1 n1 strati ve d1 vision of 
the country into prefectures and municipalities was given. Each 
prefecture bas its own health service integrated into the national 
programme. 

The national or regional comprehensive development planning 
stems from the Prime Minister, as follows: 

* * Prime Minister (1) 1 (2) 

I l 
Economic Planning Agency Ministry of Health and Welfare 

Prime Minister's Office 
Office of the Programme 

Comprehensive Planning Bureau -(3) * Evaluation and Planning 

*(1) National Cabinet Decision 

*(2) The Social Investment Subcollllliittee, the 
Economic Council (advisory council to the 
Prime Minister) 

*(3) A liaison committee consisting of the ministries 
concerned, 

Prefectural and city planning is organized in a co-ordinated manner 
by the City M!lyor1 the Prefectural Governor and the Construction Minister. 

City M!lyor 

Construction Dept. 
{1)* 

Health Dept. 

Prefectural Governor 

- Construction Dept. 
{2)* 

Health Dept. 

Construction Minist~ 
- Cit:r Bureau 

( 3)* 
Health and Welfare 

- Minister 

*~1) a liaison committee of departments concerned 
* 2) the City Planning weal Council 
* 3) the City Planning Council 

1 
Presented by Dr. Takeharu Furukawa 
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!Dng-term !>Jenning will be .incorporated into an overall IIBS'ter 
!>lan in which all local. development will be incl.u.ded, The Cabinet 
will decide the national !>Olley, specifying the amount ot public 
investment on advice from the Economic Council and the l1a1son 
committee of those ministries which are involved in the planning 
procedures. There is a definite policy to m1n1m1ze the concentration 
of industry and the population into the exist~ industrial areas. 
This involves the creation of twenty-one new ~ul:l.stricts to 
which additional financial assistance is directed when necessary. 
Health programmes integrated into individual city planning programmes 
require, initial.J¥7 the approval of the M:l.n1stry of Construction prior 
to implementation, after which the city is permitted to gather special 
taxation for capital works and construction. 

Environmental health planning is approved by the Minister of 
Construction through the prefectural governor who supervises the 
siting of facilities and land zoning. Compensation for land 
res~tion is achieved by special tax deductions for the landowner. 

The M:l.n1stry of Health and Welfare participates at national 
level in city planning legislation but not in the specific individual 
plans for the cities. Such legislation applies only to the engineering 
components of health programmes, such as, sewage and solid lillste 
treatment plans, The revision of this law is at present under 
consideration as being out of date as environmental factors are 
becoming more complicated and technological. 

KOREA1 

l. Population 

The population of the Republic of Korea is about 29 million and 
the rate of natural increase is 2.5 to 2.8 per cent. per annum. The 
total populat:!.on will be about 32.7 million in 1971 and about 38.3 
million in 1981. At present the distribution of population shows 
that 51.2,; of the people are living in urban areas but, as a result 
of continuous urbanization, this will have risen to abcut 6~ by 
l98l. 

Rap:!.d urbanization bas occured in Seoul which now bas a population 
of 3.5 JDillion. From the public health !>Oint of view, urbanization 
bas ra:!.sed many problems in collliiiUlli.cable disease control or environ
mental· health, Urgent problems are as follows: 

1Presented by Dr. Ib Suo Koo 
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(i) tubercul.osis and those crippled as a result of the 
war in the unworkable population; and 

(ii) morbidity due to parasitic and other diseases, 

2. Budget 

The budget for health and social ~fairs is onl¥ 2.13'/> of the 
social budget of the Government, The realth services are allocated 
onl¥ 0.9i of this, There is a strong tendency to allocate large 
portions of funds to economic development and military uses, 

3. The Economic Planning Board 

(a) A Ministry of Economic Planning Board bas been set up to 
co-ordinate the overall Korean Economic Development Plan. 
All ministries are asked to plan their budget according to 
the allocation given to them. 

(b) There is a similar committee in each province and city which 
serves in an advisory capacity to the local governor or 
ms:yor. 

4. Water suppl.y, sewerage disposal and housing 

Seventy-two per cent. of the Korean population relies on the 
traditional well water, Piped water supplies onl¥ serve about 23.5i 
of the population. The Ministry of HeaUh and Social Affairs has 
established a long-range water supply plan in the rural areas where 
water-borne infectious diseases are found in epidemic or endemic 
form in order to protect the people. Sewerage is in general inadequate 
in both the town and rural areas. There are over 5 000 000 households 
in Korea today. :1-bre than 830 000 houses are planned to be built by 
1971 but this number will bardly meet the requested number of an 
additional 1 000 000, There is an immediate need for about 350 000 
houses and the establishment of a concomitant water supply and 
sewerage system. 

IAOS1 

(Original: French) 

As in all developing countries 1 town planning raises ~rtant 
problems in Iaos, especially as regards Vientiane, The capital has 
about 100 000 inhabitants, including refugees who mslte the housing 
problem still worse ani who increase the inadequacy of environmental 
health facilities, 

1 Presented by Dr, Phouy Phouttbasak 
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In order to ensure udn1mnm weJ.i'are to tbe inhabitants of VierrU.ane1 
the Royal. Laot:i.all GoverDJDeD.t bas concJ.uded several. contracts with 
special.ized firm !or: 

(J.) the study of a town DBSter pJ.an provicling !or the 
extension of the city and reJJ.e! of congestion in 
the city centre; 

(2) a draft sanitation project (drainage and sewerage); 

(3) the study of town planning, sanitation and road 
construction in various districts of Vient:i.alle. 

All these pJ.ans have been submitted to the Government and 
approved, but the lack. of funds has delayed their impl-ementation 
up to now. 

Water supplies have been provided, thanks to the assistance of 
the Japanese Government, but the population of Vientiane is not yet 
fu1J.¥ supplied with drinking water. 

The heaJ.th service works in cJ.ose coJ.l.aboration with all services 
relating to town planning, particuJ.ar~ the Prefectural Department, 
the Housing and Town planning Service and the Pollee Department. 

A commission incJ.uding representatives from the Prefectural. 
Department, the Housing and Town PJ.anning Service, the Pollee 
Department and the Heal.th Service has been established in order to 
advise on deveJ.opment plans as well as the construction of dwellings 
and industrial. buildings, All dweJ.J.ings buUt !1118t have a sanitary 
system. 

Another team made up of representatives from the Prefectural. 
Department, the Pollee Department and the Health Service carries out 
a da~ inspection of restaurants and catering establishments and 
makes routine visits to ice and soft drink factories. 

In addition, the Heal.th Service carries out :routine checks on 
the gus.J.ity of the drinking water supp~ by the Water Service, 

A school. eygiene service has been estabJ.ished in co-operation 
with the Education Department. A systematic exanrtootion .of all 
students takes plAce every year after the beginning of the school. 
year, A dispensary is situated at the Vientiane secondary school. 
and an inf:Lrmary at the Teacher Training Institute. 
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An out-patient department has been built with French assistance 
at Mahosot Hospital. Clinics and medical attention are offered six 
days a week to the Vientiane population. 

These are the urban health services organized with the limited 
means available. M.lch remains to be done. The major problem is a 
drainage and sewerage system since the required capacity increases 
daiJ.¥. 

WEST ~IAYSIA l 

The population of West Mllaysia is more than 8.5 million and its 
current rate ot growth is more than 3%. About 7CI/> of the people live 
in the rural areas. Since 1957, the Federal Government has undertaken 
responsibility tor the organization ard administration of health 
services. About 200 health centres and 7~ midwifery clinics have 
been set up in the rural areas. 

In the urban areas the larger local authorities are f'ully autonomous 
and have complete control of their own programme of health activities. 
The larger local authorities have their own medical officers of health. 
In the larger towns the preventive services are, however, the 
responsibility of the local authorities and are fairl.¥ well-organized. 
There is no co-ordination with other departments and planning is 
short-term onl¥. The local authorities provide essential services 
such as maternal and child welfare, food hygiene and environmental 
sanitation. 

OnJ.¥ two towns in the country have a sewerage system. Most of 
the towns in the country, however, have a good water supply. Pollution 
ot rivers and waterways is a big problem and at present legislation is 
inadeguate to deal with it. 

The sguatter problem is common in all the towns and is aggravated 
by migrants from the rural areas. The Government has launched a massive 
low-cost housing scheme to combat this problem and migration from the 
rural areas is being checked by opening up land development schemes. 
An industrial health service is to be introduced. 

Most of the Acts and Ordinances in force are out-of-date. A 
Public Health Act bas been drawn up and will soon be presented to 
Parliament. There is also a plan to rebuild most of the hospitals 
in the country which are completely out-of-date. Overall planning 
for West Mllaysia is being undertaken at ministry level. 

1 
Presented by Dr. T. Visvanathan 
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There is a shortage of all categories ::>f staff personnel for health 
services. 

In West Malaysia a malaria eradication programme has been c::>mmenced 
in the Northern states and proposed expenditure on this project is l~O 
million over the next five years. It is estimated that about 200 000 
people suffer from malaria in tha c:>untry. 

TERRITORY OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA1 

Under the provisions :>f Sectbn 6(1) ::~f the T:Jwn Planning Ordinance 
1952, a T:nm Planning B:>ard uas appointed as the planning authority f:>r 
all the gazetted territory t~ms. This board consists of a Chairman, a 
teputy Chairman and three C>ther members appointed by the Administrator,but 
there is n::~ health representative. The main functi:>n :Jf the board is to 
divide to'Wils into tvn or m:>re of the following z:>nes: 

1. Residential Zone 
2. Commercial Zone 
3. Light Industrial Zone 
4. Heavy Industrial Zone 
5. Isnlation Industrial Zone 

This division into zones is notified in the c~zette and a prescribed time 
is allowed for any persC>n who objects to the zC>ning to appeal against the 
'board's decision. This appeal rests ;rith the AdministratC>r. 

Within territory to'W!ls detailed urban planning is carried out by the 
r:l.strict Commissioner as advised by the heads of the various departmental 
sections, i.e., Public Worlts, Health, lands and the representative f::~r the 
tepartment of C::~nunonwealth Wor!w, in consultati:>n 1fith the duly app::~inted 
advisory bodies such as the Town Advis:>ry Council and the District Advis'lry 
C::~uncil. The extension :>f sanitation, lighting, road systems, land sub
division, etc., are then decided upon a pri:>rity basis and the necessary 
recommendations made t::> the Assistant Administrator (Services), who is 
responsible for drawing up the Territory Works Programme. 

The maintenance of building and health standards on constructi::>ns 
\tithin t::>wns is under the surv-eillance of the Building Board. (A 
Building lloard is appointed for each town of the Territ:>ry and usually 
consists of the District Commissioner, representatives of the tepartments 
of Public Health and Public Works and the Conunonwealth Lepartment of Harks 
and two or three members from the private sector of the community). 

1Presented by Dr. Paul s. Enders 
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Funds for urban developnent are supplied by tbe Central <hver~~~~~ent and 
authorization is given for the expenditure of these :funds per medium of the 
1erritory Works Pr:lgramme. Since 1963 the lforld Bank has reduced the :funds 
availabla :for hospital services and this has accentuated the need for 
provision of preventive services. There are insufficient :fuuds for maJor 
projects and efforts are being made to subscribe public funds. 

local government bodies have not been established in the territory 
towns as yet and consequently the Central <hvernment is responsible for 
essential services, such as roads, water supplies, Sei-rerage, drainage, etc. 
Electricity supply is the responsibility of the Electricity Commission 
which is essentially a self-supporting body. The operating costs of Commie- -+--.· 
sian plants within the town are borne by the Electricity Commission from its 
revenue. The extension of power supply and the installation of additional 
generating plant is partly financed from commission funds, but the Central 
<hvernment still contributes towards these expensive developnent projects. 

The overall policy and planning of urban health developnent lies with ~ .) 
the Director of Public Health and his senior stai'i'. The needs of individual 
urban development are assessed at regional level by the local health authori-
ties in conjunction with the co-ordinating committee, consisting of senior 
representatives from various departments. The Regional Madical Officer 
submits a draft of the needs, such as bospitals, health centres, maternal 
and child health clinics, leprosy control, tuberculosis control, hygiene 
and sanitation, etc. to the Director of Public Health and dependent on the 
availability of :funds and starr, they are approved in the order of priority 
and submitted to the Administrator for his approval. 

If approved by the Administrator and his Council, the House of Assembly 
and finally the Ml.nister for Elcternal 1erritories in canberra, the plans are 
placed on the final approved central. works progrsllllle. Orders are then 
channellad to various bodies {e.g. Public Works Department) for their 
implamentation. 

Mlst of the population in the Philippines lives in rural coiDIDliilities. 
The concentration of capital and the concomitant industrialization in the 
City of Manila and surrounding areas have given rise to a mass DDvement of 
population to the urban areas. Public facilities in Manila have become 
strained, the water system is inadequate, while the sewerage system is 60 
years old; less than l(J/o of the metropolitan area of Manila is sewered. 

l 
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The Pb!lippine Government bas created a National Planning Collllllission 
whose !unctions include: 

(a) 
(b) 

~
c) 
d) 
e) 

General development plans for urban areas 
Regional plans tor regional areas 
Zoning regulations 
SUb-division regulations, and 
Building codes, 

Tbe Philippines is divided into eiglit regional health offices under 
the Iepartment o! Health. Each regional health office has supervision 

, .. and contr:>l of its own activities. M:lst, however, adopt the pattern set 
by the National Government in programming, with modifications according to 
local conditions. The major health programmes of the country are: maternal 
and child health, ru.--al health units, tuberculosis and other disease control 
programmes, malaria control programme, environmental sanitation, mental 

, < health, hospital and school health. 

' 

Recent economic development has caused new health problems and there 
are no adequate laws and ordinances to sai'eguard the public health against 
such problems as air pollution and other industrial hazards. There is an 
Industrial HYgiene Division in the City of l-Bnila which is COIQIIIencing 
supervision o! factories. 

Mental hygiene clinics, faJDily planning clinics (on a voluntary basis 
by private agencies) and other preventive health prograrmnes are being under
taken in loiulila as a result of the marked population 110vement to the city 
!rom rural areas. The state University's Institute of HYgiene is training 
health officers and administrators, supervisors and field wrke1's t:> meet 
the changing health needs of the country. 

Tbe island of Singapore, although only 224 square miles in extent, has 
a population of nearly two million, Tbe crude death rate o! 5.5 per thousand 
of the population and an infant 110rtality rate of 25,8 per thousand live 
births are the lowest for South-East -Asia, Tbe annual growth rate is about 
2.55% and by 1985 the population will probably be more than three million. 

The country is dependent on its colUIIIercial activities for its existence. 
These activities alone, however, are inadequate to provide work for ihe 
rapidly expanding young population, Singapore has therefore edlarked on an 
ambitious industralization programme. 

1Presented by llt-. Kandiah Kanagaratnam 
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The economic growth of' the count~·y has al.so been rapid. Tile national 
income in 1965 was S$3 re4 million. Tile Health Services receive, however, 
only 15'% of' the national budget and this figure is declining annually. 

The original administrative pattern for over 50 years was a separation 
of' central and local government responsibilities. Tbe Ministry of Health 
became in 1959-60 responsible for the central government functions of 
pUblic health policy and was also responsible for operational functions 
nonnally discharged by the local authorities. 

The need in such a small island for planning and control of urban 
development has always been appreciated. Under the Planning Ordinance 19591 
the Master Plan: 

(i) provides control for limiting the growth of the existing 
City by a green belt so as to curtail urban sprawl; 

(11) to reduce the population in the central congested parts of 
the City by about one-sixth so as to minimize overcrowding 
and alleviate the traffic congestion problem; and 

(i11) the construction of three self-contained new towns in the 
Western, Northern and North-Eastern parts of the Island not 
only to contain the future growth but to prevent urban 
sprawl and over-development of the central area. 

The Government through the Housing and Development Board started a 
pUblic housing programme in 1960 with an annual production target of 13 000 
dwelling units. A total of 67 000 units had been completed by 1966 and 
19 713 families from slum areas had been moved out to make way for the 
demolition of the slums and the implementation of urban renewal schemes 
in such areas. 

While there is a measure of inter-departmental co-ordination, there 
is no long-range co-ordinated planning of basic services, especially the 
environmental health services, in relation to urban planning and development, 
so that there is always a noticeable lag in the provision of such facilities, 
and efforts are being made all the time to catch up with the provision of 
such basic facilities resultant on development progress. 

Results of lack of inclusion of health planning at all stages of urban 
planning and development are evident in the present inadequate sewerage 
facilities, provision for storm-water drainage and disposal of solid liquid 
and industrial wastes. 

The major problems in Singapore are garbage disposal, the eradication of 
UI'ban mosquitoes which are vect:>rs of haemorrhagia fever and the control of 
hawking. Basic medical and health facilities, however, in Singapore are 
adequate in comparison with much of the Region and there is a sufficient 
supply of doctors and nurses. 

Urban planning at all stages, therefore, should include pUblic health 
representati:>n and participation, so that a long-term overall plan for 
basic services, especially the environmental health services can be made. 
Otherwise, there will always be unrequited efforts in trying to catch up 
With urban development. 
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Where such health planning is also included in urban planning and 
development, then there will be good co-ordination in implementation and 
not only will adequate basic environmental health services be available 
at the point of time when peysical development takes place, but also 
adequate precautions or provisions will have been made to ensure no 
adverse environmental effects consequent upon urban development. 

Western Samoa consists of a group of islands in the mid-Pacific, 
lying approximately 14 degrees south of the equator and 172 degrees west 
longitude. Four (4) islands are illhabited and the population of 131 379 
in September 1966 lives along the foresbores of the two main islands, 
Upolu and Savai' i, in 247 villages. Eighty per cent. of the population 
lives in rural areas. The population density in 1.966 was 120 inhabitants 
per square mile. Ten years previously it was 89 persons per square mile. 

b only town is the capital, Apia, with an urban and suburban 
population totalling about 50 000. 

Western Samoa gained its independence on l January 1962. Until that 
date it was administered by New ZeaJ.and under the trusteeship system of 
the United Nations. 

A Public Health Ordinance of 1959 charges the Ml.nister of HeaJ.th 
with the control of the Health Department. Health functions are exercised 
by the Minister who acta on the technical advice of the Director of Health. 
b Director of Health has three services under him: (l) the Public Health 
Division, (2) the Dental Division, and (3) the ~dical Division. The country 
is divided into fourteen health districts lrhich do not necessarily coincide 
with the boundaries of political districts. The health district is headed 
by a district medical officer who is responsible to the Director of Health, 

b :Board of Health has been set up as a consultative bo~ with the 
M:l.nister of Health as Chairman, the Dl.rector of Health as Deputy Chairman 
and three other members, namely, the Director of Public Works, one medical 
officer appointed by the Minister of' Health, as secretary, and one medical 
officer selected by the Minister from a panel of three (3) submitted by the 
Sanr;>an ~dical Association. The Health :Board considers the health situation 
of the country, advises on health matters, makes recommendations to· the 
Minister, forms general health policy, and deals with other health problems. 

1Presented by Dt-. Pelenato Solia 
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Western Samoa has its olro health problems very similar in nature to 
those f'aced by other developing countries of' the Region. 

Water SUPPly 

There is a surprising shortage of' useable vater in Uestern Samoa, a 
country which enjoys a plent1f'u1 raini'all as \1811 as many rivers and streams. 
All the islands are relatively well-supplied uith water, but maximum ut1l1ty 
constitutes both technical and ecollOJIIic problems. The reason f'or shortage 
is often due to lack of' facilities f'or catchment and storage, as well as to 
the maintenance of' equipment. 

Apia has f'our vater sources, liable to pollution and contamination in 
the rainy season and serving the town and suburban popu1ation of' approximately 
50 000 people. Ib filtration or chlorination is used and nc regu).ar sampling 
is done. On some occasions sampling has shown heavY contamination; holrever1 
no water-borne epidemics are known to have occurred in these areas despite 
a permanently high incidence of' enteric ini'ections. 

In the rural districts, the GoverllJIIent supplies pipes1 f'ree of' charge1 
to villages which meet the cost of' transport and plumbing, and also provides 
f'ree unskilled labour f'or pipe laying. At present UlUCEF is helping to 
finance water projects in these areas. 

Sewe.ge vater dispOsal 

Apart f'rom a f'ew septic tanks in the town, there are, as yet, no plans 
f'or a proper sewerage disposal system. A number of' buildings discharge raw 
sewage directly into the sea. The septic tanks in the collllllercial section 
and goverllJIIent buildings in Apia are fairly well maintained. Sewage f'rom 
the main Apia hospital is treated in septic tanks before entering a river 
running through the town. 

latrines 

'Dlere are probably about 5 000 O\rerhung sea latrines around the coast 
of' Western Samoa and the people are f'~<4uently seen swimming and fishing in 
their neighbourhood. In Apia, about tl0'1> of all latrines are estimated to be 
pit latrines; the sanitary conditions of' the majority of. these are most 
unsatisfactory. An attempt is now being made by the Health Department to 
introduce water-seal latrines in order to replace the old types but so f'ar 
little success has been achieved. 

Refuse disposal 

A regular house-to-house garbage collection and dumping service is 
maintained by the Health Department and works, as a whole, fairly well. 
In the districts, villages are cleaned by the people themselves, and 
generally this is done at the week-ends. 

Housing 

This does not appear to be a problem in urban, much leas in rural 
districts in Western Samoa. Contrary to the trends now taking place in 
other developing countries, there is very little urban migration of' rural 
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people to secure employment or to provide better edt.teation tor tbeir 
children. Perhaps the tact that rural people have members of tbeir family 
in the urban areas and vice versa plays a major part in the absence of 
large-scale urban migrati::m. Western SaliDa's population has DDre than 
doubled in less than :50 years, despite increased mig1'!1tion •.:o New Zealand 
and other countries. Consequently, a United Nations team of town planning 
and housing experts is at present working with its local counterparts in 
devising low-cost housing and urban development projects so that the future 
needs of the country will be adequately met. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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The need for long-term planning aimed at developing rational and 
efficient health services has been the subject of several WHO expert 
committee meet~ convened to define methods for planning at national 
or federal level. 

The progr11111111es relating to specific objectives within the frame
work of the health plan include provisions concerning the necessary 
administrative organization, the number, recrui'b!!ent and training of 
staff 1 the needs as to equipnent and medical s~es 1 number and type 
of buildings, capital cost and operating cost of the services and a 
schedule of operations covering several years. Normally the health plan 
is a section of the econanic and social plan. 

There is on the one hand "econanic and social planning" and on the 
other hand "physical planning". The latter aims at locating, then develPP
ing, hiii!ISn institutions }Jt'ovided for by the farmer. Locating is a 
small-scale operation corresponding to national and regional (or pt"ovincial) 
land planning. Developing takes place on a wide scale, thet of urban plan
ning. Same countries associate family planning with other plans. 

All action taken within the two fields described above is pert of 
the g;Lobal planning pt"ocess 'Which is a task of the national plenn:lng 
service. 

Generally speaking, as regards health and sanitary facilities 
(water supply and sanitation), as well as the location of medical and 
social institutions, such plans are drawn up by the health authorities 
after consultations with representatives of several deper'b!!ents. 

2.1 

2. GENERAL 

The health and welfare of the individual and the t'amnnn1ty 
as an objective of the health plan 

Econanic and urban developnent tends to contribute to the physical, 
mental and social developnent of individuals and groups. For this reason, 
developnent plans are both econanic and social. They include specific 
health pt'Ogl'lllllllleS devised for the welfare and happiness of man and society 
in close association. 

Health planning has to meet different basic preoccupations according 
to the country and city concerned, as the disease psttar~ ~s determined to 
a large extent by their stage of econanic developnent. 1 1 
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Just as international developoent is to be considered globally, 
developoent plans relating to the cities or advanced or developing 
countries should be considered as a lihole 'Within each country. They 
should be adapted to local health conditions, as their final objective 
is to enable man to :f'ulf'il himself in the camnunity where he lives. 

Urban p1enn1ng has a direct and pcrweri'ul im;pect on health 

Zoning provides for the lay-out or different types or districts. 
The creation or industrial districts keeps noise and the various types 
or pollution away fran tb! residential districts. Health is alao con
cerned w1 til the establishment of green s;peces 1 recreation grounds 1 quiet 
areas or busy ones • Density 1 be it vertical or horizontal, and a good 
distribution or houses serve to avoid overcrowding and the pro;pegation 
or infectious diseases. They racili tate relaxation and pra110te the 
necessary human contacts (d!ael:"am l) lihich can be considered as preventive 
factors in mental health. 

Sauetimes I the heritage or the ;pest is heavy; plans should provide 
for the suppression or squatters' settlements and unhealthy areas, if 
necessary 'Within the framework or "urban renovation" 1 lihile taking steps 
at the same time to rehouse the people in new buildings. 

In old urban centres lihere the recent population explosion has 
caused saue overs:pilling1 CllS should provide for the extension and saue
times the improvement of 11ater supply and sewerage systems in order to 
prevent the reappearance of epidemics - such as filariasis - which seemed 
to have been abolished forever. Finally, city traffic should be recon
sidered, extended or altered so that it is easy and safe (especially for 
children) and pranotes human relations. 2 

All these measures have an impact on productivity and the fUnds 
available for prevention and cere. 

Their interactions ere so many that financial investments provided 
for by the various plans in the order of priority (econaaic developoent 
plan, urban plan, health plan) should include bankable, co-ordinated and 
lieU-balanced investments as an integral ;pert of' ll8tional planning. 

2.2 Relations bet11een the econaaic situation and health 

Special WHO publications, such as the "BuJ.J.etin" and "World Health", 
have attracted the attention or health authari ties 1 medical officers and 
jcnrll8lists to the ccm;perative health situation or developed and developing 
countries as 11ell as of large urban centres lihich ere grmdng at a rapid 
:paca all over the -world. 

(a) Evolution of the death rate3 

Developing countries at present show a death :pattern similar 
to that Wich the non-developed countries have known in the :past. 
As regards quantity, general mat'tality is high. As regards quality, 
infant mortality dcminates, as well as that due to infectious and 
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Polyphonic urban compclllrion (4) 

Legend fllr the cluner city: "Citlel do 
not spead like oil; they develop in 
clunera, llke all cxgans. secondaty 
and terriaty corea appear; they make 
it possible 10 detect the variouJ fede
rated lewis, they are n« only llide by 
side, tbey penetrate each OCher, tbereby 
relnfuclng lhe solidarity of the whole •. 
(G. Barclct). 

A cro11d usually conRlltltel 1 fCZIUilous, pulWIUleDC 
asaembly made up of a large number of Isola led llldl.vlduall, 
l<ithont Unkl, unlell they are auemblcd ta~tuda 1 common 
purpose caauch a purpose that only appean afterwaldl In .the 
mass. Then, as l<CJ.Il~ happen l<idl magnetized iron filfngl, 
the cioltd aggl.m-lei aa 10011 aa a connecting. current goes 
dlraugh it. 

A g1011p il quite different. Made up of 1 very llmlted 
number of people, it has IUIICIL!re, human relatiODJ develop 
betl<een dleJe people who can, as long as tbe g1011p 11 not 
too large. expess themselves freely and in spontaneous Clrder. 

The main talk of the architect llr urban plannet Is 10 
dewlop far the moo: <a leu coofederated ca federated g!OIIpl 

a tenic..y, an envelope, a communication netwcak, Just 11 

the taU<a ~<ho makes a garment leaves some openings In lhe 
IOit he has cut aut and sewn. 

Thus, in the d\telling, the buUdinjl, the dlmict, the 
nelghbourllood unit, the toWn, the necessaty human relations 
are facillated ~<ithin families as ~tell 11 Within and between 
other human group1 With a view 10 promoting harmlllly and 
mental health. This il the meaning of the diagram dra~<n by 
G. Bardet, ~tho also llid that fnfcrmatiClll Is a part1cular case 
of retatiOIIIhip. 
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enteric diseases, sometimes transmitted by vectors, and diseases 
due to nutritional. deficiencies • The heal.th services shoul.d try 
first o:f all to improve vaccinations, nutrition and medical. care. 
Recentl.y these countries have known a growing number o:f deaths 
caused by heart diseases, cancer and accidents. 

For more than a century, advanced countries have gone through 
the chil.dhood diseases connected 'With the industrial. revol.ution. 
As they progress, their general. and infant death rates continue to 
diminish. At the same time, there has been an increase in the 
number o:f deaths caused by cancer and cardiovascular accidents 
due to a higher life expectancy as well as to living and working 
condi tiona in industrial. cities (noise and nervous :fatigue) • These 
:factors are al.so associated with psychosomatic causes, and to a 
sometimes over-abundant :food caDeumption associated with l.ack o:f 
physical. exercise. 

(b) The evol.ution o:f the disease ;pe.ttern is more di:ff'icul.t to 
describe. When one studies the causes :for retirement as a resul.t 
o:f physical. disability given :for workers aged 1.6 to 60 "Who are 
members o:f the Social. Security System in the Paris area (diagram 2), 
there is a very marked decrease in the number of tubercul.osis cases 
between 1.950 and 1.966. This trend is matched by an increasing 
number of cardiovascular psychotic and psychoneurotic I;e.tients 
(the l.atter are not show in mortality tabl.es) • 

(c) Rel.ations between mortality and national. income 

Comparisons are di:f:ficul.t because the causes o:f death are not 
easy to determine, especial.l.y in devel.oping countries. The same is 
true :for the gross national. product ~ich enabl.eg us to determine 
the degree o:f econanic devel.opnent o:f a country. 

Forecasting the yearl.y rate o:f growth in te= o:f GNP is a pre
condition o:f the al.l.ocation o:f :funds :for programme impl.ementation on a 
yearl.y basis. 

When comparing standardized age/sex mortality curves, in quantity 
and according to causes o:f death (infant ~tality, various causes o:f 
death, unknow causes) and the GNP per head6 in seventeen countries :from 
all parts of the worl.d, there is obviousl.y same correl.ation between 
econanic devel.opnent and heal.th devel.opnent. General.l.y speeld.ng, this 
determines the policy to be adopted in a country: at a given stage o:f 
devel.opnent, especially as regards town pl.anning7 and urban heal.th pl.an
ning. This is 'the more so as urbanization goes paral.l.el. to econanic 
devel.opnent. 

-
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mem;,ezs of the Pans Social security Syotem (paltly de!ived from 1966 report) •. 

N.B. The tata: wnilier of dflabWt!es recorded every yea: hal1emained nearly tdendcah 
some 20 ooo a year. 
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2.3 Urban development and p1anning 

In developing countries, planning should contribute to locating 
industrial facilities in such a manner as to avoid disastrous results 
and to lilnit the future growth of same cities. This has been too often 
neglected in the :past. It 'WOUld be necessary to guide migratory I!IOV'e-

ments to"Wrds cities. Urban growth is also strengthened by the fact 
that industry generates at present a much larger number of the so-called 
"tertiary" positions than in the past. These white-collar jobs in of'fices 
and services are traditionally urban jobs. Accordingly, there is a tertiary 
disease pattern in ~ich circulatory, psychosomatic and psychoneurotic 
diseases predominate (diagram 2). 

(a) The present trend towards urban growth is mainly 
due to industrial activity 

Cities are no longer "the grave of the race"; urban death 
rates are very low. In developed countries, natural growth rates 
are higher in the cities than in the rural areas. The situation 
raises problems of sheer numbers, as large urban agglomerations 
grow considerably even without any migratory influx tram the rural 
areas. 

Urbanization is generally due to the attractiveness of cities 
which results frcm industrial concentration and better sanitary 
conditions. In addition, the cities have gereral mortality rates 
that are normally lower than those in the rural areas; they also 
attract rural populations for economic reasons such as new or 
expected job opportunities, ar a desire for a more active social 
life: recreation, culture and instruction. On the other hand, 
villages lose their population because of deteriorating conditions 
or an excess of manpowr. 

(b) Planning should help to replace traditions and routine 
in health matters 

The quickening pace of history, as well as the difficulty of 
basing action on a formerly welL-established situation which is 
now outdated, make it impossible to adopt a traditional and indi
vidual policy. Urban developnent, as it must nov be faced, is 
generally disorderly and due to very young populat:!.on in most 
cases coming from rural areas or poorer countries "Without any 
urban tradition. 

In those developing cities, it may happen that older leaders 
are too respectful of traditions. They keep attitudes formed 
dur:!.ng their youth while science, technology and administration 
progress every day. Plans should thus be implemented quickly in 
order to ensure a correct, balanced and uneventful development 
througu collective measures. 

--



TABLE l 

THEt:>lm.l'ICAL GRID FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE FACILITIES IN CITIES 

FACILITIES TO INSTALL IN:* 

' HEALTH AND WELFARE FACILITIES NEIGHBOURHOOD UNIT DISTRICT CITY SURFACE IN SQUARE MElm5 ' 
3000 to 5000 8ooo to 15 ooo Fran 30 000 FLOOR SPACE GROUND SPACl 
residents residents residents 

(1) MEDICAL FACILITIES 

Dispensary X ;500 
MCH Centre X ::500 
TB and mental health centre X ::550 
Public hospital X 2200 20 000 
Mental hospital X 2500 4oooo 

(2) WELFARE FACILITIES 

Day nursery X 500 l 000 
Social Welfare centre X 200 
Kindergarten X 1 000 
Home for the aged X 

Home for the aged and physically 
handicapped persons X 

Centre for young people X 350 1500 

*This grid excludes dwelling units known as residences (150 to 600 residents) and groups (1000 to 1400 residents) 
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Frequently, planning authority is delegated to the region 
or province in order to ensure decentrellzation and 'to prauote 
consultation with the local authorities, public, semi-public or 
private institutions end citizens. 

The health developnent plan pre~d :by health &dmini stretors 
is a particular section of the overall plan. It includes local, 
regional. end urban plans just as the other sectors of natiooal 
planning. This concept makes it possible to take into account 
the relations between the city end the neighbouring rural areas 
(the residents of suburbs end rural areas can use the services 
provid~ by urban institutions) ; 

Characteristics of urban health pgenning 

(e) Statistical study 

It is important· to evaluate the present situation, its def'i
ciencies or exceltses and to forecast the needs arising fran 
internal. migrations 8lld :Po:Puletian growth, as wll as social, 
econanic end cultural develo:p~~eilt. In order to evaluate the 
present equipuent 1 one: milst ·use t'WO types of indexes: 

(i) 

(11) 

static indexes (nlllllber of hos:pi tal beds 1 nlllllber of 
doctors 1 birth rate 1 death rate and morbidity) ; 

dynamic indexes o:rr "utilization i Ddexeil" with 'Which it is 
possible to measure the size of the population making use 
of each institution end the demand in curative end pre
vanti ve medical cere. 

These indexes correspond to a given social and demograpnc 
situation. By canpering with other regions in the same country 
end with other countries, the importance of future services may 
be forecast, tek:l.ng into account popUlation growth and social and 
econanical develo:pDent. 

(b) Co-ordination 

In the first stage, one can attempt to co-ordinate the 
activities of health institutions. One can prohibit the establish
ment, operation or extension of health institutions by individuals 
or public services 'When similar institutions already exist locally, 
taking into account the needs of the citl.es end neighbouring rural 
areas. The facilities available (i'Unds1 personnel, equipuent end 
supplies) can be reserved for ather areas not so wll equipped. 
Co-ordination may be canpulsory before a project becaDes pert of 
the health plan. 
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{c) Liberal. planning 

The so-call.ed liberal planning is more or less indicative 
and rigid. It can be prcmoted to a great extent by state grants 
or loans, such financing being reserved for operations written 
dow in the plan. These can only be undertaken at the date set 
down in the plan. This intervention can be negative or indirect, 
through prohibition of the use of bank loans or other tinancing 
sources, including the resources of the institution concerned. 

{d) Experience show the following shoul.d be avoided: 

(i) prohibiting the establishment of a health institution, 
even in case of urgent and obvious need, because it has 
not been written dow in the health plan or because 
such a plan has not been drawn up; 

{11) drawing up a health plan vbich is premature, precise, 
rigid and covers too long a period, 1n a tield 11hera 
techniques change quick:cy and in an unforeseeable 
JD8nner. This procedure might make it :Impossible to 
meet obvious needs; 

(iii) drawing up urban and developnent plans, the impl.elllentation 
of ~ch, for the developing countries, woul.d mean the 
establishment of administrative services vbich are too 
difficult to maintain, or too numerous research study 
and training services. This excessive planning coul.d 
occuw- too important a place in the develop!lent of tbe 
tertiary sector of the econcmy (the statistical methods 
mentioned under {a) can be simple but efficient). On 
the other hand, one shoul.d also avoid under-administration. 
It is difficult to reach a balance. 

As a ccmclusion, the size, CCIIIplexity and dynamics of health pro
blems are such that one cannot l1mi t oneself to merely co-ordinating the 
efforts of public or private health institutions. A plan, preferably a 
flexible one, must be drawn up. 

Our problems and their solution have reached a new size, that of 
the s:pace-time continu~m~ 'Which is the very texture of overall planning 
and urban health planning. 

Urban planners can be thoroughly informed as regards health problems 
only if the population and groups concerned are so informed. It is only 
through an exchange of ideas between planners and the populations that 
it is possible to obtain acceptance and support of aDd attendance to 
heal.th institutions. 
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;5.1 The methods o~ urban health planning are nearly i4entical vith 
those of overall planning. Same aspects .of the urban health plan can 
be included in. the ];ilyaical plan ot the· .. ~ty, 

First, population gtoowth, vith titE!"~esulting local. health needs 
and priorities,. should be evaluated. ~~--should then be ccmpared to 
the technical resources available, takil18 in~o account the proportion 
of the annual national incaDe which. can be allocated to urban health 
activities according to the origin of the tunds: stage, region, city 
or private sector. An agtoeement has to be reached about .. the breakdown 
of these BIIIOunts which are then written down in the annual budget. The 
urban health plan may cover, tor 'instance, five to ten years. 

Priorities are determined for each operation because the overall 
plan can be reVised annually, upwards or downwards, tak1 ng into account 
the evolution of financial resources and unforeseeable needs due to 
epidemics or the emergence of new techniques. 

The ideal conditions for urban health plenn1ng are as follows: 

(a) The urbali health plan should be an integral :pgt of .the 
national, or ;preterab:ly regional, overall plan· As a consequence, 
because of the possible hierarchy of ll8eds and resources at 
regional level., the health plan of each city has to be conceived 

. in a regional perspective. The urban health plan is prepared in 
consultation vith regional authorities even if that particular 
plan is the only one to be applied in the Region. 

The regional metropol.is has to :face particular financial 
problems which are difficult to solve. Based partly on sane 
special needs, equip!lellt can be made availabla to the llhole 
region: for instance, medical care llh1cli requires vary spe
cialized techniques, the t;raining of. qua:Ufiad, heal-th parsonnel, 
etc. · · · 

(b) The urban health plan is also an integt'al part of' the x;byaical 
town planning process. The latter incl.udes the ll&tar supply and 
waste disposal systems. This should be implemented or supervised 
by public work services • 

(c) The integt"ation of health services is essential or, :failing 
this, activities must be closely co-ordinated. 

(d) When the principle of sectorization (tor instance in cC11!1!1!m1ty 
psychiatry) is accepted, om tends to get a better balance between 
cities (regional metropolis or other) on the one hand and rural 
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areas on the other, thanks to the establlsbment of a geograpbical 
sector (or sub-sector) for every 30 to 70 000 i.nbabitants. One 
may gt'oup two or three geographical sub-sectors in order to fOl'lll 
a sector of about 200 000 inhabitants. AccordiDg to the concept 
of sectorization far each disease of social importance, one medical 
team working in the hospital is responsible for the patient and this 
ensures that opinions will be the same. There is a continuous 
process in which the patient is follO\Ied successively fran the 
prevent! ve stage - case-finding, health protection - to that of 
treatment, by the general practitioner, health centre, outpatient 
department or hospital, rehabilitation centre, before coming baclt 
finally to the day hospital, dispensary or family doctor. Thus, 
unified control of a given disease is ensured by a medical team 
according to programmed methods for treatment as "Well as for 
laboratory tests • Sectorization tends to pranote a healtb.-conscious 
attitude in the sector's population and to counteract a possible 
excessive regionallzation. It is also an excellent means of 
educating or informing the population on matters of health. 

(e) The accounting ;plan which has been implemented in sane 
countries gives a good description of the financial operation of 
the services • Presented as a budget, this ;plan takes into account 
financial amortization, which facilitates the planning of the 
various budget 1 tams • 

3.2 Location of health facilities 

Theoretical grids for the location of health facilities are based 
partly on the population figures cf urban units (Table 1). The data 
given are debatable: 

residential gt'oup: fran 200 to 500 dwellings 

neighbourhood unit: fran 8oo to 1200 d'Wellings 

district: fran 2500 to 4ooo dwellings 

gt'oup of districts : fran 6ooo to 12 000 dwellings, aPP"oximately. 

In new towns, as 'Well as for urban rene1illl operations, sane facilities 
should be installed before the population's arrival. 

The grids give for each institution (Table 1): 

the size of the urban population to be served and among whan 
the institution will be located, taking into account available 
lines of camnunication and transport facilities; 

the necessary floor space for each building and the surface 
of the site on which it must be erected. 
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These theoretical grids are mere guide lim s far the location of 
urban health facilities. They only have an abstract val.ue and the actual 
situation has still be interpreted. 

(1) The premises of the public health administration are in most 
cases situated near the administrative services of the city. 

(2) Health laboratories are normally situated in hospitals. 
However, they can be located in the same premises as the health 
administration or in their annexes. 

In larger cities, special institutes can be established in 
order to meet some particular problems such as research on the 
various types of pollution especially ionizing radiations, food 
and nutrition, etc. 

(3) As regards housing problems, the intervention of the public 
health services can be most important. This collaboration is 
particularly necessary when housing programmes (and urban renewal 
programmes when slums or squatters' settlements are demolished) 
are to be studied in consultation 'With to'Wil planning services 
(vertical and horizontal density, etc.). In fact, the health 
services have the necessary knowledge about physical (contamina
tions, danger of epidemics) and mental (noise, nervous fatigue, 
lack of recreation facilities) health (see diagrams 1 and 2) for 
such joint studies. 

When a new housing sector is being chosen or when urban 
renewal is being planned, health services can assist in avoiding 
errors which would endanger the physical or mental health of 
future residents. At the same time, health services can see to 
it that medical and social facilities are net overlooked, and that 
due attenti!f has been paid to green spaces and open-air recreation 
facilities. 

(4) The health centre may or may not include preventive and 
curative dispensaries. This institution is situated at the level 
of a district or group of districts (see Table 1). To specialized 
hospitals or hospital wards, one should preferably add clinics 
dealing 'With same diseases: cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, 
cancer, etc., which require specialized services and laboratories. 
These clinics can be visited by consultants from rural areas. 

(5) Infants and pregnant women are the most vulnerable part of the 
population. In order to promote their attendance at maternal and 
child health clinics, one should reduce as much as possible the 
distance from the house to the clinic. As a consequence, maternal. 
and child health centres should be established at neighbourhood 
level, and some more important centres at the level of a district 
or a group of districts. 
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In addition to the surveillance ~mothers and children, 
these centres make it possible to carey out more easily and more 
efficiently the vaccination of children and to undertake system
atic serological research on pregnant WCillen. This is the beat 
way to find cases of sYJhilis and to Ulldertake treatment far at 
least :part of the population. 

(6) Saue institutions are situated outside cities ar at their 
boundaries so that they can be used by both the urban and rural 
population. Institutions caring for some deficiencies or for 
long-term :patients can be situated outside cities. Mental :patients 
should be treated preferably inside cities or on their immediate 
outskirts as well as other acute :patients . 

(7) The situation as regards venereal diseases is causing much 
concern, especially among young residents of the ~&'r cities, 
in ports 1 and in towns 'Where troops are garrisoned. 

After a marked decrease, sYlhilis has shown a new ia:rease. 
Gonorrhea remains a problem far epidemiological rea10ons. In any 
case, one should strengthen control methods through improved 
planning. The latter should also deal 'With control facilities, 
in addition to maternal and child health centres, and a good 
distribution of the existing venereal disease control dispensaries. 
The dispensaries should treat their :patients tree of charge, 'IIi th 
discretion and humanity, in premises of easy access and at a 
convenient time. The dispensaries should Ulldertake early diagnosis 
and find contacts. They should prescribe programmed treatment and 
ensure the health education of the public 1 especially seamen and 
prostitutes. 

Laboratories should be equipped in order to undertake standard
ized serological testing '!lith more unifarmity. Small. laboratories 
'Without specialized staff' or equipnent are a real danger and should 
be eliminated. However, each venereal disease dispensary should be 
supplied 'With a dark.-.field microscope and its staff should include 
one doctor able to use this equipnent. 

To Slllllll8rize, health planning as regards venereal diseases is 
a good eJil!llllp.le of generalized planning methods concerning capital 
and operation expenditure, the location ~ dispensaries and the 
progra•mnlng of case-finding, treatment and labaratoey methods. 

(8) Staff training: A canplete financial plan should provide for 
the necessary staff tr!U.ning according to theJipe~ schedule of 
health institutions provided for in the plan. 

The best institutions are of' no avail if they cannot relay 
in due time on an adequate number of qualified staf'f'. These 
collaborators are more efficient than soPhisticated facilities. 
A high priority should be given in the health plan to the training 
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abroad, or in the country itse1f', of staff such as doctors, 
sanitary engineers, nurses, 1aboratory technicians, etc. If 
the staff is trained 1oca11y, it is preferab1e to co-ordinate 
training activities in the region at the 1eve1 of the reg1ona1 
metropolis. The 1atter a1one has the necessary facilities for 
theoretica1 and practica1 teaching, with its teaching hospita1 
and hea1th services. On the other hand, the opening and extension 
of the various hea1th services shou1d be close1y co-ordinated w:l.th 
the canp1etion of staff training. 

Tfuconc1ude, one can on1y quote the advice given in a WHO 
report , page 9, as follcrus: 

nThe cha]]enge of urbanization to loca1 hea1th adDI:I.nis
trations may be regarded as twofo1d1 one concern being with 
environmenta1 aspects and the other w:l.th such public hea1th 
programnes as i.munmization, nutrition, the organization and 
provision of medica1 care and others. In both it is vita11y 
necessary to keep targets under constant review, so that 
with eaCh step of' progress there may be consideration of 
i'urther improving goa1s and standards." 
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Industrial developuent is a significant factor in the st:lmulation 
of' urban expansion both in attracting a labour force to the city or as an 
econanic measure to sustain surplus population. The 1!0rker constitutes 
the bulk of' the productive segnent of' the population on whcae wellness 
and productivity the vigour and vitality of' the nation depends. The 
philosophy of' occupational health should not be limited to the prevention 
of' occupational diseases and accidents, but should embrace the overall 
protection of' the health of' workers and their families. In this context 
it is a canponent of' the public health programme, and its objectives were 
defined in 1950 by a Joint"WD/JJJJ Ccmnittee on Occupational Health as 
follows: 

"Occupational health should aim at: the pranotion and main
tenance of' the highest degree of' physical, mental and 
social well-being of' workers in all occupations; the 
prevention among workers of' departures fran health caused 
by their working conditions; the protection of workers in 
their employment fran risks resulting fran factors adverse 
to health; the placing and maintenance of the worker in 
an occupational environment adapted to his physiological 
and psychological equipnent, and, to BU!IIII81"ize the adaption 
of work to man and each man to his job." 

The responsibility for achieving these objectives must be shared 
on a tripartite basis between government, employers and the technical 
health services. Motivation and the social structure of employee groups 
are also important. 

Government 

Since the nineteenth century when the industrial revolution in 
Europe st:lmulated the developnent of laws to prevent the exploitation of 
wanen and children in the factories and industries of that time, govern• 
ment has been conscious of' the need for more embracing legialation to 
pranote the health, safety and welfare of the industrial worker. The 
International I.&bour Office has played a major role in unifying these 
laws by its Conventions, and in further extending their scope in the 
definitions and notifications of occupational diseases; the acceptance 
of' pre-employment and other periodic medical examinations of workers 
depending upon the degree of hazard; the definition of hazardous occupa
tions and the ·measures to circumvent these hazards, the responsibilities 
of government and employers generally towards protecting the health of 
the worker, and specifically in areas of high risk, etc. 

Planning of occupational health to meet the demands of urban 
devel.opnent must be effected in consonance With national laws or regu
lations to .provide for the welfare of workers, the protection of their 
health and:the technical control of hazardous environments in industry, 
In most countries this l.egisl.ation Will be administered· by a Department 
of labour and the closest liaison must exist between the health programme 
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and the activities of that Department. In my state this integration is ef
fected ~y the detachment of a senior officer from the Department of 
Labour to the Division of Occupational Health to facilitate the liaison 
between the activities of the two agencies. 

l!inpJ.oyers 

National laws may impose upon employers certain minimal obligations 
towards protection of the health of their workers and more precise require
ments to combat defined hazards. The obligations of employers extend 
beyond compliance with the law. They must be conscious of their responsi
bility towards conserving the total wellness, physical and mental, of 
their employees. This will involve a sustained, vigorous, yet tactful 
health educational indoctrination from the occupational health service, 
in which emphasis on economic return from the well and contented employee 
may be as cogent a stimulus to attitude development than more emotional 
appeals to camm,nity responsibilitits. It is comparatively easy to 
achieve success with large industries and neglect the larger number of 
small industries which employ the mass of the people. 

In most countries there are statutory requirements for a factorJ 
or industrial health service as a component of industrial welfare. The 
scope of this service, over and above legal requirements, will depend 
upon the attitude of the employer, and may vary from a minimum of a 
first-aid"service to a comprehensive health scheme for the employees. 
The most appropriate service within the economics of the factory or 
industry should be encouraged by law and persuasion from the occupational 
health service, which must also assume a responsibility for assisting with 
technical advice and training facilities for the professional staff involved 
in this service. By such a close rapport such services can be tied by a 
bond of loyalty with the broad objectives of occupational health, and will 
function more effectively, conscious of support, to meet the specific 
objectives superimposed by the environment of particular industries. 

The Occupational Health Service 

The extent and organization of a technical occupational health 
service will vary according to the degree of industrialization, the 
varieties and types of industries, the extent to which it is supported 
by government, its link and integration with the public health structure 
and medical care programmes. The principles on which such a service is 
organized has been explored by WHO, and are defined by Professor R. s. F. 
Schilling in his article "The Health Aspects of Industrialization" 
{WHO/Occ. Health/28, 21 June 1963). They include: 

{a) Medical examinations - pre-employment, periodic and special. 
Many of these would be conducted within the factory or 
industry by the factory medical service. Provision should 
be made within the Occupational Health Service to provide 
for any deficiency or where special techniques are involved. 

• 

+ 
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First-aid am medical care. Here again, this attribute Will 
be provided by the illdustry within its own resources, or 
partly wi:thin the industry for emergency aid or on-the-spot 
treatment, and in hospitals or specie.l clinics for more 
intensive or specialized care. Where specie.l clinics e.re 
estab+ished, either privately or by government dedicated to 
industrial diseases or inJuries, e. system of reporting or 
accreditation to the Occupational Health Service is desirable. 

(c) Control and supervision of the working enviromuent. This is 
the technical canponent of the Occupatione.l Health Service 
and involves the interaction of e. variety of professional 
skills and disciplines. Its services should be available 
for consultation by management e.t all times and particularly 
when new materials or processes are planned or modifications 
to plant are projected which may influence the safety of the 
industrie.l enVironment. The Occupational Health Service 
should co-ordinate clinical e.nd enVironmental investigations, 
and should make routine.visits to industries of known and 
substantial hazards. 

(d) structure. The organization of Occupational Health Services 
will vary according to the :!.nmedie.te needs of the industrial 
situation. As its content of skills becanes greater, there 
is more tendency to aggregation in areas of specialization 
within its overall structure to cope with a broader classi
fication by the type of hazard, e.g. radiation health, noise, 
industrial toxicology and environmente.l health, protective 
personal equipnent, etc. Its industrial experience, physical 
and technical resources make it the logical medium to 
administer air pollution programmes. 

(e) Health Education. Scbilling points out that health education 
is necessary in industrialization projects in order to 
encourage the proper develO];Illent and use o"f services and 
other measures to pranote health. The plant physician, 
the hee.lth hygienist and the occupatione.l health nurse haVe 
all essential attributes towards pranoting health education 
in a receptive group within the industrial enVironment. 
Although primarily this Will relate to the industrial 
climate it can, and should be extended to incorporate and. 
involve the family in other aspects through the medium and 
influence of the workers. 

(f) Training and Research. Physicians, occupational hygienists 
and DUrses employed in industry or an Occupational Health 
Service require special experience and knowledge, over and 
above their professional basic training. The Occupational 
Hee.lth Service should be the pivot on which continuing 
training programmes are based, whether conducted within its 
own resources or in association with academic or other 
agencies. 
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Finally, such a service should contribute to the total content 
of knowledge as well as disseminating knowledge. Inquisitiveness should 
be encouraged among its staff and the projects they undertake, and 
research, either applied or fundamental,' should be acknowledged as one 
of its functions. 

--eee--

Urban developnent is exerting, and will continue to exert pres
sures and stresses on the public health philosophy and administration, 
which must be reformed in outlook and atructure to meet the social as well 
as the medical needs of the ccmmunity affected by this movement. This 
will require vigorous leadership, re-training in social and behavioural 
sciences of professional and allied workers in public health, a greater 
emphasis on health education and occupational health, and decentralization 
to community health units acceptable to and identified with the community 
they service. In the latter mental health programmes, preventive and 
therapeutic, are important and should not be divorced frcm, but integrated 
with the public health canmunity progranme. 

• 

• 
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Public health a.s we know it today is the outgrowth of two definite 
concepts: one held by the medical profession, tha.t doctors symbolizing 
curative medicine were the dominant force necessary for good health -
the other, tha.t through the application of sa.nita.ry science to environment, 
significant results could be produced in preserving a.nd improving health 
beyond the capacity of the private medical practitioners. 

Today these two concepts ha.ve been welded into a. single motivating 
force we ca.ll the public health team. Control of the environment involves 
"mass protection". This "mass protection" by individual action contrasted 
with individual protection by individual action, is the basic public health 
consideration in the approach to disease prevention by the sa.nita.ria.n a.s 
compared with tl1a.t of his medical counterpart on the health team. 

Our surroundings of la.nd, a.ir, a.nd water are our environment. 

Envl:ronmental health is of equal importance to personal health. 
Furthennore, every person ha.s the right to live in a. pollution-free 
environment, the same right a.s he ha.s to education a.nd econanic 
advancement. 

A pollution-free urban environment might be considered a planner's 
dream. It is something tha.t ca.n be accomplished so far as planning a.nd 
engineering science a.re concerned; however, in many areas of the world 
it may not beccme a. reality for reasons that have little or nothing to 
do With engineering science. It may be a question of money where the 
government, unable to appreciate its value, does not finance environ
mental control projects, or where private financial interests are not 
convinced of the monetary return on their investment. In some areas, 
a clash of interests might be an obstacle, a.nd projects may remain in 
the "dream stage", because of political concepts or differences. 

Engineering considerations in environmental control progrsmmes 
are based upon real a.nd ascertainable factors, while political or 
governmental considerations are often based upon historical developments 
involving Uncertain factors. Public health benefits often assume 
intangible proportions through la.ck of knowledge a.nd appreciation. 
Sane of these potentia.lly motivating factors ma.y, through knowledge, 
understanding, a.nd appreciation, lose their uncertainty a.nd render 
favourable the hitherto politica.lly :Impossible or economica.lly unfeasible. 
Financial considerations became real when the health economics a.re con
sidered. All of these concepts must be included in practical environmental 
planning. Consideration of these factors is one objective of this seminar. 

The control of our environment can dete:nnine whether we live and 
always dete:nnines how we live or the quality of our living. It dete:nnines 
our wey of life, that quality of living expressed by the clean home and the 
clean community and healthy individual. Being a way of life, it should and 
must eventually come from within the people but it should and often must be 
stimulatecl by public officials. It must be nourished by knowledge, Such 
education is synonymous with the nee<ls. Such educetion must have for its 
objective, making public demands conform with public needs. Environmental 
control must grow as an obligatio" in human relations. It is a dollal'-and
cent investment in both a way and a means of quality living. 
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EnVironmental health planning is not new. We ba.ve had it in 
operation in various areas o:f the world to some degree to~ many years. 
Today it must be multiplied in scope, callllon sense, and by intelligence. 
It requires applying and interweaVing certain speci:fic technical., lee;a.l, 
political., and econanicaJ. skills. The concept o:f enVironmental. planning 
must include the knowledge that we are liVing in an age o:f interdepend
ency and that any particular :form o:f enVironmental li:fe is part o:f 
something else. Health is not an end to itsel:f, it is pa.rt and a. 
principal component o:f proper social. :functioning. The tools o:f such 
planning include the science o:f :forecasting and research, standards o:f 
performance, control and appraisal. Planning is the determination o:f 
the proposed course o:f action :for enVironmental control. It involves 
looking ahead in order to anticipate the possible di:f:ficulties and 
eliminates them i:f :feasible. It includes a. constant watch o:f future 
needs so that present actions can be adjusted to meet these target 
objectives, utilizing the advantages o:f improvement through research. 
Planning must be thought o:f in two major steps: (l) establishing a goal 
or objective and (2) the selection o:f a. system and procedures :for the 
adoption o:f standards and criteria. Standards are merely operational 
yardsticks which express the results to be expected under certain 
conditions. They particularize on what conditions will prevail when 
pert"orma.nce bas been met. Planning tells us what we are to do. BeViev 
when properly accomplished tells us just where we are. Tbe link between 
reView and planning could be called ":feed-back". It is the transmission 
ot intelligence to those making decisions so that the information can be 
an e:f:fective element in the next round o:f planning and action. Without 
":feed-back" there is no point in carrying on a. reView or, :for tba.t 
matter, planning. 

There are several necessary ingredients to make enVironmental 
health successf'ully :fit into e:f:fective urban health planning: (l) relevant, 
accurate and correctly selected data. must be available; (2) desirable 
target objectives must be identified as a. result o:f analyzing the problems; 
(;5) :feasible choices must often be made :fran among these objectives; 
(4) the projected actions selected will have to be understood and accepted 
by those who must implement them and ultimately be responsible :for the 
results; and (5) ultimately the operating situations will ba.ve to be 
stable or plans will have to be correctable or sel:f-correcting as 
necessary urban changes occur. 

The economics o:f enViromnental health planning has many faces, 
:for the economic sphere in which a person lives is dependent upon a 
livable natural enVironment. A pe.radox manifests itsel:f in almost all 
modern urban camnu.-U.ties. This is the pe.radox o:f desired high econanic 
standards measured in monetary income and a low enViroii!Iental standard 
o:f liVing measured in the ecological, aesthetic and social terms. 
Governmental reasoning often conf'uses its proper logic and :function with 
econanics. Governments everywhere are assuming the roles o:f economic 
and resource developers. This is especially true in the developing 
countries and lee;a.l logic and economic logic are often an impossible 
rational. mixture. The widespread failure of government to de:fend nature 

~ 
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against limitless economic intentions, to maintain some degree of ecologic
al balance, to prevent ~later and air pollution,aud to legally de:fine 
resource availability and limits is a result of this con:fusion. Govern
mental rationality is o:ften destroyed by economic rationality, Today, 
governments can be a major obstacle on the road to environmental health-
or can be leaders down that same road. 

The essentials of urban environmental control and thus its planning 
involve seven areas in urban planning, o:ften intertwined or overlapping. 
These are: water, air, :food, housing, collection and disposal of wastes 
(both liquid and solid), the control of natural hazards, and the control 
of man-made hazards • 

Hater 

A community water supply is the :foundation on which rest the health 
and progress of an urban area and the :first duty of every public official 
is the protection of that supply, A successful urban w«ter supply is based 
on adequacy, avail.ability, safety, satisfactory physical and mineral quality, 
The quality of a water is of parallel importance to its adequacy and avail
ability. Public education is o:ften necessary to assure in the planning 
stage that w«ter quality is judged upon correct technical and :financial 
:facts. 

The economics of an urban water supply G.e ''l<ln<'.s on the geometry of 
the housing of people and also on the nature of their occupation or their 
social pursuits, 

Urban water planning must be based on providing safe water piped 
into every dwelling in such quantities to provide :for all personal and 
household uses essential to sanitation, com:fort and cleanliness. An inter
mediate step in the plan o:ften requires the neighbourhood or community 
hydrants or :fountains. Whatever the plan, an urban water supply is justified 
both on the clear-cut public health considerations as well as the over-all 
social and economic grounds • Planning for an adequate urban water supply 
can be dramatically sold, Its results are measured in the saving of human 
life and improvement to health, Water supply planning promises more than 
a reasonable expectation of success, In all the areas of urban planning, 
water supply planning will require the minimum expenditure of time and 
energy commensurate with its potentially great public health bene:fit and 
economic r"tul"'ls. Community water supply planning can affect all people in 
an urban area. It has a social and technically accepted base and requires 
little or no additional technical research beyond what is now known. Accept
ance by the people is o:ften ahead of planning and the pl.anners • To attain 
the objectives of pl.anning1 an urban watElt' supply should be adequ«te to 
assure continuous service at adequate pressures, safe to drink, of satis
factory mineral and chemical. quality, Two qualities of water should not 
be incl.uded in any plan. There should be one supply having only satis-
factory quality. -
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Planning should consider future urban growth so as to avoid the 
o:f'ten end.. unfortunatelr. the common problem oi' water suppzy adequacy lae;ging 
behin4 the need based on population increases and public demand. 

~later suppzy planning must by necessity take into account the 
financing and rates to be paid by the consumers • This o:f'ten determines 
its economic feasibility. Plans must ot necessity recognize political 
concepts of furnishing water to the people; that is, whether it is considered 
a basic governmelltal responsibility to furnish water "tree" to its population 
or whether all who can pay should pay. Religious obstacles are often 
involved where certain teachings include the concept that water is free. 
It must be pointed out, however, that the author knows of no religious 
concept where ·water service is considered free. Any econanic considera
tions must also include the reality of the existence of economicalzy 
depressed groUJ?s who need water, who must be furnished water, but who 
cannot afford to pay for such a vital commodity. 

Every community needs a policy dealing with water and within this 
framework is the planning, :financing, construction, and maitrtenance and the 
plan tor paymellt. Planning must o:rten include comprehensive surveys on 
a national basis which 1n effect are a compendium of regional surveys. 

Regional plans and surveys (which o:f'ten involve local urban area 
problems) should be on a geographical rather than a political basis. 

Planning should include the concept of a public utility where the 
consumer pays for his water service and of an agency responsible for both 
the water and sewerage facilities. 

A suppzy should meet the WHO imernational standards • 

Clean air is essential to healthful urban living. Thus the control 
of air pollutams is a vital part of any urban health plan. 

Air pollution is the presence in the atmosphere of excessive amounts 
of foreign material that effects :LnJuriouszy human, plant, or animal life, 
or property or which unreasonably interferes with the enJoymem ot life and 
property. 

Air pollutants involved in urban planning include dusts (natural 
and man-made), fumes, smoke, and a variety of gaseous substances, the most 
common being the sulphur gases, oxides of nitrogen, ammonia, various hydro
carbons, to list oozy a few. 

The majority ot these are pollutants resulting from urban living, 
fran fuels to heat buildings, cooking, producing steam for electric power, 

, 
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disposing of refuse, from transportation, industrial processes; others 
occur from natural origin such as dust storms, pollens, airborne spores, 
etc. 

All of these a:t'fect the health of humans, animals, cause economic 
damage to property 1 harm vegete:tion and can affect the weather. 

Air pollution control pl.aJlning should include zoning of industrial. 
location and ~ansion, the creation of industrial parks, consideration 
of weather parameters, such as preva1 11 ng wind direction, temperature 
inversions am topography. Also, included should be planning for buffer 
zones which produce no air pollution and separate industry from dwelling 
areas. 

Planning includes vesting control in the proper agency. 

Noise should also be considered as an air pollutant. Control 
should be exercised on industrial noises such as construction, traffic, 
excessive household noises, and a variety of miscellaneous sources in. 
eluding such areas as race tracks, amusement parks, animal. and stockyards, 
etc. 

Housin_s 

The term housing used in this discussion actually includes the 
environment, the dwelling unit, the structure, and the land belonging to 
it and related community facilities. Housing means more than mere shelter. 
While the physical aspects of a dwelling are important, there are other 
considerations including the need for privacy, the economics, and the 
more important factors of the amount of overcrowding prevalent, the extent 
of housing needs, and the necessity to clear any housing backl.og. One of 
the realities that the plan must face is that housing thougll basically a 
human essential. need is not directly a productive investment and thus it 
may compete with more dramatic or gainful uses of national. income, particular. 
ly from the economic point of view. The planner 1 however, must not lose 
sight of the recognized fact of the deleterious effect that bad housing 
has on the health and the morale of the population. Problems in housing 
for the planner comes principally from four main directions: (l) the in
ability of the low average family income to construct dwellings, (2) the 
shortage of building materials and equipment, (3) the often lack of tech. 
nical knowledge for economical construction and often the recognition that 
past planning was insufficient and ( 4) the lack of co-ordination of the 
various agencies involved in attempting to solve housing problems. Insui'fi. 
cient housing has invariably resulted from not keeping pace with the rapid 
population increases usually because of the low average family income. 
This has resulted in many dwellinge occupied by more than one family and 
the situation has been worsened by post.war inflation which has increased 
the cost of building materials and labour. Adequate planning cannot become 
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a possibility without sufficient data and this definitely includes the 
assessment of the degree of overcrowding. Planning must definitely recognize 
the need and importance of utilizing calllllunity effort and including the 
possibility of self-help by the individual also by organizing practical 
demonstrations in house construction to aid in any prograrml8 of self-help. 
Planning must include methods of financing, both applied to the C<Xlllllunity 
and to the individual. Another facet is the need for building ordinances 
and regulations for the individual dwelling; however, urban housing cannot ,._ 
always wait for the establishment of standards and it therefore becomes 
incumbent upon the local officials to encourage construction based on the 
minimum needs consistent with economic feasibility. Housing planning in 
its broadest sense must include considerations of the role played by protec
tive green belts, recreational spaces and the location of housing and its 
relation to main traffic arteries, all impinging on accident prevention, 
especially involving children and old people. The author here is merely 
attempting to touch on a few of what he considers some important points 
but does not want to leave the impression that those listed are in any sense 
of the word the caaplete factors that must be considered in housing planning. 

Paralleling the importance of protecting a water supply in its dis
tribution from the source to the consumer is the planning in connection 
with food. This involves the location, the physical facilities, and 
necessary regulatory measures in the transportation and the distribution 
methods such as markets that connect the production of food with its ultimate 
consumer. This primarily involves the physical facilities and the regulation 
for the transportation, the display, and delivery to the consumer. Types 
of foods, custans, nutrition habits, methods of marketing, all enter this -! 

phase of urban planning and these problems must be recognized by the urban 
planner. 

The environmental control of food involves basically different 
problems from air and water. :rt is private property of individuals and 
business enterprises whose economic interests do not necessarily coincide 
with health needs or demands. 

Waste disposal 

Urban area wastes fall into two categories: (1) liquid, or the used 
water S~®ly of a c<Xlllllunity normally referred to as sewage, and (2) solid 
residues, tin cans, rubbish, and other debris, as a result of collective 
living. 
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Liquid wastes - Every urban area needs the Prepal"Btion of a master 
plan for a phase programme for the so~ution of short-term and ~ng-term 
prob~ems of water supply and sewerage • The provision of sewerage shoul.d be 
~ooked upon as an essentiu and integru part of a water supply deve~pment 
programme. 

The first ~e of public heuth is to collect and keep under contro~ 
the liquid wastes of a community until they are reooered harml.ess and 
inofiensi ve. When this is not accomplished human wastes are e:xposed and 
accessible to rodents and insects, the disease-producing organism that they 
potentiuzy contain are a public heuth hazard when disposed of in waters 
used for aquatic recreation, fish production or sources of drinking water 
or irrigation. Improper collection, treatment and disposu of liquid wastes, 
and this inc~udes night soi~, constitute a prob~em affecting all phases of 
urban life. 

Like water service, sewer service shoul.d be &~-supporting and 
se~-~iquidating and sewer-service charges simi~ar to water service charges 
should be a universuzy accepted method of financing the collection and the 
proper treatment of human liquid wastes. 

Urban sewerage systems panning must take into consideration the 
collection and treatment of iooustriu wastes or residues. It iooustriu 
establishments are not connected to the urban system, provisions must be 
required :for the separate and adequate treatment of industriu wastes prior 
to the discharge into watercourses. 

Solid wastes _ Considerations for the collection aoo disposu of 
so~ wastes (garbage and refuse) are often ~at or submerged in the over-all 
urban panning. Admittedly, it is often an eX,Pensive prob~em but it has 
considerab~e heuth significance. Improper collection or disposu methods 
can promote breeding of flies 1 harbourage for rodents, and res~t in un
sightliness and fo~ odours. The method of disposu, often determines the 
site and with this the economies involved in short or ~ng ha~, traffic 
congestion and nuisance factors for the collector. Phoning for solld 
waste dispose~ must inc~ude consideration of methods such as incineration, 
a source of fue~ or power generation, or sanitary ~ndfill, to reclaim 
~w~nds • Composting, grinding, and maceration for disposal in the sewage 
treatment pant are all factors that enter into this important phase of urban 
environmentu p~ing. 

Contra~ of naturu hazards 

Environmental urban panning must include provisions for the contro~ 
of disease vectors such as rodents, insects, molluscs, repti~es, in addition 
to domesticated anima~ which can (serve as vectors for) transmit diseases 
to humans. Water and organic matter are usua~ the media for insect vector 
propagation. The presence of vector populations usus~ indicates an 
environmentu control ueakness and requires adjustments in planning, design 
and operation of structures or areas to prevent propagation. 
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The influence of economics and discomfort in addition to the 
deoonstrated health benefits, justifies the inclusion of vector control 
in urban health planning. 

lilan-made hazards 

Urban living results in lllllilY man-made hazards. This area often 
requires modified thinking in establishing environmental planning goals. 
In other areas of planning, eradication of potential health hazards is 
the desired objective. lilan-made hazards require planning for "tolerance" 
instead of eradication. Radiation is an example. Toxic chemicals in the 
form of pesticides and herbicides are other examples where planning requires 
keeping levels of environmental contaminants within established maximums. " 
This requires research as an ingredient of environmental health planning. 
This list of man-nade hazards varies from area to area and only the recog-
nition of their importance in planning can be emphasized here. 

Concluding remarks 

Important factors to accomplish a job include a plan and time. 
If this paper stimulates thought and action to include environmental control 
planning in over-all urban health planning, it will have accomplished its 
intended purpose. The time to implement such a plan is now. \lhat is done 
today determines the health, welfare and quality of living tomorrow, for 
it has been aptly said "in today walks tomorrow. 11 

" 
" 

II 
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l.l Planning is the f'irst stage of' a.n administrative process which 
includes also organization, implementation and evaluation. The object
ives are as follows: "to rationalize the activities on which planning 
is imposed; to malte subject to calculation what vas previously lef't to 
chance, to organize what vas previously uno~zed, to replace spon-
taneous adjustment with deliberate control. As a result, the 
planning of public health services consists in analyzing accurately and 
intelligently and developing methodically these services in accordance 
with modern knowledge and experience so that the health needs of the 
nation or the community may be met within the limits of' its resources. 
It is a dynamic and continuous process and not just a starting point. 

1.2 A WHO consultant group recommended that public health services 
be recognized as having four aspects: "(l) constructive services -
which include envirOillllental measures, sound nutrition, physical culture, 
etc.; (2) personal preventive services - which include immunization, 
periodic health e:ram1nations, health counselling, etc.; (3) curative 
services - which include the diagnosis and treatment of disease and 
injury; and (4) restorative services -which include measures ~o help 
the individual to return to f'ull. working and living capacity. 11 

l.3 Health planning was the subject chosen for the technical discus-
sions held in connexion with the Eighteenth World Health Assembly. 

The report on these discussions gives the following pre-conditions 
for health planning:3 

"1. An understanding of' the government's intsrest, aims 
and assessment of' objectives, in national socio-economic 
development, and of its policy in respect of health planning 
as one of' its intsgral parts. Strategical decisions should 
be taken by the governments - especially where a new system 
is being introduced. 

~kstein H. (1958) The English hsalth service, quoted in 
Wld Hlth Org. techn.Ser., 1961, 215, p.4 

~cal aspects of' Social Security - Statement by WHO Consultant 
Group (unpublished document WHOft!ED.CARE/3, 16 January 1952), quoted in 
Wld Hlth Org. techn.Ser., 1961, 215, p. 5 

~eport of the Technical Discussions at the Eighteenth World Health 
Assembly (unpublished document A/18 Techn. Dis/6/Rev.l) 
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"2. Enabling legislation for planning and subsequent implementation. 

"3. A planning organization for over-all socio-ecooomic planning 
at policy - and decision-mking level, and a health planning 
organization which is part of the former or equivalent to it. 

"4. Arrangements for co-ordination between all planning organiza
tions and between these organizations and the government depart
ments concerned. 

"5. Hospital morbidity and mortality data. 

"6. The results of mass screening investigations as to the 
prevalence of certain specified or asymptomatic diseases and the 
physical fitness of certain vulnerable groups, data as to the 
growth or urbanization, and information as to the extent of 
nomadism." 

2. APPLICATION OF GmERAL PRJNCIPL»l OF PIJINNING TO URBAN AREAS 

2.1 In short, the beneficiary of public health services is the 
individual 1iving with his family wherever he has settled. The general 
principles of planning examined by the WHO Expert Committee on Public 
Health Administration at its fourth meeting are as valid for rural as 
for urban areas. It considered that the essential steps in planning 
are: 

to gather the necessary information through specific surveys 
when health and population statistics are not sufficient; 

to determine the priorities, placing the emphasis on preven
tion, services for peovle engaged in productive work, services 
for vulnerable groups {mothers and children), health promotion, 
improvement of the nutritional standard; 

to set up targets and objectives after consultation and 
co-ordination of efforts; 

to hold consultations with medical and health personnel; 

to ensure co-ordination between medi~l research, medical 
education and public health services. 

1 Wld Hlth Org. techn. Rep. Ser., 1961, 215 

-
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The plan itself is usually outlined. as well as its implementation 
and its evaluation for which the necessary indicators should be determined 
on a scientific basis. 

2.2 However, aside from these general principles, it should be e~ 
sized that the "urban phenomenon" poses specific public health problems. 
First of all, geographically speaking, the study of urban health problems 
and their solution should not be l1m1 ted to the urban area. Thus, 1n the 
case of water supplies and sewerage systems, the influence - good or bad -
of an urban centre can reach well beyond its boundaries: the growing 
pollution of river water is a striking e.xample of this. 

The population aspect of the urban phenomenon is also most impol'
tant. Urbanization is the process which brings a growing proportion of 
the population of a country to live in urban localities: this practice 
1s irreversible as it is necessary to the social, economic and cultural 
development of the country. The urban environment offers a far from 
insignificant opportunity to contribute to the development of human 
personality. In towns, all things being equal, standards . of living are 
often higher than in the country. Education, medical care, vocational 
training, cultural needs, etc., are more accessible. 

However, life in an urban coiiiiiiUility results in serious problems 
and hazards which should be corrected and the aim of urban health services 
should be the harmonization of such corrections. 

Life ill an urban community increases particularly the hazards 
due to pollution of the environment 1 

lack of proper housing; 

inadequate water supplies; 

inadequate waste and excrete disposal, both resulting in 
an increased risk of the communicable diseases spreading; 

greater risk of polluting or contaminating food-stuffs 
supplied to the population; 

serious shortages 1n the preventive and curative services, 
which exist theoretically but are often very badly distributed 
in the urban area; 

greater stress for the urban population caused by traffic 
noise, industrial J;!Oises, etc., producing mental disorders; 
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greater accident risk due to the growing number of vehicles 
and pedestrians on old and unsuitable roads. In some countries, 
these accidents have become the most important cause of death 
in some age groups; 

increased atmospheric pollution - sometimes up to an unbearable 
level • through the installation of domestic heating, exhaust 
gas from vehicles, industrial smoke, etc. 

The above is eoough to show "hat should be the predominant 
concern of urban health services where equal emphasis should be given to 
the organization of medical services and sanitation services in order to 
achieve some measure of individual and collective well·being. 

2.3 The administrative aspects also are often special. In most 
countries, it is possible to achieve a balanced development of health 
services without too much difficulty since these are under the reSDOns
ability of a single administration. generally the minister of health. 

In most towns, the municipality is concerned with some developments 
of the health services, while the ministry of health keeps medical care and 
preventive care under its juridiction; the public ~rks department is 
responsible for master works outside the cities, municipal work and urban 
development; if one adds that, generally, municipalities are controlled 
by the ministry of the interior, it is irmnediately obvious that whoever 
wishes to draft an "urban" public health plan is up against a huge task 
of co-o~tion. 

3. HOW TO DRAFr A PRACTICAL PLAN FOR URBAN HEJIIlrH SERVICES 

From the above, it is difficult to draw general ideas as the 
problems are so coG!plex. One is inclined to say that there are as many 
special cases as there are towns to plan. 

3.1. At first sight, hcn~ever, it a;ppears that in present conditions all 
towns need to be developed according to the needs of public health. Therefore, 
planning for urban health services is practically a universal need. 

3.2 As most cases are specific, one cannot recommend too strongly to 
the teams responsible for the planning of urban health services the importance 
of selecting their targets on the basis of preliminary research carried out 
in pilot areas: such pilot studies shoul.d give support to planning techniques 
and the extension of the use of operational research in the health field. 

3.3 Planning on preventive and curative services 

3.3.1 As regards planning of preventive and curative services, the best 
practical means to set up valid objectives is to study first, through 
operational research, the functioning of the best possible health service 
in a given population sector. 
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The objectives to be set up for this sector should be proportionate 
to the financial means of the community {individuals, town, province or state) 
and provide the population with the modern techniques of public bealth. Thus> 
sub-sectors of 3000 to 5000 inhabitants might be selected, then grouped into 
sectors of 15 000 to 20 000 inhabitants, themselves grouped into districts 
of 6o 000 inhabitants. This basic unit (sub-sector) is not arbitrary: the 
studies undertaken so fBr enable a public health team normally constituted 
to give "personalized" service to the population. Staff members can 
know the families individually, visit them in their homes and educate them 
in the health field, all of which are a prerequisite to efficient public 
health services. 

Thus, staffing studies of the various categories o:f personnel 
should be carried out to determine the medical, paramedical and ssnitary 
personnel required in each sector to meet the needs o:f the population for 
curative and preventive care. 

3.3.2 Operational studies of the curative and preventive service in 
each sector and district should include also the establishment of the best 
possible liaison with: 

hospitals and their out-patient departments; 

municipal ssnitation services, i.e. -ter supply, 
household refuse collection, rodent control, etc. 

3.3.3 Operational studies should stress the importance of administrative 
liaison which should not be under-estimated both as an efficient stimulus 
of health activities and - if be neglected - as the main obstacle to any 
action. The integration of the health service within the sector a_nd the 
district.even within the whole town, seems to be the best solutio~. There 
should be a definite unit with one person resnonsible for the urban health 
services and for co-ordinating the activities of the sanitation service and the 
medical care and preventive services at sector echelon.and ensuring liaison 
with hospitals, laboratories, etc. 

In this unit, the facilities are represented by multi-purpose 
health centres, sub-centres deal mostly with preventive action: MCH, 
immunizations, etc., domicillary activities supplementing this at centre 
or sub-centre level. 

3.3.4 It is at sector or district level that basic statistical data 
should be collected to support the setting up of objectives for the plsn: 
these data can be summarized briefly as follows: mortality, natality, 
morbidity, frequency of endemo-epidemics, study of epidemics, etc. 

Surveys should be carried out of'private or preventive medicine 
services and their use. 

l 
Let us recall here the definition of "integration" - a series of ope-

rations concerned in essence with the bringing together of otherwise inde
pendent administrative structures. functions and mental attitudes in such 
a -Y as to combine these into a whole. 
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The frequency of road accidents and the efficiency of emergency 
rescue should also be studied. 

A comparison of the above data should enable the planners to 
establish priorities and health indicators with a view to setting u;p a 
permanent machinery for evaluating the plan. 

3.4 Planning on sanitary services 

3.4.1 When sanitation services are planned, it should be pointed out 
that, at district or sector level at least 1 these can be integrated within 
the activities o:f' the prevemive services. 

Every time this question has been subjected to a close study, it 
appeared necessary to provide :for sanitation personnel at sector level who 
would ensure elemeJII;ary 1 simple and efficient health surveillance in 
controlling f'ood-stu:f:fs, milk, meat, eggs and :fish. This personnel should 
see that these products are handled and stored properly 1 either by traders 
or in eating houses, etc. 

3.4 .2 Major problems arise at town level and even, as stated previously, 
beyond the town's boundaries which hinder the preparation of regional plans • 

The Expert Committee on Public Health .Administrationl discussed 
urban health services at its :fifth meeting and was of the opinion that in 
order to assess existing needs and to plan f'or the future, the subjects 
listed below were worthy of consideration: 

For water sUPI>ly: 

"(l) the availability o:f' water resources to meet the immediate and 
:future needs of metropolitan areas; 

(2) studies to determine the reception capacity of pol.l.ution of 
existing water bodies; 

(3) investigation into the possibility o:f' local production of 
materials and equipmeJII; needed in sanitation works; 

(4) further studies of air conditions in urban areas to detect 
trends, and the need :for public health progrlll!llles of air pollution 
and coztl;rol; 

(5) the e:f:fects on human beings of increasing low-frequency noise 
in lirban areas; 

1 Wl.d Hlth Or.g. techn. Rep. Ser., 19631 250 
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the inf~uence of water and sewer connexions on the incidence 
of water-borne diseases, inc~uding cho~era and typhoid; 

the re~ion of water charges, use of water and family income; 

(8) ·the criteria for the fixing of priorities in capitu investmerrt; 
for environmentu sanitation and public hedth works." 

For waste water disposu: 

"(~) the formul:ation of standards for sewage and night-soU disposu; 

(2) re~tion to ensure compliance with standards; 

(3) sanitary corrt;ro~ and approval. of new and existing sewage 
treatmerrt; and disposu systems; 

( 4) sanitary corrt;ro~ of the mairrt;enance of sewerage and sewage 
treatment plants; 

(5) sanitary corrt;rol of collection and disposu of night-soil; 

(6) sanitary corrt;ro~ of drainage, and reguhtion to avoid the 
creation of swamps or stagnarrt; waters detrimental. to heal.th." 

Similarly, studies on the disposu and destruction of household 
refuse, on noise control and improvements in housing should be undertaken. 

Sanitation activities could be the responsibility of the public 
heuth administration or they could not; in any case, the heuth departmerrt; 
should ensure that they conform to heuth re~tions. 

3.5 Studies on the need of and the best ways to ensure liaison should 
be undertaken both by the hea~th and preventive services and the sanitation 
services in co-operation with the ex:l.sting public hea~th laboratories, since 
chemicU and microbiological. anUy8is plays an essemi.al. part in the heuth 
control of the activities of these two services. 

Once the preliminary studies have been made, it should be possible 
to consolidate the data, define the objectives and set up priorities. 

At this stage, the following generU principles should be adhered to: 

the urban heuth services should be colliJ?lete and provide 
for the integration of preventive care and sanitation 
(or hea~th promation) activiti.es; 

they should be available to ~ and financiUly accessible 
to the whole pop~ion; 
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they shouJ.d be subjected to eva1uation and continuous 
adjustment; 

the participation o:f the pub11c shouJ.d be encouraged. 

3.6 The structure o:f the services and the necessary eo-ordination 
o:f the activities o:f various services co-ope:ra.ting in the execution o:f 
the plan shouJ.d be determined. Genera11y, it appears advisab1e that, 
at 1east :for the big cities, a permanent body shouJ.d collect and ana1yse 
basic statistica1 data. 

It must be borne in mind that the agencies responsible :for the 
preparation and implementation o:f the plan shou1d represent various 
disciplines and be given appropriate administrative authority with 
adequate financial means. 

It has been recommended by various bodies that urban plans 
shouJ.d be inc1uded in larger schemes o:f regional scope: these regional 
plans are particularly use:fu1 in guiding nationa1 planning and determining 
rationa1ly the establishment o:f new industries. 
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I. THE Sri'UATION REGARDmG URBANIZATION AND 
HOOsmG m THE ECAFE REGION 

The problems of urbanization and the resulting housing situation 
in the ECAFE region are perhaps more serious than in many parts of the 
world. These problems are the result of high rates of populaj;ion growth, 
partieularly in the large cities and urban centres and the large-scale 
rural-urban migration, resulting in housing shortages; severe congestions 
and overcrowding, the. fozmation of squatter colonies, slums, and insanitary 
living conditions. 

The solutions to these problems are made more difficult because of 
s social and economic under-developnent. The majority of the countries in 

the region have a per capita gross national product lower than Usf~l50 and 
the annual rate of increase of the population is more or less the same as, 
or only slightly higher than, the rate of growth of the gross national 
product. Only a few countries in the ECAFE region have a favourable 
housing situation canparable to that in sane of the developed countries 

... 

in Europe, such as Australia, Japan, Singapore ·and New Zealand. Hong Kong 
has also achieved remarkable progress in the field of housing and urban 
developnent, despite many canplex problems it has to deal with. 

In India, the urban housing shortage increased fran 9.:5 million 
units in 1961 to 11.4 million units in 1966, and even allowing that it 
will be able to build an estimated 2.6:5 million units during the period 
1966-1971, the urban housing deficit at the end of the Fourth Plan 
Period in 1971 would reach 1:5.:57 million units. In the large cities of 
India with e. population of over 500 000, sane :50 per cent. of the popu
lation live in slum conditions. 

In many of the slum settlements in Calcutta, the net density is 
higher than 1000 persons per acre and less than :50 sq. ft. of substandard 
living space per person. SiXty-two per cent. of the :famil.ies living in 
the slums have no water supply and there is no proper lighting or. 
ventilation. 

In 140 areas of Banbay, where. nearly half of the population live, 
most of the e.cicamnodations are substa.nde.rd and a large number live on 
:footp8.ths without shelter of any k:l.nd. 

In Pakistan, the urban housing shortage increased fran 6oo 000 
units in l96o to 950 000 units in 1965. This figure is expected to 
reach l 200 000 units in 1970. Despite the efforts of the Government, 
living conditions, especially in the urban areas, have deteriorated 
during the last ten years. In Eil.re.chi where llO 000 famil.ies in 196:5 
were without shelter, the housing situation is e. critical one. ~ 
:from the large deficit resulting fran the rapid increase in population 
due to rural-urban migration and the refugee prob1em, water supply, 
drainage and electricity have remained inadequate. 
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Djakarta, the capital of Indonesia, is confronted With a serious 
housing situation due to the swelling number of rural migrants of about 
400 000, most of whom are unemployed and living under insanitary condi
tions Without adequate shelter. 

Many of the metropolitan areas of the countries in the ECAFE region 
are confronted with an increasing squatter population. Kuala Lumpur, the 
capital of Malaysia, has a squatter population of 105 000, consisting of 
20 000 families housed in 10 000 to 12 000 huts. In metropolitan Manila., 
according to the survey conducted by the People's Hanesi te and Housing 
Corporation in March 1963, a.s many as 50 400 families, or about 9.7 per 
cent. of the population of the metropolis were squatters. The sul~Y also 
revealed that the squatter population was increasing at the rate of 40 000 
annually and if this high rate is not arrested, the squatter population by ~ 

1973 Will increase to 30 per cent. of the anticipated population of 
metropolitan Manila and would compound many of the already complex social 
and economic problems confronting the Government. 

Hong Kong has a squatter population est:l.ma.ted to be 670 000. The 
situation is further aggravated by the influx of refugees from the Chinese 
mainland. 

In the metropolitan cities of llc:nhay, Calcutta, Ma.dra.s and Delhi 
in India., the squatter population runs into several hundred thousands. 
In the Ilepublic of China. (Taiwan), the principal cities of ~ipei, 
Kaohsiung, ~ichung and Keelung are confronted With serious squatter 
problems. 

Apart fran the serious housing shortage confronting most of the 
countries in the region, the condition of the existing stock of housing 
is far from satisfactory fran the point of view of the quality of 
building materials and size of the houses in relation to the number of 
occupants per dwelling as well as the lack of adequate community facili
ties, including safe water supply, drainage, sanitary and safe disposal 
of sewage. 

In Hong Kong, the average size of households wa.s 4.63, while the 
number of persons per dwelling wa.s 12. 76. In Djakarta, Indonesia, 2 or 3 
households consisting of 10 to 15 members often share a dwelling unit. 

In Iran, only 25.4 per cent. of the houses have running water 
supply. In the Republic of Korea., only 13.7 per cent. of the dwellings 
had access to piped water supply in 1960, while 30 per cent. had 
independent or canmon latrines. In saae places in CaJ.cutta, India, one 
latrine is shared by 30 to 50 persons. In many cities in India, open 
drains often flow close to houses. In Karachi, Pa.ki.stan, the sewerage 
system has been unsatisfactory and nearly half a million people who live 
in temporary shacks discharge thei~ sewage directly into the streets. 

In Nepal, 75 per cent. of the housing stock wa.s in dilapidated 
condition and in Iran 32 per cent. of the houses were of mud. 
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The term "urbanization" refers to the process whereby an 
increasing proportion of a country's population lives in urban localities. 
Urbanization ordinarily :Implies migration to the cities fran the rural 
areas. The "degree of urbanization", or tl1e extent to which a country is 
urbanized, is understood to mean the percentage of its total population 
living in urban localities as of a given date. The degree of urbanization 
is equal to the urban population divided by the total population. 

Much of the urbanization in the ECABE region resulted not fran the 
econanic need for large urban population concentration, or fran the "pull" 
factors iDduced or motivated by employment opportunities and expectations 
of higher incane fran iDdustrial, camnercial and service establisl:ments 
or the lure of' the city with its superior amenities aDd health and 
educational facilities, but fran "push" f'a.ctors due to the low l.evel. of 
rural living, seasonal unemployment, or conditions of peysical insecurity. 
The factors, which inf'l.uence rural-urban migration leading to the rapid 
growth of' ma.ny of the cities in the E~ region, are aoy or a canbination 
of' the following types of' circumstances: 

l.. The l.ow land-population ratio arising fran rapid population 
growth in relation to agricultural. resources. People l.ei't 
rural areas, because there was no way, in the existing 
social, land tenure, and technological conditions of 
procuring a l.ivelihood on alreaecy over-populated land, or 
by technically obsolescent ba.ndi.cra:rts. 

2. The disruption and disorganization produced by the SecoDd 
World War, and the political changes which followed. Ma.ny 
of' the cities of' Asia are choked with refugees 'Who have 
swelled urban population, out of' proportion to their 
econanic devel.opment. 

3. The l.ure of urban existence to which large parts of' the 
peasant population was exposed as the result of military 
service as well as migratory refUgee flows. 

4. The exhaustion of natural resources in sane areas which 
deprived sane localities of their econanic base. 

5· Seasonality of employment in agriculture, which creates 
migratory flows bringing ma.ny people into contact with the 
attractions of city lite. 

While most of the countries in the ECABE region are concentrating 
their resources on econanic devel.opnent activities for ra.ising the 
standard of liVing of the population, the orderly growth and devel01JD8nt 
of the cities and urban centres are being neglected or are not receiving 
the attention they deserve. 

1 Seminar on Urbanization in Asia and the Far East, Bangko1t, 
Thailand, 8-l.B August 1956. 
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The general pattern of city growth in most of the countries in the 
region has occurred as an outva.rd expansion in areas to accommodate the 
increasing number of urban dwellers who can afford to pay; those for whan 
the government or their employers can provide accommodation; or the rural 
migrants forming squatter settlements on whatever space they find. New 
physical developnents, new industries and new residential areas have been 
undertaken on the extension of the built-up area. into the surrounding 
urban fringe. While new peripheral la.nd is broken up into urban sub
divisions, the existing central :parts or cores of the principal cities 
are bypassed and neglected and the ensuing deterioration, congestion and 
decay transform these central :parts into slums. The slums in these urban 
areas which constitute as health and fire hazards are ripe :for immediate 
elimination and renewal. Their removal would not only add to the supply 
of scarce urban land :for development, but would also benefit the whole 
community and the people who live and work there. 

In most cases, the central parts o:f the city constitute the heart 
o:f the urban cannnunity and it is there where the economic and cultural 
activities are usually concentrated. If' the urban ccmnunity is to function 
properly, it is obVious that its centre must be kept healthy and in pace 
with progressive development. 

The elimination and revitalization o:f deteriorated, insanitary, 
unhealthy slum areas are as, if not more, important than the outward 
expansion o:f the city into new areas at the :fringes and peripheries. 
Aside from the benefit derived :for the total urban community, a properly 
designed urban renewal scheme will yield a substantially increased tax 
revenue and will thereby have an advantageous e:f:fect on the overall 
developnent and progress of the city as well as a. more econanic and 
judicious use o:f the limited and rapidly decreasing urban land. 

Despite the scarcity o:f land, the cities and urban areas in the 
ECAFE region are generally characterized by relatively low residential 
density. The single-family detached building remains the predominant 
type of dweP.ing. Except :for row-houses and a :few walk-ups in camnercial 
areas, multi-story housing is rarely seen in residential areas. Con
sidering the prevailing scarcity and high cost o:f urban land, these types 
of development are too expensive to justify in the long run. 

There bas been a general reluctance to multi-family apartment 
houses although this type o:f dwellings could proVide can:pa.rable or even 
better accommodation in terms o:f living conveniences and can:fort than 
many o:f the present single-story detached dwellings. Many :facilities 
could be proVided in a more econanical and functional way than they are 
at present evident in single-family houses. 

As la.nd prices in urban areas in most o:f the countries in the 
region have increased considerably in recent years, land developnent, 
both public and private, has to move into the outskirts and peripheries 
of cities. Good and productive agricultural land has been and will 
continue to be increasingly encroached upon and eaten up by this type 
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of devel.opent. The costly extension of basic utility services into the 
sprawling urban fringe and transportation to and from places of employ
ment will create ma.joJ;' problems. The e:d.sting and anticipated rates of 
urbanization of ma.jor urban centres will undoubtedly make a continuation 
of law density type of residential developnent uneconanica.l. 

Because of over-population and inability to provide essentia.l 
facilities and services,_ ma.ny cities in the ECAFE region ba.ve developed 
serious deficiencies in power and transport facilities essentia.l to 
production and inadequacies in socia.l infra.structure. Sane countries 
in the region are seeking to decelerate the rate of urbanization or even 
to induce swelled urban popula.tions to return to rural a.rea.s by etforts 
to increase agricultural productivity and to make village life more 
attractive, and by attempts to decentralize new industria.l development 
so as to counter the "push" factor. 

In view of the law level of urbanization genera.lly prevailing in 
the developing countries of t!"le region and the fact tba.t Dl8.lzy of these 
countries are only in the initia.l stages of urbanization, it ca.n reason
ably be assumed that urban growth vUl proceed at a faster rate for sane 
years to caDe. The social problems connected With rapid urbanization v1ll 
becane increasingly praninent even by reason alone of the magnitude of the 
popuJ.ation involved. Also, the problems of urbanization in the devel.oping 
countries of the region and elsewhere ma.y be accentuated not only by the 
greater size of the population involved, but also by the more rapid rate 
of transition. 

The ma.in pre-occupation of the countries in the region experienc
ing rapid urbanization are the problems of planning econanic devel.opment 
and to meet the physical requirements of the fast growing urban camnunity. 
In other words, the countries in the region Will be pre-occupied for saDe 
time to cane with the problem of devel.oping the econany to a point which 
will ena.ble it to support at reasonable levels of living their present 
degree of ur}:9.IIization. Despite the present gap between urbanization and 
econanic development, the probabilities are that the rate of urbanization 
will continue to outpace the rate of econanic development in ma.ny of the 
countries in the region in the caning decades. 

m. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC D!PLICATIONS OF POPUlATION 
GRQoiTH AND URBANIZATION 

Dlring the decade l950-l96o, the popula.tion in the ECAFE region 
grew at the average rate of 1.96 per cent. In ma.ny countries, however, 
the rate of population growth was double this average rate during the 
ssme period. The. rate of growth of urban population was still higher 
and varied fran 5 to 7 per cent. per annum for many large metropolitan 
areas. The forecast of popul.ation for the ECAFE region for the period 
1960 to 1975 indicates that .ft Will continue to grow at an average annual 
rate of about 2.21 per cent. According to existing trends, it would 
seem that the urban population vUl continue to grow at a higher rate. 

1 Ilnplications of Population Trends for Planning Urban DevelQlJIIent 
and Housing Programmes in ECAFE Countries (Asian Population Conference, 
Nev Delhi, India, 1963) 
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It was estimated that because o:f demographic development alone, 
the housing stock in the ECAFE region should be increased by 111 million 
dwelling units in the period 196o-1975· The housing de:ficit in the 
ECAFE region in 196o was estimated at about 145 million units o:f which 
23 million were in urban and 122 million in rural areas. The annual rate 
o:f house construction needed to house the increase o:f population as well 
as replace housing units :falling out o:f use and to liquidate the existing 
deficit within 30 years in the urban areas and 20 years in rural areas, 
would reach a total o:f 10 dwelling units per 1000 inhabitants in the 
period 196o-1975·1 

To achieve the suggested rate o:f construction, it would be· 
necessary for the countries in the region to make investments in housing 
o:f the order of 5 to 6 per cent. o:f the gross national product (GNP). 
Against this requirement, the actual investment in India during its 
Third Plan Period (1961-1966) was only 1.9 per cent. o:f the GNP, while 
:for the Fourth Plan Period (1966-1971) it will be 2.17 per cent. only. 
In Australia, where there is a fairly high rate o:f house construction, 
the investment in housing accounted :for 4.36 per cent. of the GNP. In 
the Philippines, according to the National Accounts for 1963 prepared 
by the National Economic Council, only l. 3 per cent o:f the GNP was 
invested in housing against the required 5· 7 per cent. o:r the Gl'iP for 
the construction o:f about ll dwellings :for every 1000 inhabitants to 
liquidate the housing shortage in the next twenty years. 

With the exception of Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, 
and New Zealand, the accomplishments o:f the countries in the region in 
the field o:f housing are very much below the target fixed for the Decade 
o:f Development. There bas, there:fore, been a general deterioration o:f 
housing and environmental conditions, especially in the urban areas. 
The rapid increase in the urban population due to large-scale rural
urban migration in the wake o:f industrialization and other :factors bas 
further aggravated the housing situation. 

In econcmic and social terms, the growth of population in the 
countries o:f the region bas created and will continue to create many 
problems. The rate o:f increase especially in the big cities already 
exceeds the rate at which employment opportunities, housing accamnodation 
and essential community services, become available. The problems of 
employment as well as adequate provisions for housing accamnodation, 
education and health services and :facilities are hound to become even 
more acute with further urbanization. other problems which have con
fronted many cities and urban centres in the ECAFE region in the process 
o:f rapid growth are the growth o:f slums and squatter colonies, 
frustrating traf:fic congestions, inadequate community :facilities and 
services, giving rise to squalor, all sorts o:f vices and crimes, other 
social maladjustments as well as the spread of diseases, social and 
political tensions. 

( 
lReport of the CaJnnj.ttee on Housing, Building and Planning 

Second Session, 1963) 
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Education, health, housing and related community facilities have 
been considered as "social overhead projects". Although they provide 
low yield and their costs are high, they are basic to ecOilCI!Iic develop
ment and in this respect they ean be canpe.red to transport, canmun1cations 
and power, which are recognized as "econanic overhead projects". It is 
true that these economic and social overhead projects provide little or 
no yield in foreign exchange, low yields in the short-run and require 
considerable period of time before their yield can be realized in finan
cial terms, their benefits are derived fran the more balanced developnent 
of econanic activities which utilize their services. It is now being 
recognized that education, health and the provision of adequate housing 
and related services must accanpany, if not precede, resource developnent, 
it' serious obstacles to economic activity are to be avoided and the high 
cost of future rehabilitation and redevelopnent of slums and urban blight 
are to be prevented. 

One of the direct results of the rapid increase of population and 
urbanization in the ECAFE region is the acute housing shortage which has 
becane a ma.jor problem in most of the large cities. The housing situation 
has deteriorated during the last decade, despite the increased attention 
that governments have given to housing. Providing sane shelter alone to 
the people who are crowded in urban areas Will not lead to a pe:nna.nent 
solution. The whole problem must be tackled in a canprehensive manner 
With due regard to both the social and economic aspects as to questions 
of employment, transport and adeqwate community facilities and services. 

Most of the countries in the ECAFE region are aware of the present 
and impending urban problems, especially in relation to their program:nes 
for economic developnent. Urbanization imposes a heavy requirement for 
urban infrastructure, including public utilities and housing, an 
especially dift'icult burden when urbanization is outpacing economic 
developnent and productivity. 

The rapid growth of population, however, bas cauplicated the 
problem of soc;ial and economic developnent of many of the develaping 
countries in the region in a number of ways. The high birth rates have 
created a heavy load of dependent children for the workiiig population 
most of whan have inadeqwate per capita income to support a large family 
even for providing the bare necessities, to say nothing of better educa
tion and health essential to social and economic advancement. 

The rapid growth of population has also increased the pressure 
on land already densely settled and has retarded productivity of agri
cultural labour causing wba.t is called the "rural push" factor of urban 
migration discussed in the preceding chapter. This eft'ect is seen not 
only in the developing countries where there are no more cultivable land, 
but also where the density of agricultural population in the areas under 
cultivation is high, although large areas of potentially productive lmd 
remain unused because of the prevailing land tenure systems, lack of 
capital for exploiting the use of available land, or other reasons. 
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The acceleration of population growth resulting rram the reduction 
of mortality requires that the production of goods and services must be 
expanded at a more rapid rate if progress toward a satisfactory level of 
liVing were to be attained. An increasing population growth has, however, 
aggravated the problem of capital shortage which is one of the major 
obstacles to economic development and progress in the developing countries 
of the region. The faster the population grows, the larger the share 
of the national income which must be invested for productive equipnent 
merely to maintain the existing level of equipment or capital assets per 
worker. The larger the investment required for this purpose, the ~er 
the share of national inccme that will be available either to raise the 
level of current consumption per capita or to ~te investments which 
would increase productiVity and permit higher levels of consumption. 

Because of the narrow margin of income over subsistence needs 
characterizing many of the developing countries in the region, they find 
it difficult to save and invest enough of their meagre national income 
so that economic developnent could proceed at a satisfactory pace even 
without population growth. Even where a larger population woul.d be 
advantageous in the long run for some developing countries if they can 
industrialize and better utilize their human and natural resources, 
econanic progress will be hindered if the population increases so rapidly 
that it would exact an excessive drain upon the econany. 

Where housing has been built --- whether by private builders, 
self-help, or squatters --- it fixes the public investment in the vast 
network of public utilities and community facilities. The physical 
enviromnent cannot be altered easll.y and enormous public investments are 
required to change and rationalize a pattern that has been established. 

With large-scale urbanization ineVitable, there is no longer any 
alternative but to invest in the production of adequate shelter and the 
systematic and orderly planning of urban as well as rural areas for the 
people who live and work there. For many countries in the region that 
are experiencing depression and growth at the same time, a sound, well
conceived housing and urban development programme can employ fUnds 
constructively that might otherwise be wasted on improvised projects or 
relief payments. A housing programme can also play a Vital role in 
developing saVings and in releasing unproductive capital in the country. 
People will save for housing even when they might not save for anything 
else. 

IV. GOVERNMENT POLICIES AFFECTING URBANIZATION, HOUSING 
AND URBAN DEVEWPMENT IN THE ECAFE REGION 

Because of their magnitude, urgency, complexity and scope, the 
problems connected with urbanization and t;,e resulting acute shortage 
of housing and related community facilities and services have neces
sarily to be tackled through governmental action. 
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In most of the countries of the region, goverDI!Ients bave under
taken d:.rect public housing and peysical planning prograD~J~es to mitigate 
the critical housing situation and the problems associated with rapid 
urbanization. Measures adopted by a number of countries in the region 
to check the flow of rural migrants to urban area.s are of three kinds, 
namely: (1) the implementation of rural improvement progr&~~~~~es, 
including development of agriculture, establishment of industries in 
villages, rural electrification, land reform and community development; 
(2) increased recognition and use of urban and regional planning as a 
means of achieving more balanced distribution of population as well as 
avoiding disorderly and vasteful urban grovth and sprawl. The adminis
trative machinery for undertaking this work, however, is generally 
inadequate or do not exist at all in same of the countries and there is 
a lack or a critical shortage of well-trained or qualified planners in 
the region. There is, therefore, an urgent need for e:xpand1ng the 
facilities for education, training and research in urban and regional 
planning. For this purpose, an Ad Hoc Group of Ex;perts is being 
organized by the ECAFE secretariat to undertake a thorough survey of: 
(a) the existing schools and institutions in the region in this field, 
with an evaluation of their status and achievements; (b) the number of 
urban and regional planners and research workers required in the coun
tries of the ECAFE region now and during the next twenty years; and 
(c) existing organization for research in urban and regional planning. 
The report of the Group of Ex;perts would embody comprehensive recCIJIIIend
ations for ausnenting and improving existing teaching institutions and 
the establisbment of new ones. The Group of Experts will also eXB!Dine 
and make recCIIIIIendations on the desirability of establishing a regional 
research organization to serve the needs of all the countries in the 
region; (3) greater attention bas been given to the decentralization 
of eeonanic and administrative activities to open up new under-developed 
areas so as to divert the flow of migration away from large urban centres. 
A number of countries in the region bave also built or are building 
satellite towns to reduce congestion and overcrowding in the big cities. 

Despite the efforts taken and the measures adopted by the coun
tries, however, little or no success. bas so far been achieved; The 
situation in most of the countries bas not only remained unsatisfactory, 
but bas, in fact, deteriorated. It should also be pointed out tbat in 
the early stages of industrialization, the industrial policies and 
activities of many countries in the region tended to accentuate, rather 
than mitigate or relieve the problems arising from industrialization and 
rapid urbanization. Governments and private enterprises bave made intensive 
use of available installed industrial capacity and the expansion of existing 
industrial plants rather than the creation of new ones elsewhere. The 
result bas been industrial expansion in or near already crowded urban 
centres and the further migration of potential labour from the rural 
areas. 

Although development planning on a national level is firmly 
established in most of the countries in the ECAFE region, relatively 
little consideration bas been giVen to more balanced geographical 
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distribution of developnent so as to enable areas outside the major urban 
centres to share their benefits. In other words, economic developnent 
policies as enbodied in national development plans have not directed 
adequate attention to a balanced spatial distribution of industries and 
their accaniS-nying phenomenon of urbanization. As a result, most of the 
metropolitan areas and larger urban centres in the countries of the ECAFE 
region have grown at a considerably faster and often excessive rate than 
most of the smaller-sized urban areas. Remote and less urbanized sections 
of many of the countries in the region have not benefitted from national 
progress to say nothing of many depressed areas remaining unchanged for 
decades. 

There is an apparent need for improving urban land use policies 
and programmes in most of the countries in the region. Where urban land 
is extremely in short supply, as in the principal cities of Taiwan and 
in Seoul, Korea a.nd intrusion into the surrounding agricultural land is 
to be avoided, there is a strong need for higher density residential 
developnent in lieu of the predominantly single-family detached dwelling 
in many of the countries in the region. For an effective implementation 
and enforcement of higher density residential developnent, existing and 
proposed master plans of cities and urban centres should make definite 
reference to desirable residential density in areas set aside for that 
purpose. Apart from designating an area as residential, specific 
density determinations should be made when the future pattern of land 
use is considered for incorporation in the overall master plan. Short 
of this determination, a master plan would lose much of its effectiveness 
as a tool for making maximum and economical use of urban land. 

Although in most countries of the region economic planning and 
development have become a definite responsibility of the government, 
and in a growing number of cases health, education, housing and social 
welfare have generally been accepted as important components of national 
development programmes, the corresponding changes in the physical 
environment have often not been given their due share of the attention 
and resources as are due to equa.ll.y important participants of the plan
ning and developnent processes. This bas resulted in insufficient 
attention being paid to the judicious and maximum use of available land 
resources and such problems as poor housing and inadequate community 
facilities and services, continue and are likely to grow worse. 

Governments have long intervened directly or indirectly in 
providing housing and community facilities for the population and in the 
planning of the physical environment. Because of limited resources, 
however, governments alone have not been able to provide all the needs 
of the population for adequate shelter a.nd community facilities and 
services. Governments have to rely on the support and contribution of 
the private sector. This contribution is reflected in such activities 
as private house-building, production of building materials, investments 
in housing construction through individual savings, housing co-operatives, 
workers' unions in trades and industries, and housing proVided by 
employers (such as for factory, mine, and plantation workers), or 
through self-help and aided self-help. 
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While the priva.te sector in many of the countries of the ECAFE 
region has contributed significantly in dealing with problems of housing 
aud urban developnent, this contribution ha.a been :!JIIpeded by a number of 
factors, such as lack of long-range planning or programmes, which ha.s 
prevented the building and building materials industries, moat of which 
are priva.tely owned, f'ran making adequate investments for increasing 
productiVity and reducing building costa; inadequate administrative 
machinery for dealing with housing and urban developnent problems, 
a.ggra.va.ted. by the lack of trained technical and. management staff; lack 
of or inadequate financing mechani11111 or schemes for encouraging saVings 
for home construction; lack of understanding or appreciation of the 
benefits and adva.ntages of housing co-operatives; lack of rational urban 
land policy for preventing land hoarding and the spiralling of land 
prices; and failure in most of the countries to tap the immense potential 
of self-help housing especially for the rural areas. The initiative and 
leadership in, as well as direction of, these actiVities are pr:!JIIarily 
the responsibilities of the government. 

Ollly a fev countries in the region, such as Australia, Hong Jeong, 
Japan, New Zealand and Singapore have made substantial progress in the 
field of housing and urban development. 

v. SOCIAL, ECONQ.UC AND POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF 
URBANIZATION, HOUSmG AND URBAN llEVE:WFMENT 

PROGRA!+IES 

It ha.s been generally accepted that social change cannot be 
ignored much less rejected as a factor in econanic change. Social 
change must accanpa.ny, if not precede, resource development, if serious 
obstacles to progress are to be avoided and the high cost of future 
rehabilitation a.nd redevelopment of slums and urban blight are to be 
prevented. 

Housing and urban developnent programmes cut horizontally across 
the actiVities of peoples of all incanes in rural as vell aa in urban 
areas. They are permanently involved not only in social, econanic and 
urban and regional developnent, but also with public morale, urban 
solvency, unemployment, social security and national welfare. 

To a large extent, the well-being of the whole ccmnunitydepends 
upon the quantity and quality of the housing available, on the enViron
ment on which such a.cccmnod.ation ha.s been established, on the cost of 
housing in relation to family needs and ability to pay, and on the 
amenities made available to the ccmmmity in the form of health, educa
tional, cultural and recreational serVices and facilities. 

The security of home-ownership is the foundation of a sound 
social system. The bane is the seene of the i'smily1 s d.anestic life 
and of its interests. It is in the home where the :family hopes to 
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enjoy freedom fran intrusion and uncertainty as a buffer against il.lness, 
unempl.oyment, old age. The haneowner buys a stake in the camnunity, 
develops greater civic interest, acquires pride of ownership and the 
sensation of security. Hane-ownersbip benefits others as well as the 
owner. It is good for business because it stimulates sal.es of building 
materials, furnishings, equipnent, and utilities. Home-ownership tends 
to make workers more stable, more co-operative and less recalcitrant. 

The location of housing and related camnunity facilities inf'J.uence ~-
the site of industry as often as the location of industry influences 
housing location. The existence of adequate housing supply often ties 
workers to their present enviroments regardless of the efforts of govern-
ments and industrialists to lure them to a particular industrial site 
elsewhere. 

A rational land use programne coul.d be devised that will confine 
squatting to predetermined and developed areas, instead of allowing the 
squatters to create their own haphazard settlement patterns. Under a 
canprehensive housing and urban developnent progi'SIIIlle, the government 
can build housing where it is most needed and provide housing in ha.rmony 
with a rational industrial location and urbanization policy. The 
production of housing can be stepped up in areas where they are needed and 
curtailed where it is less essential or not required. Through comprehen
sive housing and physical planning programmes, the government can 
demonstrate to its people that it is interested in their needs and welfare 
and thereby enhance political and social stability, the climate essential 
to econanic developnent. 

It has been generally accepted that social planning is as 
important to developnent as econanic planning. This concept implies 
that social developnent must be integrated with econanic and environ
mental planning. At the same time, economic action must be as socially 
effective as possible by better knowledge of the social environment and 
that the people concerned must be fully informed at all stages of the 
preparation e.nd execution of the developnent programme so that they may 
take an interest and a.n active part in that prograame as well as support 
it to completion. 

Experience has shown, however, that in practice the social aspects 
of developnent have often been overlooked or neglected, because it has 
often been assumed that social progress would follow economic developnent 
automatically. This assumption bas led to serious difficulties. There 
had been development plans which, despite their being well thought out, 
with adequate funds for their execution, have not succeeded as well as 
they should, because of lack of social preparation, lack of knowledge of 
the human problems connected with developnent, to say nothing of the 
apathy, indifference or even hostility of the population, who were badly 
infonned when its collabcration and support were essential to the success 
of the progranrne. In other words, the social aspects are an essential 
part of an econanic developnent progrwmne and all decisions must extend 
to and include the social as well as the economic and technical fields. 
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Wh:Ue pl.a.nning of the peysica.l. envirolllllent must be aimed at 
accelerating econanic growth, it must be achieved through popular parti
cipation and support in the context of and in relation to econanic and 
social planning. In planning the amelioration of social problems, care 
must be taken in the allocation of limited resources so as to achieve 
proper balance between econanic and social investments, instead of one 
being subordinated to the other. 

There are few developed countries today that have not been forced 
into the formulation and :Implementation of housing programnes because of 
the politicaJ., if not the social or econanic realities. In England, 
Sweden, Denmark and other countries in Europe, where housing played a 
significant role in national affairs, especially after World War n, a 
politica.l. party could hardly expect to win without canmitting itself to 
a housing programme for the population. 

What is true of developed countries is true in developing coun
tries as well. Squatting in developing countries exerts its own forms 
of politica.l. pressures and creates its own econanic forces in the process. 
When Jamaica decided to allocate 60 per cent. of a United states grant 
and gave housing its top priority to relocate and rehouse squatters, it 
was not because there was little or no need for more factories or other 
equally urgent eeonanic activities. The reason was that the whole 
econanic progrwmne would fail, foreign investment and tourism might begin 
to sense danger, and political stability would be threatened, unless the 
housing problems were dealt with successfully. In Colanbia, South 
America, squatters caused so many social problems, politica.l. tensions, 
discontents and disorders that industry in one or its cities began to 
move away and the country had to initiate a crash housing and urban 
developnent programmes to induce the rest of the industry to stay. 

While there are no accurate yardsticks with which to measure its 
impact, housing should be considered as a vital necessity of life. The 
building of homes is "econanic" in that in less developed areas they are 
orten the production centres for the storekeeper, the tailor, the dress
maker, etc. One of the pressing needs of developing countries in the 
region is to absorb unemployment, particularly in cities where there are 
large groups of rural migrants. When rural migrants come to the city, 
they are likely to look to the construction industry as one of their 
primary sources of employment or livelihood. 

VI. CONCWSIONS AND REOCMv!ENDATIONS 

Most of the developing countries in the region devote a lower 
share of their national ineane to housing and related programmes than 
appears justifiable in tenus of both social and econanic requirements. 
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With l.a.rge-sca.le urbanizatiOn inevitable, there is no longer any 
alternative but to invest in: progr&IJIDes and activities for prov1.ding 
ade~te shelter and related community facilities for mitigating the 
harsh effects of urbanization and industrialization as well as for 
avoiding over-concentration in the large cities. 

In the face of the overcrowded coDditions already existing in 
many urban areas in the region, slums and s~tter settlements and the 
difficulties inherent in conflicting jurisdiction and competition for 
land, there is a pressing need for governments to formulate comprehensive 
poll.cies and programmes to deal with these problems. The adoption of 
realistic targets and goals for housing and urban and regional develop
ment programmes would prov1.de a focus for the mobilization of national 
and loca.l resources and a basis for the pl snn1 ng and co-ordination of 
acti v1. ties. 

The first target of increased housing and urban development 
programmes should be to arrest the deterioration of the existing housing 
situation and to construct sufficient dwellings and related ('<Xll!l!m1ty 
facilities and serrtces to cope with the annual increase in population, 
or with the demand for new dwellings resulting from the rise in family 
incomes. large programmes are required for the liquidation of current 
housing shortages and to keep pace with current obsolescence. Another 
target for housing and urban development programmes should be the squatter 
settlements. The clearance of slums and blighted areas and urban renewal 
operations are activ1.ties that would also demand increasing attention. 
Providing shelter alone to the population would not lead to a permanent 
or even a realistic solution. The problems must be dealt with in a 
comprehensive manner giv1.ng due regard to such questions as employment, 
rational urban land policy, industrial location as well as other relevant 
social and econanic aspects of urban and regional development. 

To be effective, there should be an adequate supply of trained 
personnel at all levels both in the field of housing and in the field of 
urban and regional development, as well as a suitable central machinery 
for the fonnul.a.tion of programmes and strong loca.l government bodies for 
their implementation. The central machinery lm.lBt be endowed with the 
necessary power and resources to enable it to guide and integrate the 
component programmes into one national effort, which must be sustained 
and must grow in volume and intensity as both needs and capacity 
increase. 

The correct approach to the problems of urbanization, population 
distribution and settlement due to social and economic development is 
through eanprehensive econanic and social surveys and the establisbnent 
of economic and physica.l development plans. Planning on a regional sca.le 
could help guide urbanization, industrialization and internal migration 
in a balanced, orderly and systematic manner. 

II 
" 
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1.1 Basic concepts of social organization and disintegration 

The mental well-being and tl1e prevention of some types of mental. 
ill-health seem to be related to certain socio-cultural. factors which 
occur in the course of urbanization. They need careful consideration in 
connection with the present rapid expansion of urban life and with 
planning activities in the urbanization process. 

Epidemiological. studies have been carried out in various cultures 
which throw light on the question of the impact of social. change and 
urbanization on mental. health: I.a.rnbo/Leighton in Nigeria; Lin in 
Taiwan; Brotherstone, Hare and Lord Taylor in the United Kingdan; Eaton, 
WeiJ., Goldhammer and Willner in the United States of .America; and other 
studies on the mental. health effects of migration. 

From these investigations the following can be concluded: Social 
change ~ !! does not present a mental. hazard or trauma. It is acce
lerated social change leading to social. disorganization of the primary 
institutions of society which seem to be adverse to mental. health. 
Social disorders seem to be more prevalent in urban areas where there is 
a danger of the dissolution, fragmentation and lack of fUnctional. capacity 
of such primary social. institutions. Behavioural scientists have much 
evidence that times of change are invariably times of stress, even when 
changes seem to be for the better from the econonic point of View. 

The successful outcome of the social change and urbanization 
process in a given individual or group depends on their capacity for 
adjustment to new and changing situations. Four essential factors are 
involved: the individual' s capacity for adjustment in terms of intel
ligence and maturity; the desire (motivation) for adjustment; the object 
of adjustment or complexity of the task; and the situation in which the 
adjustment is taking place. Failure to meet the change will result in 
emotional. tension and a feeling of insecurity. They may find their 
expression in mental. breakdowns, psychosomatic manifestations, suicidal. 
attempts, drug dependence and anti-social. behaviour. 

Concerning whole groups it became evident that their mental. health 
is threatened if the families or the group as a whole disintegrates. The 
breakdown of co-ordination in the inter-action pattern of these social 
units is indicative of such a deleterious process which results finally 
in isolation, loneliness and severe apathy of t:1e group members. 

Another point should be mentioned here, and that is the danger 
of over-stimulation - "mental. pollution" of rural dwellers migrating to 
the cities. As much as appropriate stimulation of potentials represents 
a positive aspect of urbanization, over-stimulation can harm mental 
health. 
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1.2 Population groups at special risk 

Having these basic concepts of social o~nization and dis
integration in mind, we can identify certain special groups which must 
be regarded as high-risk groups during urbanization in developing and 
developed countries. 

l. 2.1 Irura.l migrants to "over-urbanized areas" 

Over-urbanization signifies a state in which the growth of cities 
is disproportionate to the econanic developnent. The cities cannot 
prOVide facilities needed for favouring social a.nd economic progress. 
Those over-urbanized areas are often created by the influx of people 
who migrate either under the auspices of friends or relatives and who 
settle down in an environment where the village patterns of life still 
prevail; or people-migrate independently and live scattered in the 
cities, but with considerable concentration in slum areas. 

This second type faces a serious problem finding himself in the 
midst of the complicated impersonal machinery of modern society to which 
he does not belong. A feeling of loneliness and incompatibility often 
overwhelms him and be becomes a confused, insecure and depressed person. 

An impressive example of the problems of migrating youth has been 
given in an official report from an A:frican country. It reads: 

~ urbanized Africans still retain a plot of land in 
their village or district of origin and usually leave their 
wives to cultivate it. The men do visit their banes, but at 
very infrequent intervals, sanetimes only once every two or 
three years. The effect on children as long as they remain 
at home under the influence of relatives and tribal elders 
and subject to tribal law and custom, is not very serious; 
the trouble begins when a boy is considered old enough to 
join his father in the town for the purpose of obtaining 
work. The child, usually below the legal age for work, 
finds that his father is not very anxious to have him, 
though he is usually found a place to sleep, either in the 
compound or passage of the house and given enough food to 
exist on. • • • The father has by this time formed an asso
ciation with a woman and is not prepared to let the boy 
sleep in his roam nor to give the supervision the boy so 
badly needs. The change from Village life to that of the 
town is so drastic that the boy rapidly loses all respect 
and obedience towards his elders and becomes a willing 
member of the gangs of "wild boys", street hawkers and 
gambling gangs of the town. " 

• 
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1.2.2 Another population group at risk is the working woman and her 
children 

Not having at their disposal the help of the extended family as 
they had back in their villages, they often cannot care for and look 
after their children sufficiently, who thus become "key children" and 
may form gangs in the streets • 

1.3 Conclusion 

If the human factor is neglected by urban planners, the price will 
be high in discontent, suffering, behavioural disorder and reduced 
working capacity. Sudden changes in habitat, thinking and ways of life 
are exerting and disturbing influences, especially on populations who 
drift from the villages into overcrowded cities. The resulting danger 
to mental health threatens the successful outcome of the urbanization 
process. 

2. MEETING THE CHALLENGE 

Which measures should be taken by the authorities responsible 
for urbanization processes in order to protect the mental health of 
the population and to diminish the danger of mental disequilibrium as 
in the various manifestations above? 

Only a few, generally applicable prescriptions can be given, 
because of the lack of sufficient knowledge about the causes of many 
mental disorders and because of the close relationship between the 
culture context and the definition of mental health. 

In every newly-emerging area of habitation, be it a carefully 
planned new town or haphazardly growing outskirts of a big city, there 
will be mental illness, since medicine does not yet know how to prevent 
most mental diseases. Therefore, in plans for comprehensive health care 
for any given area, mental health care must be included. Psychiatrists, 
sociologists and social psychologists should participate in the pla1~ing 
of the services for those areas. 

Preventive mental health measures in planning urbanization should 
include efforts to maintain existing social units such as families and 
communities. Same countries, Israel and Switzerland for example, have 
had positive experience in bringing new industries to rural areas instead 
of uprooting rural populations. In this way the existing rural structure 
can be maintained, while the people gradually undergo the changes and 
make the adaptations necessary for life in an industrialized society. 
Adequate medical and educational services and appropriate housing and 
leisure facilities must also be included in such planning. If handled 
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in this way, the introduction of industrial work into ~ areas can 
mean a stimulus for community development and for the ec!c1cation of 
rural populations, with no threat to their mental health. 

The active participation of the community in urban renewal or in 
new town planning is another L~portant mental health principle. 

Special consideration is needed for single migrant workers who 
have left their families behind. Health and welfare services should be 
within their reach and known to them. Furthermore, it is essential to 
satisfy the emotional need of migrants to "belong" by means of providing 
facilities that will enable socially accepted groupings to be formed. 

If youth organizations join in these groupings, the formation of 
illicit groups, of drug dependence and of gangs ms.y be prevented. 

The elderly migrant with his frequently diminished capacity for 
adjustment to the new urban environment needs special attention in 
order to prevent his isolation. 

Day care centres are needed, and t~ey should be close enough to 
the working place of the mother. 

Another important factor is the need for training of the planning 
team and of the general health and welfare staff of the area in mental 
health aspects of their work. They should be able to: canmunicate with 
the people they plan or care for; inform them about the possibilities in 
the new area; and to ascertain their active and responsible collaboration. 

Finally, it is of paramount importance to make available mental 
health specialists for consultation to and supervision of the general 
health staff working in rapidly growing urban areas. Such mental health 
specialists need to be conversant with public health practice and where
ver possible should have training in public healt:1. 
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There is already an awareness in the countries of the Region, of 
the significance of urbanization in regional and even national setting 
although very few countries have any definite urban developnent policy. 
National governments are more increasingly involved in formulating 
land use and housing policies for urban areas and in some countries, 
have prepared master plans for developnent of major urban areas • 
Governments have 1 of late 1 evinced greater interest in ];ilysical 
planning for urban developnent. Encouraging as these indications of 
interest are, the tendency still is to rivet attention on problems 
rather than on overall developnent of urban areas. Understandably, 
current problems claim immediate attention and the governments at 
national and sub-national levels would be concerned over their 
occurence. What has not been sufficiently realized is that the 
problems are pointers to the conditions prevailing in urban areas and 
that measures to merely solve the problems will still leave the 
conditions unchanged. There is also the necessity of preventing the 
reproduction of similar condi tiona in other urban areas or areas which 
are growing into urban centres. In short, what is required is not 
isolated efforts to solve problems as they arise in urban areas but 
systematic planning of activities to meet the current and future 
demands for services and facilities for the urban complex of core
areas and the peri];ilery as well as the metropolitan region in which 
it is situated. 

While camnendable efforts have been made to formulate plans for land 
use, housing and transportation for urban areas, very little appears to 
have been done· in regard to health planning. Even large urban centres 
with population nearing the million mark seldan have health plans while 
a few has initiated preliminary measures to undertake health planning. 
This is surprising, particularly as most of the current problems are 
caused either by the inadequacy of basic health services for the 
community or the failure to take health aspects of the problems into 
account. "Lack of adequate housing, water supply and sewage, increased 
risk of communicable diseases and inadequacy of preventive and curative 
medical care are often the results of rapid increases in the urban 
population," 1and are generally attributable as the major causes which 

--'"1:'- - - ··-·-
·World Heaith Organization (1963) Urban Health Services,Wld Hlth 
Org, tecbn. Rep. Ser. (1963), 250, 5-6 
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give rise to familiar urban health problems. Measures are being taken 
to find suitable solutions to these problems by urban administrations 
but,by and large, the efforts are not systematic. 'lhere is also little 
recognition of the health aspects of urban problems such, for instance, 
as location of industries and/or centres of economic activity, 
construction of streets and roads, regulation of traffic routes, storm 
drainage, ~ch are generally considered without their health implications. 

2. SOME REASONS FOR ABSENCE OF HEALTH PLANNING 

A:part fran the scarcity of financial resources cCIIIllon to most sub
f\ntional governments at m-ban level, there appear to be some valid 
reasons for the absence of health planning in urban areas. Firstly, 
there is acute shortage of trained man-power, whether the administration 
is e field division of the central governmant or local government 
administration. Secondly, the public health administrators are not 
generally familiar with the rationale for and the concept of 
canprehensive planning. Thirdly, there is still very little awreness 
on the :part of those responsible for formulating national development 
plans, of the need to pre:rsre comprehensive plans for urban areas. 

PUblic health administrations in urban areas vary in strength, 
depending on the size of the areas and the population, from a small 
unit of one medical officer who is also in charge of the local hospital, 
one or tvo vaccinators and a midwife to a large one -with a medical 
officer and his public health assistants, smallpox, tuberculosis, 
nursing and midwifery sections, clinical assistants, ambulance services, etc. 
The urban health staff, as it is organized at present, appears. however to 
be pt"e-occupied with the current vork to have the time for planning public 
health activities . Nevertheless, pl ann:! ng -will have to be undertaken by · 
the head of the public health administration and his assistants, if he 
has any, and in view of his vorkload, it is doubtful whether he -will 
have sufficient t1me for the task. He cannot look for assistance to 
other sectors or urban administration, which have hardly any personnel 
trained in planning techniques. Yet there is a definite need for 
pre;paring a meaningful plan of public health activities for the simple 
reason that there are pitifully scarce resources to meet the increasing 
demands for health services. Urban health admiDistration should there-
fore be suitably strengthened to enable it to undertake planning 
functions or if there is an acute shortage of trained personnel the 
national or regional governments should assist by providing plsnning 
expertise. 

It urban health administration is given the responsibility for 
health plsnning, the health personnel concerned should be able to 
appreciate the rationale for and the concept of comprehensive planning. 
In this connection, the World Health Organization Expert Committee on 
"National Health Planning in Developing Countries" stated that 
although health "planning" and "progrmnm:lng" are not new to the 
public health administrators, "What is new is the concept of 
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'pJanning1as a multi-disciplinary undertaking in Which a number of 
different disciplines co-operate in organized team work, preparing a 
p~ that is finally acceptab~e to the government and will ~ve 
financia~ and administrative support for its im~ementation. "1 Health 
~ should form an important component of urban deve~opnent p~ and 
as such, it cannot be confined to measures designed to dea~ with 
current health prob~ or concerned with basic hea~th services o~y. 
It sho~ contain provisions to meet the demands on pub~ic hea~th 
services arising out of various aspects of urbanization such for 
instance as housing, transportation, physical p~ing, etc. The 
hea~th ~er should not only be ab~e to discern the health aspects 
of urbanization but also appreciate the need for planning his 
department's activities in the broader context of urban development 
planning. He has, therefore, an important ro~e to play and his 
contribution to urban planning can be meaningful if he realizes the 
importance of comprehensive planning and harmonizes his efforts with 
that of others. The health p~ers in urban administration, 'Whether 
they are the medical officer and his assistants or public hea~th 
administrators, would function more effectively if they can be trained, 
at ~east in the concept and techniques of planning and also in public 
administration, to equip them for the task. 

The training in necessary disciplines of health personnel concerned 
to enable them to play a significant role in urban deve~opnent planning 
can be organized effective~y if there is an awareness on the part of 
central planners, of the need for comprehensive urban deve~opment 
~ing. This awareness is developing very slow~y in the countries of 
the region because the "fallacy of non-productive urban investment", as 
pointed out by Professor Bertram M. Gross, "represents o!i2 of the major 
premises in the thinking of many deve~opnent economists." The 
conviction also must grow "that there must be a new synthesis at the 
urban level of three previously sepira~ specialities: Jbysi~ planning, 
economic planning and social p~ing". Expenditure on socia~ services 
including health services is generally regarded as "consumption" or in 
other words, non-productive, but this view is losing gr01md gradua~ 
although in urban planning, it still appears to prew.il. The emJilasis 
is still on economic planning in the urban setting, the criterian 
invariably being the productiveness of an undertaking. What generally 
escapes the attention of authorities is that productiveness depends also 
on factors other than economic and that economic ~ing is not mere~y 

lw-.o.d ID.th Org. techn. Rep. Ser., (1967) 350, 32 
2 
United Nations (1966) The administration of economic development 
plannin!;. (Document, ST/I'AO;t.!J02, page 54, para.l57) 

3The administration of economic development planning (Op. cit. 
page 53, para. 154) 
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econanics. The cul.tural background, social conf'licts, the "pi.IBh" and 
"pull"tactars, administrative capacity, general level of health, all 
influence "productiveness" and the implementation of these developoent 
plans and programmes, as illustrated by the experience of almost every 
country in develoJ;ment planning. Only wen all relevant factors are 
taken into consideration in formulating develoJ;ment plans, can the 
resul.ts meet the expectations and in urban developnent planning also, 
unless it is done on a comprehensive basis, urban areas are not likely 
to becane "the dynamic centres of cul.ture, education, science and 
technology" • 

3. HEALTH ASPECTS OJ!' URBAN DEVELO:EMENT 

What appears to be or particular importance in comprehensive 
planning at the urban level is the consideration of health aspects 
of all urban problems because "urbanization brings in its train a 
series of consequences prejudicial to the health of the individual 
and or the cannnuni ty 1 ° lis pointed out in the Report ot the Expert 
Camnittee on Public Health Administration. These "consequences" 
have been identified in several W.arld Health Organization Reports 
and need no enumeration. Yet, sufficient notice does not appear to 
have been taken of their "prejudicial" effects and the onl.y probable 
reason for the apparent neglect is the general lack of ap~reciation 
of the "human factor" in develoJ;ment. It is true that, of late, 
increasing interest is being show in "human capital" but it has not 
developed into the conviction that invesiment in peopl.e will, in the 
long run, pay handsane dividends. Low productivity in urban areas has 
been frequently commented upon but the causes have not been analyzed 
objectively. If that were done, it woul.d be recognized that disregard 
ot the consequences of urbanization, Wich are primarily responsible 
for a very low level of health among urban dwellers or Wich have 
adverse effects on general health of the community, is one of the 
major causes. Insanitary con:li tiona, poor and insufficient supply of 
potable water, inadequacy of sew.erage arrangements, the stresses and 
strains of urban life from various causes, are not calculated to raise 
the productivity of the people, even if the econanic base is enl.arged 
and productive employment opportunities can be provided for all of them. 
The of~oted· maxim of mens sans in cor;pore may sound hackneyed but it 
is still true and unl.ess urban population enjoys a reasonable standard 
ot health, their productivity will continue to remain at a low level. 

~-~--

1Wld Hlth Org.~~---~_5er. (1963), 250, 5 
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"To enable every citizen to realize his birth right o:f heal.th 
and longevity", it 'Will be necessary to undertake heal.th measures 
and health pl.anning in urban areas so as to cover the range o:f :pt.thlic 
heal.th activities in "preventing disease, prolonging life, and 
promoting health, both physical and mental., through organi7.ed CaJIDI.o 

unity efforts :for the sanitation of the environment, control of 
communicable diseases, education of the individual. in personal hygiene, 
organimtion of medical services :for the early diagnosis and preventive 
treatment o:f disease, and the develo~nt of a social machinery to 
ensure to every individ~l a standard o:f life adequate :for the 
maintenance of health". To provide the entire range of these services 
'Will be almost impossible as the resources are extremely limited and 
uas it is nec2ssary to start 'With the minimum and deal. :first 'With the 
most urgent", the activities 'Will have to be planned. Priority needs 
have to be determined, taking into account financial resources and 
administrative capacity as, however comprehensive planning is, very 
little would be achieved in viev of these llmi ting :factors • The primary 
requirement :for organi2'.ing adequate public health activities and health 
planning :for urban areas would therefore appear to be a survey of b.eal.th 
situation :followed by an assessment o:f the needs so that priorities can 
be properly determined. GuidelineE on the study of local health 
situation are :furnished in the World Health Qr:gani7.ation Technical 
Report Series, No. 194 and in other Reports and presumably a number of 
countries have carried out pilot studies on the lines indicated in the 
reports. It is not known Whether as a result of these studies, attempts 
have been made to identify priority needs or measures have been taken to 
initiate health planning. It is however, necessary to consider hoY urban 
health services should be organized to meet the current needs and to 
undertake health planning :for the urban areas. 

4. RE-OBGANIZATION OF URBAN HEALTH SERVICES 

As mentioned earlier, there al.ready exists sane :form of heal.th 
organi7.ation in all urban areas ranging :from a pure :field unit of the 
central. health department to a large health division of the local 
administration. Hov :far the existing organizations can meet the public 
health needs o:f local communities can only be gauged in the context of 
conditions obtaining in each area, although it would be possible to 
ha7.ard a statement that almost all the health administrations in urban 
areas are in sore need of re-organi2'.Btion to meet the increasing demands 
01:1 their services. The resources, :financial and human, o:f the countries 

l 
tll\l lflth flUl.L .l~£!:ffi.·_l!.~12.1d flJlt• (1963) > ~' 8 

2_lild Hlth Qrs:. ileclm. ~J'..·~· (1967}, :ziO, 6 
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will not permit extensive re-organization or health administrations 
in all urban centres and it will therefore have to be carried out on 
a selective basis. Obviously the need to streamline and strengthen 
the administrations will be most acute in large, rest-growing urban 
centres and either such centres or the core regions in these centres 
'Where health problems will be severe will have to be selected. In 
organizing health administration at urban level, as in the case or 
formulating urban developnent policy, it will be prudent therefore "to 
concentrate at least initially on only the largest centres, and more 
specifically, on the core regions identified at a previous state or 
analysis".1 

'!'he f'orm of' health administration in urban areas is largely 
determined by the nature and kind of' sub-national administration. In 
large urban areas same or 'Which have independent units or local 
government, the health administration is constituted as a division 
directly under the supervision of' local authorities like the municipali
ties or corporations. There are,or course, exceptions 'Where the key 
personnel in local health administration comprise national government 
officers or the health department, 'Who receive instructions direct f'loam 
the central health department. Whatever the rorm of' health administration 
may be, it has to be so organ!~ as to enable it to carry out the required 
activities as, there is al'W!l.ys a purpose in establishing an organization. 
'!'he decisive factor will therefore be the range or activities which are 
accorded high priority by the local administration. Financial means 
will be the next consideration and if' local administration has no 
surficient resources, national govermnent will have to approached. The 
extent or f'unds available f'ram local and national sources will rurther 
determine the range or activities and ir runds are limited - as tbey 
aJ.'W!l.ys are - priorities will have to be determined, so that the health 
administration can be re-organized to carry out the activities as 
finally decided. 

5· NEED TO REMEDY ORGANIZATIONAL DEFB::TS 

Re-organization or the urban health administration does not merely 
mean strengthening the personnel or the de:pertment or creating special 
units within the depertment to perform new functions, although that 
would be necessary in view of' the increasing demands f'or the depart
ment' s services. Re-organization should take into account the major 
administrative defects in the government system, 'Which are present 
also in the urban health administrations, as otherwise, there can be 

___ 1 _____ _ 

The urban - regional frame for national development, ~~~~~V.· 

o:tev •• .£. 11 
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hardly any improvement in operational efficiency. Inordinate delays 
in executing programmes and projects and wastages in resources - human, 
financial, material - are fairly common characteristics of government 
pe2·formance in most of the countries in the region and are no less 
common to the operations of urban administrations. Essentially, these 
are caused by centralizing authority, both by the national and sub
national governments, imprecise delineation of functions and 
responsibilities and lack of co-ordination. These fundamental defects 
in organization need special attention, particularly in urban health 
administration, as the nature o:f the health de:partments 1 performance 
can bring about consequences, beneficial or harmful as the case may be, 
to the entire urban community, With nation-Wide repercussions. 

6. EXCE'!SIVE CENTRALIZATION OF AUrHORlT.l 

Centralization and decentralization are controversial issues and 
if one or the other is accepted en toto as a guiding principle in 
administrative practice, it Will create more problems tban.it will solve 
because they are closely inter-related and complementary and the inter
relationship is determined by the history, habits and political values 
of the nations. As Professor Bertram M. Gross pointed out, 11Neither 
centralization nor decentralization are absolutes11 and 11an extreme o:f 
either one would destroy any organization. ttl It does not, therefore, 
mean that there has to be a complete decentralization, delegating all 
authority by national to sub-national governments or by chief executives 
to heads of departments and so on down the line. What it does mean, 
however, is that there should be no excessive centralization o:f 
authority at any government tier. The centralist bias in the government 
systems o:f the countries in the region is :fairly strong and characterises 
the administrations at all levels. There are perhaps some cogent reasons 
:for centralizing authority at national government level such, for example, 
as national integration or national development and in certain :fields of 
activity such as taxation, internal security, public safety, etc., 
national governments cannot relinquish authority. Moreover, national 
governments are increasingly involved in activities ~ch affect urban 
conditions such, :for instance, as water supply, ·electric supply, 
transportation, housing, establishment of industries,e«.c., and as the 
major·portion o:f :finance :for these undertakings is provided in all cases 
:from the national budget, the tendency on the part o:f national govern
ment to exercise control over them, even vhere they affect urban 
interests, is understandable. This tendency should not, however, extend 

·-c--·----· 
-Gross, B.M. ll964) The managi.ng of organizations, Free Press, .Londcn 
Cr~pter 15, page 385 
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to all activities of sub-national governments and particularly, of depart
ments in these governments. vlhat needs to be done in re-organization 
is to limit it in a specific manner or,in other words, there should be 
some measure of decentralization or delegation of authority to sub-national 
governments, commensurate with the responsibilities, tating into account 
such relevant factors as the nature of responsibilities, the capability 
to discharge them efficiently and the resources required for such 
purpose. There should also be a certain measure of decentralization at 
the urban level to departmental heads and further down the line, especially 
to the operational level. The chief executive authority, be it an elected 
council or an appointed executive, can and should have a general over
sight of the departmental activities but should delegate sufficient 
authority to the departmental heads to enable them to perform their 
departmental functions efficiently. Similar delegation of authority to 
the officials at the operational level is particularly necessary so as to 
obviate the delays caused by the necessity of referring to "higher 
authority" for decisions. 

Admittedly, a certain measure of control has to be exercised by 
different tiers of government, the degree of control varying with the 
importance and magnitude of the functions of government agencies/departments 
over which control.is exercised. However, rigid control over matters Which 
should be lett to the discretion of local officers at operational level 
tends to slow down the execution of programmes/projects and facilitates 
evasion of responsibility. The administrative and financial procedures 
which have been evolved by governments in the countries of the region 
illustrate the degree of rigidity of control exercised as a result of 
excessive centralization of authority and as Lla,rd Rodwin remarked, "many 
of these countries are already suffering from apoplelcy' in the centre 
and anaemia at the edges" .1 

The same administrative and financial procedures have to be followed 
in the departments of the sub-national governments, resulting in procedural 
bottlenecks and inertia as decision-making process becomes time-consuming. 
In a synthesis of case studies prepared by Mrs. Walsh of the Institute 
of Public Administration, New York,for the United Nations, it has been 
found that "the most common pattern of urban administration has several veto 
sources buil~ into procedures for both major decision-making and implement
ing action 11

• Delays caused by these complex and cumbersome procedures 
are particularly undesirable in urban health administration, as health 
problems in large, densely populated areas as urban centres, can have 
grave consequences if not tackled in time. Not only in the case of sus
pected occurence of plague or cholera or similar epidemics but also in 

~tropolitan policy for developing areas, J!e.e~ Economi_c_ 
Planning. page 232 

2Administrative aspects of urb~i~a~. (Op. cit. page 257, 
para. 2.3) 
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cases where health hazards are detected or where problems of environ
ment~ sanitation are involved, effective and prompt action is required. 
The procedures must be so devised or amended as to enable the health 
authorities to effectively discharge their responsibilities within the 
confines of financial resources and the broad framework of urban develop
ment policy. 

A pre-requisite for suitable revision or adaptation of existing 
procedures is a systematic examination of the powers which should be 
delegated to the sub-national governments and departmental heads in 
general, and to technical ministries and departments in particular. 
Relevant factors should be t~cen into consideration such as the relation
ship between the degree of authority to be delegated and the functions, 
the capability of the personnel, the availability of resources, etc., as 
delegation would be meaningless if authority virtually remains centralized. 
Delegation of financial powers, for instance, without taking into account 
the general increase in price of commodities and equipment or in scales 
of wages and remunerations, is self-defeating as although an official 
at the operating level is given the authority to incur greater expendi
ture than before, in actual fact, his financial powers remain much the 
same, as the level of prices and wages has risen. The delegation of 
authority has to be considered, therefore, in a pragmatic manner calculated 
to relieve the workload at the higher level of administration and to 
enable the personnel at the operating level to perform the required 
functions in an effective and efficient manner. 

7. DELINEATION OF PUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBU.rl'IES 

Of equal importance is the precise delineation of functions and 
responsibilities of ministries, sub-national governments and departments 
and also of the personnel at various levels because the very purpose of 
delegating authority is to enable administrations and the personnel at 
appropriate levels to discharge the responsibilities assigned to them. 
The implication is that it functions and responsibilities are vaguely 
defined, delegated authority can only have negative results as the agencies 
or personnel to whom the authority is delegated are not even aware of 
the nature and extent of the responsibilities. Furthermore, imprecise 
delineation of responsibilities conveniently provides an opportunity for 
evasion apart from "the tendency of local officials to look to the centre 
for guidance even on routine pro~lems in nations with historical tradi
tions of centralized authority". As public service personnel, both 

---::------
1Administrative aspects of urbanization (Op. cit. page 257, para.2.3) 
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technicians and administrators, are appointed to certain levels or 
positions of responsibility, after due consideration of their capabili
ties, there is no reason why specific responsibilities should not be 
assigned to them, The head of urban health department, the chief 
executive authority of urban administration and the central health 
ministry and/or department, should have clear understanding of their 
respective functions and responsibilities and in the urban health depart
ment itself, specific z•esponsibilities need to be assigned to personnel 
at appropriate levels. Duplication and/or overlapping of functions 
can be obviated thus and what is more important is that there would be 
less likelihood of inertia developing in the department. There can be 
no valid excuse for failure to carry out the responsibilities, once 
sufficient authority has been delegated and accountability for performance 
clearly indicated. 

8. LACK OF CO-ORDINATION 

Yet another organizational defect which seriously impairs the effi
ciency of urban administrations is lack of co-ordination, especially as 
"in the urban environment various government activities which are assigned 
to separate agencies are closely dependent upon each other in that they 
share scarce resources (water supply, sewerage, and pollution control for 
example, are all dealing with natural water resources): or in that one 
affects the demand for the other (thus housing development g£r.erates needs 
for nearby schools and c~ity facilities, and industrial parks generate 
needs for trained labour). Co-ordination can be effective if it can be 
determined at what stages in a particular project/programme or an activity 
the agencies concerned should make their contribution and if also there is 
a purpose for which co-ordination is considered essential. Evan then, 
if there is no agency or machinery to affect co-ordination, it is doubtful 
whether concerted effort will result in view of a strong feeling of 
"departmentalism" present in most of the government agencies. 

As it has been observed earlier,health aspects are present in most 
of the urban problems and successful implementation of health projects/ 
progrllllllles depends in a large measure on the co-ordination of interrelated 
agencies at strategic points. Environmental sanitation, control of air, 
water, land pollution, food l'>~iene, malnut1ition, for example, are 
problems which can be resolved effectively, if co-ordination of agencies 
concerned can be secured. Similarly, the activities of other urban depart-

1 Administrative aspects of urbanization (Op. cit. page 134, para. 3) 
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ments can be meaningfUl if there is heal.th department • s co-ordination, 
in so far as the heal.tb aspects are concerned. There is therefore a 
very close inter-relationship between the functions and activities of 
several. departments of urban administration and as heal.th department • s 
involvement in urban problems is considerable, the necessity is apparent 
of establishing a rapport between heal.th and other departments. Frequent 
consultations and personal. ccntacts, rather than official. channels of 
communication, will bring about better understanding and make for co
ordination, gradually breaking down the barrier of "departmentaJ.ism". 
The chief executive authority will have to provide the leadership to promote 
group discipline and team work as the institutional. devices for co
ordination such as inter-departmental. committees have not so far been 
successful. 

9. HEAII.rH PLI\NNniG FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENl' 

The planning process, as it is fairly well known, is not merely 
plan formulation. It has series of phases such as pre-planning, plan 
formulation, approval. of the plan, programming, implementation and evaJ.ua
tion and i.s a continuous process. Medium-term and long-term plans have 
to be broken down into annual plans as budgeting is general.ly on an annual 
basis and revisions, rephasings, re-adjustments of projects have to be 
carried out from time to time for various reasons. Heal.th planning is no 
different from general development planning and it should serve as a 
guide for administrative decisions. A development plan tor the health 
department may not be necessary but in view of scarcity of reseurces, with 
a number of other departments competing tor allocations, planning has to 
be undertaken, so that priority health needs of the ccmnunity can be met. 
If determination of priority regarding these needs is unavoidable, it is 
obvious that all the health needs must be taken into consideration, or in 
other words, the health aspects of urban problems have to be examined. In 
short, health planning becomes an important component of comprehensive 
urban development planning. 

An assessment of health needs ot an urban area cannot indicate priori
ties, if it is confined to the current health situation alone. "Indices of 
health and disease includ~ mortality, morbidity, disability rates and 
ratios and levels of death" , mentioned in the report of the WHO Expert 
Committee on "National. Health Planning in Developing Countries", can serve 
as useful pointers to the prevailing health situation but assessment would 

lw!d tnth Org. techn. Rep. Ser. (1963), 250 
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have to be on a wider basis covering the whole range of health problems 
of urbanization discussed in the fifth report of the WHO Expert Com
mittee~ because the needs will vary from one urban centre to another, 
depending on the local conditions. Housing am traffic safety problems 
may predominate in one urban centre while air, water and land pollution 
or storm drainage or environmental sanitation problems may be very acute 
in another. The health aspects of these problems may necessitate ins
titution of measures which claim high priority and the assessment would 
not be complete if all the needs in their order of priority are not taken 
into account. 

In determining priorities, the cost factor may be the primary con
sideration although the values and attitudes of the community at large 
would, at times, influence final decisions. It is, therefore, incumbent 
on the health department to prepare cost plans for projects designed to 
meet all the health needs, indicating the resources required in terms of 
personnel, finance and material and/or equipment. In attempting the 
costing of projects, the conventional method of preparing estimates of 
expenditure would merely indicate the financial cost and cannot provide 
any information regarding the resultant effects. The authorities K>uld 
be concerned not only with the financial cost but also with what the 
projects would achieve or, in other words, the benefits, especially in the 
projects concerning social services, to determine the priorities in the 
light of available resources. A slight variation of' the "cost-benefit" 
analysis, described by Professor Bertram M. Gross as "benefit-output
cost" system or the planning-programming budgeting system, appears to 
provide a suitable method for preparation of cost estimates of health 
projects as, to quote Professor Gross, "the costs (or the use of inputs) 
reflect the inputs used in producing certain outputs (such as health 
services, educational services, dams, buildings, regulations ,etc.)"·, and 
also these outputs "provide certain benefits, such as malaria eradication, 
literacy, and technical skill, water for irrigation, shelter and safe 
working conditions in factories." In essence, the cost estimate should 
reflect the cost in terms of resources - personnel, finance, material -
the nature of services or facilities that will. be provided and the benefits. 

The costing would be a meaningful exercise if it is carried out 
after an inventory of the available resources has been taken as additional 
requirements will have to be indicated in the cost estimate, with suggest
ions as to how these may be secured. New equipment may have to be 
ordered from foreign countries or additional personnel can only be re
cruited from overseas. Normal budgetary all.otments may be sufficient to 

lWl.d Hlth Org. techn. Rep. Ser. (1967), ~ 
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finance the projects or foreign exchange allotment may have to be soli
cited from the national government. Only When these considerations 
are present in the cost estimate, the authorities concerned would be 
in a position to determine the priorities in social services including 
health services, especially as the benefits accruing from the projects 
are not direct as in the case of investments in industrial or agricultural 
projects. 

The urban health plan has now reached the stage when formal 
approval is to be obtained from the chief executive authority of the 
urban administration and from the regional, Where one exists, and the 
national governments. Much depends on the efforts of the urban health 
personnel to have the plan finally accepted. There would be series of 
discussions and exchange of views when it has to be brought home to the 
authorities that the projects in the plan are not only important locally 
but also have area-wide and nation-wide implications, as the officials 
at regional and national levels may not be aware of the likely reper
cussions of urban health problems on the socio-economic conditions outside 
the urban area. At the same time, there must be mutual adjustment between 
urban, regional and national interests, keeping in view the primary 
objective of promoting overall national development. 

Planning process does not stop at the stage of plan approval as 
it embraces phases of implementation and evaluation. What has been 
planned in a systematic manner cannot always be executed exactly as 
planned because of what cannot be foreseen. The matexoials and equip
ment may be received late or the additional personnel cannot be recruited 
in time. Financial allocation is not infrequently late and nature is 
not always predictable even in the age of weather satellites and com
puters. Constant review of the performance is necessary so as to make 
timely adjustments and implementation again has to be carefully planned 
or in other words, work schedules, targets, time phasing become impe
rative,both for purpose of successful implementation and co-ordination 
with the activities of inter-related agencies. This procedure is all. 
the more important in executing urban projects and particularly urban 
health projects, because of the time factor and functional inter
dependence between health and other departments in urban setting. The 
chief medical officer or the head of urban health departuient becomes 
in fact a ~roject manager as his responsibility lies in effectively 
supervising the execution of the project so that delays and wastages 
do not occur and the project is completed as scheduled. It may be 
necessary to introduce a system of periodical ~formance reporting 
to keep him and the chief executive authority informed of the progress 
or otherwise of project execution and to enable them to apply remedial 
measures in case problems are encountered in execution. 
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Although there is an element of evaluation in the supervision 
carried out through the system of performance reporting, th~ final 
results of implementing the projects/prograJJIDes need to be evaluated 
to assess the performance in terms of the objectives, financial costs 
and benefits. Performance evaluation of this nature can provide 
valuable information and guidel1nes for future planning and should 
be a regular feature in the planning process although at present, 
very little is being done in most of the countries of the region to 
evaluate results. There is a greater need even to evaluate the impact 
effect, both direct and indirect, of urban health programmes, if it 
can be done, on the urban conditions as urban problems are closely 
inter-related but as the techniques for such evaluation are still 
being developed, performance evaluation would be sufficient for the 
present. 

The foregoing discussion of the planning process, sketchy as it 
is, brings into focus some basic requirements for urban health planning, 
Firstly, reliable factual information regarding the health situation 
in the urban area is essential as there nrust be a basis for planning 
health activities. It does not necessarily mean an impressive display 
of statistics as there can be figures without facts but what it does 
mean is that fairly accurate information must be collected regarding 
the health implications of urban problems and the actual health 
situation. Accurate information is hard to come by but purposeful . 
efforts to collect as accurate information as possible, ~nll yleld use
ful and highly approximate results. Secondly, as the information should 
relate to health aspects of almost all urban problems, a good dialogue 
requires to be established between the health department and other 
agencies. A team approach to the problems is necessary and the health 
personnel should have proper understanding and appreciation of team worlc 
and group discipline. Thirdly, urban health personnel at supervisory 
level, particularly those who will be assigned the responsibility of 
health planning in the first instance, need to be trained in public admi
nistration, management and planning in the first instance, if there is to 
be systematic health planning and effective implementation. It is obvious 
that the health planner's role is not merely to enumerate a series of 
health needs supported by mortality and morbidity rates but to provide 
as complete information as possible on these needs and the measures appro
priate for meeting them, indicating the benefits which are expected to 
result, to facilitate determination of priorities by the authorities 
concerned, Fourthly, co-ordination is the key factor in the health 
planning process. As stated in the paper on "International survey of 
administrative and related problems of urbanization", "close co-ordination, 
both horizontal and vertical, should be ensured between the services

1 responsible for planning and current administration of urban areas". 

1ST/l'AO,/M/2l Op. cit. page 53 
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As stated earlier, both in plan formulation and plan implementation, co
ordination is important and effective co-ordination in the jmplementation 
stage can be achieved if the programme or project has been analysed as 
then only, strategic areas or phases which call for co-ordination of 
inter-related agencies can be identified. 

10. CONCLUSION 

It may be beyond the resouroes of the countries in the Region, With 
possibly few notable exceptions, to establish the planning process in 
urban health administrations, particularly as the trained personnel are 
in short supply. Even if it is decided to establish this process in 
a few selected urban areas, it is problematical whether the required 
personnel will. be available. The only feasible method would be for the 
national government to provide technical assistance to the selected 
urban areas or for the regional administration to take into account the 
health problems of the urban area in its plan. In any case, urban 
health planning should preferably be undertaken locally to minimize the 
chances of the close inter-relationship between health and other urban 
problems being overlooked. If the national government provides trained 
personnel for health planning to urban administrations, they should work 
in the local area to be familiar With the prevailing conditions instead 
of working in the capital city. Similarly, regional authorities in 
considering urban health planning should take into account the health 
implications of all problems in the urban area, National governments, 
should. at the same time, undertake measures to train the health person
nel of urban administrations in the disciplines required for performing 
planning tasks so that in due course, a nucleus of planning units can 
be established. 

Despite limitation of resources of trained personnel, health planning 
for urban areas appears to be essential, bearing in mind the facts that 
urbanization is proceeding at a rapid pace and is creating problems which 
have important health aspects. Urban planning in the Region is more 
or less confined to town and city planning at present and it is not 
often recognized that the health of the people residing in these towns 
and cities is of paramount importance to the country and to the national 
economy. Master plans prepared for cities in most countries of the 
Region are conspicuously lacking in health provisions and the compre
hensive land-use plans for urban areas, "while these are supposed to be 
beautiful, are not designed to have much connection with the on-going 
activities of people and organizations or with the rurposes of various 
structures and facilities to be built on the land". However, as "the 

~e administration of economic development planning. (Op. cit. 
page 53, para. 153) 
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worl.d of the fUture is an urban worl.d 111 and as there is a definite 
awareness of urban problems, it is most probable that the challenge of 
urbanization will be met in a systematic manner by planning the acti
vities of inter-related government agencies based on empirical research 
into causal relationship between various problems. Health planning will 
come into its own in these efforts as health aspects dominate most of 
the urban problems in the countries of the Region, contributing signi
ficantly to the minimization of the negative aspects of urbanization 
and to the promotion of overall urban develoiJDent. 

l. 
Administrative aspects of urbanization.(Op. cit. page 362, para.9) 
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CotnmlY REroRT: AUSTRALIA 

This report refers to -

1. Urban planning in Australia 

2. Collaboration of planning and health authorities. 

l. Urban ;planning in Australia 

Under the Federal system in Australia, there are six separate States 
and t'WO mainland Territories, end each is responsible for its o'Wn urban 
planning, developnent and machinery of co-operation betwen ;planning and 
health authorities. Thus there are State Planning Authorities and State 
Health Departments. 

The Commonwealth is responsible, through the Department of Health, 
for health services in the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern 
Terri tory. The Department of Interior is responsible for urban 
;planning ;policy in the A.C.T. and the Department of Territories handles 
all aspects of ;planning in the Northern Terri tory. The Department of 
Territories is also responsible for both urban ;planning and health 
services in Papua/New Guinea and other overseas Territories. 

There is, however, no overall ;planning or health authority in 
Australia in regard to urban development. 

Within the States, responsibility has been delegated in turn to 
county councils, and then to town, municipal or shire councils. It has 
also been the practice to eXhibit proposed ;plans so that interested citizens 
may examine and, if necessary, appeal against them. 

Town ;planners have been appointed at both State and municipal levels. 
Recruits have been drawn from the ranks of architects, civil engineers, 
and surveyors. Courses of training in town ;planning are conducted by 
technical colleges and some universities. 

There is an awareness in Australia of the problems associated with 
the lack of ;planning in regard to such aspects as water supplies, drainage, 
sewerage and garbage disposal, roads and ;parking s;pace, electricity services, 
telephone facilities, and zoning for housing, industry, green belts, sport 
and community activities. 

There is, in Australia, same evidence of the evils of lack of planning, 
namely road traffic hazards, ribbon developnent, air and stream pollution 
and noise. 

The developnent of the federal capital, Canberra, is of ;particular 
interest as it is an example of a city planned before developnent. Plans 
were called for in 19ll and the Griffin plan was formally approved in 
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191.6. Since that time a planned city has been created, with a population 
now numbering over 100 000. The rate of population increase, at 1r:f1, per 
annum, is expected to result in a total of 250 000 before 19&>. 

Developnent of Canberra is controlled by the National Capital Develop.. 
ment Commission. 

Land is available only on lease from the Govermnent, and land use 
is planned and controlled. The Government is responsible for essential 
services including roads, water supplies, sewerage, drainage, garbage 
disposal, electricity supplies, schools, shopping centres and hospitals, 
as well as the building of approximately 5CJI, of the actual houses. 

(Elsewhere in Australia an overall figure of 2r:f1, of the total housing 
is built, for rental or sale, by the Government.) 

2. Collaboration of planning and tealth authorities 

Health authorities are consulted in regard to urban planning in the 
States and Territories. This applies particularly to the fields of 
hospital planning, water supplies, and water purity and air and "WBter 
pollution. Consultations betwen health authorities and planning 
authorities may be sought by either. The plan evolved is subject to 
final approval at government level. · 

t 
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COONTRY REPOHI.': HONG KONG 

EEJlll'H PLANNING IN URBAN DEVEIDPMEm' 

Overall long-term planning in urban development is undertaken by the 
Town Planning Board. Proposals are submitted for comment to ~11 interested 
government departments, including Medical and Health Department and Urban 
Services Department. In this way opportunity is given to the health autho
rtties to present their views on urban development proposals and submit 
requests for provision of public health amenities such as public latrines, 
bathhouses, markets,etc. Planning of additional hospitals and clinics is 
undertaken by the Planning Unit of the Medical an~ Health Department work
ing in close liaison with the Public vlorks Department. 

Environmental health 

The Urban Council through the Urban Services Department, is respon
sible for environmental sanite.tion and hygiene, food hy:3iene and the main
tenance of certain places of public recreation. The recruitment, training 
and expansion needs of the PuJlic Health Inspectorate is the responsibility 
of the Director of Urban Services, who also holds office as the Chairman, 
Urban Council. P large incinerator on Hon3 Kong Island, completed in 1966, 
is now in operation. fnother incinerator at Kowloon is expected to be com
pleted in 1967/68. P. progranrae for reconstructing the outmoded markets an<l 
for providing new ones in developing areas has been drawn up and construct
ion of two modern abattoirs to replace the two outdated slaughterhouses is 
now underway. A Hawker Control Force was established in 19(50 to relieve 
the police of the responsibility in controlling hawkers. 

Housing 

The Resettlement Department is responsible in clearance and rehousing 
of squatters and 900 000 people have been housed by Government. An ex-
panded building programme aimed at increasing this to over 1.5 million 
people by 1970. A number of organizatiow-, particularly the Housing Society 
ancl the Housing .~uthority, have built housing for lower and miclclle income 
groups. P . .n agency was set up by 'Ullc I.'O'Ve:l'tl!ilC¢lt to Cl<lite lllOrl{;fl::;G i'i.oa»ee avail
able to those who cannot afford to make a full clown-payment for their flat. 

vlater supply 

Work to improve the situation is 
Cove Scheme, involving the conversion 
reservoir, was brought to completion • 
reservoir capacity will be trebled. 

continuing. Stage II of the Plover 
of the Plover Cove L~let to a storage 
When ready for use, the Colony 1s 
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Sewerage 

In many of the older urban areas, the sewers, constructed in the pre
war period, are no longer adequate to serve the large blocks of flats now 
being erected in place of older buildings. A comprehensive survey of the 
se~1erage systems draining into the harbour has been completed and work has 
begun to develop all these sewerage systems to modern standards. 

Industrial ~alth 

The Industrial Health Division of the Labour Department is responsible 
in safeguarding the health of workers in industry. Working environment is 
controlled by environmental and biological monitoring, and advice is given 
to factory management on occupational hazards and general cleanliness in 
work ple.ces. First-aid classes are organized for industrial workers. 

P.ir pollution 

Air pollution is controlled by the Clean Pir Ordinance. A special 
committee has been set up by llbt< :;fl'I"Ct'OtX:nt to otll.dy long.te.nJ l!lStbolis ot air 
pollution control. 

Urban amenities 

The Urban Services Department nm1 manages a total of 1103 acres of 
public open spaces, including parks, gardens, children's playgrounds and 
libraries, sports ground, swimming pools and bathing beaches. Connnunity 
centres, under the Social Welfare Department are available in resettlement 
areas am'. new towns. 

Traffic saf'ety and fire bazards 

A system of compulsory inspection of taxis and public cars was intro
duced in 1966 to ensure that these vehicles comply with basic saf'ety re
quirements. The Roa~ Safety Association helps in promoting road saf'ety 
and through its assistance the School Safety Patrol Organization was esta
blished. Measures have been taken to reduce fire hazards. These include 
the statutory requirement of fire protection measures in buildings, the 
rrocessing of new building plans for fire precaution measures, the legis
lation on the licensing and storage of dangerous goods, and the routine 
inspection of premises for fire hazards. 

+ 
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COUlll'RY RE:POR:r: JAPAN 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGI\NT-ZATIONS CONCERNING tiBBI'lN Pli\NNING IN JAPAN 

The administrative organizations concerning urban planning in Japan 
are as follo-ws: 

l. The national or regional comprehensive develop~planning 

(a) National development plan: 

Prime Minister
1 

(l)*, (2)* 

i I 
~--~~~~~ ~~~--~~~--~~~~ Economic Planning Agency, · Ministry of Health and Welfare 

Prime Minister's Office ' ~ 

Comprehensiv: Planning Bureau ~-{3)<~r-Office of the Program Evaluation 

*(l) 

*(2) 

*(3) 

! and Planning 

National Cabinet Decision 

The Social Investment Subcommittee, the Economic Council 
(advisory council to the Prime Minister) 

A liaison committee of concerned ministries 

The long-term development planning -will be set up as the master plan, 
by -which all parts of the physical planning in all over Japan or the special 
area should be directed and promoted. 

The master plan, outlining the national policy, and specifying the 
amount of public investment and the coordinating and balancing of physical 
plannings, -will be decided by the National Cabinet, after the deliberation 
and consideration balancing national economic development and social or 
public demands by the Economic Council and a liaison committee of concerned 
ministries. 

(b) Regional development plan: 

The special regional development offices organized under the Prime 
Minister's Office are as follo-ws: 

BOKKAIDO Development Agency 
Metropolitan Area Development Committee 
KINKI Area Development Committee (OSAKA, KYCYrO, KOBE area) 

In order to avoid serious concentration of industry and population 
~ into four main existing industrial districts, the 21 new industrial 

districts are designated by the New Industrial City Construction Promotion 
Law in 1962, and these district development plans are set up and promote& 
by additional financial assistance. The regional development planning. 
follows the same procedure for the national development planning. 
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2. Urban planning 

Tbe Ministry of Construction is essentially responsible for the 
comprehensive city planning,administration and housing and building 
regulation. 

An individual city planning being needed to obtain the approval of 
"City Planning" by the City Planning law should be permitted through the 
illustrated procedure by the Construction Minister, 

The approved "City Planning" is allowed to collect the special tax
ation for construction and to enforce purchasing the land advantageously. 

l ' I i City Mayor Prefectu..ra~ Governor ; · Construction Minister ! 
Construction Dept.L Construction Dept. ~:City Bureau I 

1 * r (2)* ~ (3)* •. 

I 
-- ==! 

Health Dept, I.. Health Dept. -I Health and \lelfare : 
I _ i Minister 

*(l) a liaison committee of departments concerned 
*(2) the City Planning Local Council 
*(3) the City Planning Council 

The Ministry of Health and Welfare takes part in consideration of 
the revision of the City Planning Law at national leve~, but does not 
deal with the individual city planning. 

At the prefectural leve~, the Health Department takes part in the 
City Planning Local Council formally. 

The City Planning law applies only to a part of the sanitation 
p~sical planning such as sewage works and solid waste treatment plant. 

So, the City Planning Law is out-of-date. to deal with modern 
complicated environment and functions such as traffic congestion, city 
reconstruction, air and water pollution control problem and so on, 
Revision of this City Planning Law is strongly under consideration by 
the ministries concerned in Japan, 
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COUNl'RY REPORr: LAOS 

I. Introduction 

As in all devel.aping countries, town pl.anning raises important 
probl.ems in Laos, especially as regards Vientiane, The capital. has about 
1.00 000 inhabitants, incl.uding refUgees \lho make the housing probl.em 
still worse and who increase the poorness of environmental. heal.th. 

II. Vientiane master plan and projects 

In order to ensure minimum welfare to the inhabitants of Vientiane, 
the Royal. Laotian Government has concluded several contracts with the BCEOM 
for: 

(1.) the study of a town master pl.an providing for the extension 
of the city and relief of congestion in the city centre; 

(2) a draft sanitation project {drainage and sewerage); 

(3) the study of town pl.anning, sanitation and road map of 
various districts of Vientiane. 

All these pl.ans have been submitted to the Government and approved, 
but the l.ack of fund has delayed the impl.ementation up to now. 

\later supply al.one has been put into operation, thanks to the assistance 
of the Japanese Government, but the popul.ation of Vientiane is not yet fully 
suppl.ied with drinking water, 

III. Urban health services 

The heal.th service works in close col.l.aboration with all services 
relating to town pl.anning, particul.arl.y the PrefecturaLDc:p&rbncnt, tt.e 
Housing and Town Planning Service and the Pol.ice Department. 

A Commission incl.uding a representative from the Prefe~turcl. Depart~ 
ment, a representative from the Housing and Town Pl.anning Service, a 
representative from the Fblice Department and a representative from the 
Heal.th Service has been established in order to advise on development 
pl.an as uell as the construction of dwellings and irx!ustrial. buil.dings. 
It is not permissible to buil.d a dwelling without a sanitary system. 

Another team made up of representatives from the Prefectural Depart
ment, the Police Department and the Heal.th Service carries out a dail.y 
inspection of restaurants and catering establ.ishments ar~ makes routine 
visits to ice and soft drink factories. 
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In addition, the Health Service carries out routine checks on the 
quality of the drinking water supplied by the llater service. 

The General Direction of Public Health co-operates with the Social 
Welfare service for the resettlement of refugees and the implementation 
of the labour laws. A paediatrician has been appointed to give medical 
care to babies in the Vientiane orphanage. 

A School Hygiene Service has been established in co-operation with 
the Education Department. A systematical examination of all students 
takes place every year after the beginning of the school year. A dispen
sary is situated at the Vientiane secondary school and an infirmary at 
the Teacher Training Institute. 

An out patient department has been built with French assistance at 
Mahosot Hospital. Clinics and medical attention are offered six days a 
'~eek to the Vientiane population. 

Finally, on the recommendations of the General Direction of Public 
Health, the llinistry of Interior has issued a law on road traffic. In 
order to prevent road accidents, protective helmets have been made compul
sory for all motorcyclists. 

These are the urban health services we have organized with the limited 
means available. Much remains to be done. The major problem is the 
drainage and sewerage systems, as the required capacity increases everyday. 
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Trend 

Based on the United Nations definition of an urban area as those 
communi ties w1 th 20 000 or more population, there are in the :Ebilippines 
about 4oo urban canmuni ties 1 most, however, are rural canmuni ties in 
most respects as these are located largely in agricultural areas. 

The country is 31.1 per cent. urban and even this is subject to 
questions for the definition of urban used in other countries. 

The 1959 survey of metropolitan areas in Ule world conducted by the 
Univers!. ty of California in Berkeley listed only three areas in the 
:Ebilippines, namely, Manila, Cebu and iloilo. 

The concentration of capital and the concomitant industrialization 
in the City of Manila and the surrounding areas have given rise to the 
mass movement of population to Manila. Thus as of 1960, Manila's popu
lation constituted 4.2% of the total population giving a density of 
29 744 persons per sq. km. or an increase f'rcm 1 366 84o to 2 135 705 
within a period of twelve years. 

This stresses the public facilities until it became impossible to 
keep up with the demand for wter, sewerage, drainage, garbage collaction, 
roads 1 schools 1 housing and health centers. Fer instance the water system 
for Manila ws designed for a population much smaller than the city's 
present 2.7 million. There are only 71 178 wter connections. Manila 
has a sewrage system that is sixty years old. As such, less then lctf, 
of the metropolitan area is sewered • 

Administrative and legal aspects of urbanization 

The need for a balanced distribution of areas for living, food pro
duction and industries, all functionally related, becomes an imperative 
in this situation. The Hlilippine Government, therefore, created the 
National Planning Canmission in 1950 by virtue of Executive Order No. 367 
as provided by Republic Act 422. 

This Commission is charged with the function to prepare and/or cause 
to be prepared: 

(a) general development plans for urban areas in the Hlilippines; 
(b) regional plans for regional areas; (c) zoning regulations; 
(d) subdivision regulations; (e) building codes; and to help different 
cities and towns in the implementation of their respective development 
plans, subdivisions and zoning regulations and building codes. 
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Health aspect of urban development 

The Hlilippines is divided into eight Regional Health Of'i'ices under 
the Deputment of Health. Most of the health programs of the country 
were started and developed in urban settings especially in Manila and 
suburbs. The National govermnent extended these programs to the rural 
areas as the focus of the govermnent shifted f'ran urban to rural develop.. 
ment. 

EaCh regional health ottice hes supervision and control of the _., 
operational activities along health. While local health authorities 
are given enough autonany in developing their programs, most usually 
they adopt the patterns set by the national government in progrl!llllling 
of health programs 'With varying modifications according to local conditions. 

The major health programs of the country are: maternal and child 
health, rural health I.Dlits, tuberculosis and other diseases control 
programs, malaria control progrem, envirorunental sanitation, mental 
health, hospital and school health. 

As the country enters its new liJ.ase of econanic developnent 'Which 
is its industrialization stage, new health problems accanpany this new 
developnent. Lack of to'Wrl planning to indicate industrial zones makes 
this new developnent more canplicated. Added to this is 'lhe fact thet 
there are no adequate measures in the forms of laws and ordinances to 
safeguard the public's health against industrial hazards such as air 
pollution, mercurial and sulJilur dioxide poisoning. Existing ordinances 
regarding these problems cannot even be properly enforced due to lack of 
personnel and due to lack of public awsreness to the menace. The Depart
JDeiit of Health therefore haa adopted aggressive steps in upgrading long
range environmental sanitation and hygiene programs. 

The City of Manila hes a health depertment thet hes an Industrial 
Hygiene Division that is beginning to progrem its activities in safeguard
ing the health of the city residents f'ran industrial hazards. Sup!rvision 
of factories is actilally being done but it 'Will take sane time before 
measures can .be implemented to minimize air pollution. 

The effect of the mass population movement to Manila is now strongly 
felt. More progressive health programs were developed such as the Mental 
Hygiene Clinic, the Family F1snnjng Clinic and the intensification of 
already existing preventive health programs such as Maternal and Child 
Health, Communicable Disease Control, Social Hygiene, etc. 

The State University's Institute of Hygiene is training health 
officers 1 administrators 1 supervisors and field workers along modern and 
progressive concepts to meet the changing health needs of the country 
brought about by rapid urban developnent. 
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COUNl'RY REFORr: SINGAroRE 

REPORr OF THE UAR 1 S ACHIIW.G!ENI'S AliD FUrUiill DEVEU:l.EMENr 
OF TIU HOSPl!rAU3 DIVISION, MIN.Wl'RY OF HEAitrH 

In the planning o:f ne" hospitals or Outpatient Dispensaries in the 
Republic of Singapo1·e, the Hinistry wor!.a in close consultation with the 
Planning Depal~ment and the Housing and Development Board, Whenever 
possible, suitable sites on the island and in Housing Estates are ear
marked and allocated to the Ministry for future development. The 
Housing and Development Board will also provide preuises at a rental 
:for establishing outpatient dispensaries in their many housing estates, 

The Ministr~' of Health administratively is divided into the :follow
ing sections:-

(1) Headquarters Division; 

(2) Hospitals Division; 

(3) Health Division; and 

(~) Chemistry Division 

The Hospitals Division has under its administrative control ten 
hospitals and an Outpatient Service section which is in overall charge 
of 26 Outpatient Dispensaries and 5 Travelling Dispensaries. 

The following report has enclosures of pl·esent achievements and 
:future developments: 

~sent Achievement~: 

(i) Outrar.1 Road General Hospital 

(ii) 

(a) The Third Medical Unit which was opened in 
April, 1965 has commenced to adwit patients on a 24-
hour basis after 2 new wards were opened, adding a 
:further 66 beds to the pres.ent total of 1212 in the 
hospital, 

(b) Ophthalmic Department - In 19651 Legislation 
was passed in Singapore to enable persons to donate 
eyes to the hospital, The Eye Bank was stari;ed in 1966. 

Tan Tock Seng Hospital - Thoracic U~ 

The building for the Thoracic Surgical Unit has 
been completed and most of the equipment ordered has 
arrived. The Unit became operational on 1.12.66 and 
provides much needed surgical :facilities :for the treat
ment of pulmonary tuberculosis, chest diseases and 
cardiac conditions. 
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An Australian Cardiac Team cf foUl· persons arrived in 
Singapore in Februa!"'J 196'( and assisted in the establishment 
of open heart surgery at the Unit. 

(iii) Thomson Road General Hospital 

The ThOQson Road General Hospital began admittinG 
patients on a 24-hour service throughout everyday, 
beginning from 8.00 a.m. on 15 September, 1966. Per
sons elic;ible for admission into the hospital are 
those staying within the northern see;ment of the 
island. This hospital provides emergency and routine 
services in Medicine and Surc;ery only. 

(iv) Pasir Panjang Combined Clinic 

The ne"' Pasir Panjang Combined Clinic was officially 
opened on 26 .4 .67. This Clinic is a combination o:f an 
Outpatient Dispensary and Maternal and Child Heal-th 
Clinic. It serves about 'TO 000 peo;_>le living in the 
area. 

Future Develop~ 

(i) The InstHute of Medical Specialties 

This >lill be a tall nine-storey building which "ill 
be built in the grounds on the Outram Road General 
Hospital. It will house various specialties like 
Radiotherapy, Cardiac Surgery, Neurology, Neurosurgery, 
Renal Diseases, Dermatology and Endocrinology. 

Huch publicity has been given previously to this 
development. Public donations have been solicited and 
have been generous, so that the target of ~2.375 million 
has been over-subscribed. The Hedical Progress Fund is 
still O]?en. 

(ii) ~nity Wards at Thomson Road General Hospital 

It is proposed to establish a unit of Obstetrics 
and Gynaecology in the Thomson Road General Hospital. 
Preliminary plans are in hand and when the unit is 
established in its entity it will be the first major 
Obstetrics and Gynaecological Unit outside the present 
Kandang Kerbau Maternity Hospital. 

(iii) !:!!!i§l:§'ton Hospita· (:r,fectious Diseases Hospital) 

An Administrative Block will be built. A new 
cubicle ward costing $350 000 is planned for the 
ncar future. The present laundry \lill be enlarged 
and the existing laundry facilities are to be 
modernised with mechanical cquiQment. 
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(iv) Trafal.gar HOllie (Leper Hospital) 

Plans are 1n hand to build a modern kitchen and an 
amount of $70 000 has been allocated for the building 
and the purchase of furniture and equipment. 

( v) Outps!;1ent Di.Fp"r.r.r;r'f f" a 

Conclusion: 

(a) Crawford - A proposal has been made to open 
an outpatient dispensary in the Crawford area, a ne11 
housing estate in 1969. It will occupy premises rented 
from the Housing and Development Board. 

(b) Toa Payoh - A site has been earmarked in the 
Toa Payoh Housing Estate for an outpatient dispensary 
to serve an estimated population of 250 000. It is 
hoped that the building will be completed by 1970. 

In the future planning of the Hospitals Division, considerable 
reconstruction •1111 be envisaged at Outram Road General Hospital, 
Thomson Road General Hospital, Tan Tock Seng Hospital and the possibi
lity of building a new general hospital to be located in the Eastern 
segment of the island is contemplated. 
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INFORMATION BJLLETIN NO. 1 

This is the first of a series of Information Bulletins which will 
be issued between now and the opening date of the seminar. 

1. Ob.1ectives 

The main objectives of the seminar are: 

(1) To review modern concepts and exchaDges of views and 
experiences on the health aspects of urban development 
in countries of the Western Pacific Region. 

(2) To assess resources which can be mobilized to implement 
plans for urban health • 

(3) To formu.late, in the light of present knowledge, guideUnes 
for urban health planning as :part of the national planning 
process. 

2. Date, site and duration 

The seminar will be held fran 21 November to 4 December 1967 in 
Si~~g~~.pore. Information concerning the site of the seminar will be 
transmitted to you at a later date. 

). Content of the seminar 

The content of the seminar and provisional agenda will consist 
of the following : 

(l) Presentation and discussion of country reports on existing 
urban conditions in countries, including trends, with 
special attention to associated health aspects. 
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4. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Urbanization - socio-economic, administrative and legal 
aspects; relation of urbanization to regional and national 
socio-economic development. 

Urban physical planning and urban renewal schemes. 

Health aspects of urban development 

(i) Organization and administration of health services 
under urban setting; 

(ii) Special problems and needs: 

Environmental health aspects 

Water and sewerage - fire hazards 

Stream pollution 

Air pollution and other noxious factors 
affecting the environment 

Housing 

Industrial health 

Mental health aspects of urbanization 

Health care needs 

Traffic safety 

Collaborative role of urban health services with other 
agencies - welfare, labour, education, public works, parks, 
public utility services, voluntal-y agencies, town planning, 

Principles of urban health planning. 

Role of international agencies in urban health development. 

Working languages 

The working languages will be English and French. Simultaneous 
interpretation will be proVided. 

5· Library 

A small library for use of the seminar participants will be set 
up at the seminar site. 

etc. 

II 
'' '' '' 

I 



6. Country reports 

WPR/PHA/IB/1 
page 3 

If you wish, you may sulmit a. report on wba.t your GoverDI!lent ba.s 
done or is p1a.nning to do on health p1anning in urban developnent. It 
is essentia.1 tba.t the report should include not only the planning which 
ba.s been done or anticipated, but also the machinery whereby the urban 
health authorities a.re in a. position to col1a.bora.te closely with the 
urban physical p1a.nning authorities in order tba.t urban hea.1th p1a.nning 
is incorporated a.s a.n integral part of urban physical p1a.nning. 

The report should not be more than two pages, double-spaced, a.nd 
suanitted to the WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific, P.O. 
Box 2932, Me.n11a., Philippines by the end. of August 1967. 
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INFORMATION BULLETIN NO. 2 

].. Travel. 

Information travel. documents required will be sent to you by the 
~1HO Administrative Services Officer 1 but :participants are rem1 nded that 
val.id certificates of smallpox vaccination are required, as well as of 
cholera vaccination in the case of :partici:pants fran chol.era-infected 
areas. It is recamnended1 however 1 tb.et all :participants shonJ d have 
their cholera vaccinations and certificates. 

You are requested to inform, preferabl.y by cable ·at your 01111 
expense, the Seminar Organizing Camnittee in Singapore of your exact 
time of arrival and fl.ight number so that arrangements llill be made by 
the Camnittee for you to be met on arrival. and be assisted with the usual. 
airport formal.i ties on quarantine, immigration and custcms. Your cabl.e 
shoul.d be addressed to the follolling: 

MINHEALTH 
SINGAR>BE 

FOR DOCTOR YmH SEANG AUN RE WHO SEMINAR URBAN 
HEAiim PLANNING 

/Jhen state here your exact time of arrival. and fl.ight 
number followed by your nameJ 

The Organizing Camni ttee 1 s postal. address is as foll.ows: 

Dr. Yeoh Seang Aun 
Chairman, Organizing Camni ttee 
'WHO Seminar on Health Planning in Urban Devel.opaent 
c/o Ministry of Heal.th 
Pe.lmer Road 
Singapore 2 
Republ.ic of Singapare 
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You are also requested to contact the Travel Officer of the above
mentioned Committee as soon as possible after the Seminar opens on 
21 November for arrangements to be made concerning the return travel. 
The World Health Organization will not be responsible for payment of per 
diem due to delayed return bookings. 

2. Hotel accommodation 

Suitable accommodation will be reserved for consultants, participants 
and observers frcm abroad by the above-mentioned Committee. As the Govern
ment 'WOuld have to pay for the tmused portion of the reservation made for 
your a~commodation, if' f'or any reason your arrival in Singapore is delayed 
or cancelled, it is essential that you should ceble Singapore in the event 
of such delays or cancellations. 

3. Payment of ;per diem and rate of exche.nge 

:Each participant is entitl.ed to a daily allowance, given only in 
Singapore dollars, at the rate of S$ 6o.6o per cUI.y, for the period of 
authorized attendance at the Seminar. 

An advance per diem payment will be made at the beginning of the 
Seminar and the balance will be paid at the end of the Seminar. 

The Organization will not accept the return of unused Singapore 
dollars for conversion to any other currency since the dollars may normally 
be converted by you into any other currencies at any local bank or at the 
Singapore Airport. 

You should retain an appropriate 81110U!lt for the payment of' airport 
tax, if any, upon departure frcm Singapore. 

Please note also that the Organization will not be responsible for 
any other expenses incurred by a participant other than travel fare cost 
and daily local subsistence allowance mentioned above. 

4. Transportation 

The Committee 'Will be responsible for transporting you from the 
airport to your hotel and :f'rcm your hotel daily to and from the Trade 
Unions ' Conference Hall 'Where the Seminar is to be held. 

5· Communications 

You may use the follo'Wing postal and cable addresses for your 
personal mails: 

-
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c/o Ministry of Heal.th 
Palmer Road 
Singa;pore 2 
Republic of Singapore 

Cable address: MINHEALTH SINGAKlRE 

It is essential. that the fact that you are a }liU'tici:pant at the WHO 
Seminar should be clear~ indicated in letters or cables you expect to 
receive while in Singapore. 

Mails and cables for :participants, consultants, am observers 
received by the Organizing CamD:i.ttee will be placed in the "pigeon
holes" of the addressees. 

6. Provisional agenda of the Seminar 

(l) Presentation and discussion of country reports on existing 
urban conditions in co~mtries, including trends, with special. 
attention to associated health aspects. 

(2) Urbanization - socio-econanic, administrative and leglill 
aspects; relation of urbanization to regional. and national. 
socio-economic development. 

(;:5) Urban lilYSical. :rlann1ng and urban renewal schemes. 

(4) Health aspects of urban development: 

(i) Organization and administration of health services 
under urban setting; 

(ii) Special. problema and needs: 

EnvirOlllllelltel heal.th aspects: 

(a) wter, sewerage and drainage; 

(b) solid wste collection and disposal.; 

(c) stream and air pollution; 

(d) housing; 

(e) vector control, food sanitation, traffic 
and fire hazards, noise, overcroWing; 

(f) manpower requirEIDIBnts and organization of 
services. 
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Industrial health 

Mentel health aspects of urbanization 

Health care needs 

(5) Collaborative role of urban health services with other agencies -
welfare, labour, education, public works, :parkS, :public utility 
services, voluntary agencies, town planning, etc. 

(6) Principles of urban health planning. 

(7) Role of international agencies 1n urban health developnent. 

1· Report of the Technical Discussions at the Twentieth World 
Health Assembly on "The Chelleuge to Public Health of 
Urbanization" 

A copy of the above-mentioned report is enclosed as :part of the 
documentation Pl'Ovided to enhance your discussion at the forthccsning 
Seminar. It would be aplXt'ec1ated if you could bring this copy with you 
to the Seminar. 

The Seminar working papers are being translated. They will be sent 
to you, if possible, with the subsequent Information Bulletins, or if not, 
they will be distributed 1n Singapore just prior to the Seminar. 

The Seminar will have a small library consisting of publications 
relevant to urban :planning and urban health. 

ENCL.: a/s 

II 
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Dr. R .H. Hazemann 
Seminar Director and Consultant in 
Public Health .Administration 
Directeur du Beminaire et consultant pour 
1. 1 administration de lA sante publique 

Dr. C.J. CUmlaina 
Director-General of Publ.ic Health 
New South 1/al.es , Aust ral.ia 

(Consultant in Occupational. Health) 
(Consultant pour lA m<:ldecine du travail) 
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Springfield, lll.inois 
United States of America 

(consultant in Sanitary Engineering) 
(Consultant pour l.e genie sanitaire) 
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AUSTRALIA 
AUSTRALIE 

CHINA 
CHINE 

HONG KONG 

JAPAN 
JAPON 

Dr. J.S. Boxall 
Director of International Health 
Commonwealth Department of Health 
Canberra 

Dr. T.C. Hsu 
Commissioner of Health 
Department of Health 
Taiwan Provincial Government 
~lu-feng, Taichung 
Taiwan 

Mr. Chang Tsu-Suan 
Chief Engineer 
Taillan PUblic llorks Bureau 
4, Kaifeng Street 
Section I, Taipei 

Mr. Yung-L:i.ang Lin 
Commissioner and Director 
Provincial Department of 
Reconstruction 
5, Chao-Chou Street 
Taipei, Taiwan 

Dr. Y.T. Hang 
Commissioner of Health 
special City of Taipei 
Taipei, Taiwan 

Dr. K .H. Cheung 
Assistant Director of Hedical and Health 
Services (Health) 
Medical and Health Department 
Lee Gardens 
Hysan Avenue, Hong Kong 

Dr • Takeharu Furuka>1a 
Medical Officer and 
Assistant Chief 
Health Center Section 
Public Health Bureau 
}tinistry of Health and lleliare 
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ltu 
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KOREA 
COREE 

LAOS 

MALAYSIA 
MALAISIE 

PA:ruA AND THE 
TRu&r TERRITORY OF 
NEW GUINEA 
PAPUA Ell' TERR:rrOlRE 
SOUS TttrELLE DE 
NOUVELLE-GUINEE 

PJIILIPPmES 

Mr. Katsumi Yamamura 
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Sanitary Engineer and Assistant Chief 
Sanitation Facilities Section 
Environmenta1 Sanitation Bureau 
Ministry of Heal.th and Heliare 
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 

Mr. Won Bae Chon 
Chief, EnVironmenta1 Hea1th Section 
Ministry of Heal.tb and SociaJ. Affairs 
~ 

Dr. Do Suo Koo 
Chief, Public HeaJ.th Section 
Government of Specia1 City of Seou1 
~ 

Dr. Hlouy Phoutthasak 
Directeur-Adjoint de 1a Sante Publique 
Vientiane 

Dr. T. Visvanathan 
Deputy Municipa1 HeaJ.th Officer 
MunicipaJ. Hea1th Department 
Commission of the Federa1 Capita1 
lllia1a Lull!pur 

Dr. Jagjit Singh 
Senior Hea1tb Officer 
Jobore Babru 

Dr. Pau1 S. Enders 
Regional. MedicaJ. Officer 
c/o Department of Public Hea1th 
Rabau1 

Dr. Amadeo H. Cruz 
Director of HeaJ.th 
Bureau of HeaJ.tb SerVices 
Department of Hea1th 
Man11a 
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PARriCIJ?ANrS 
(stU.te) 

RYUKYU ISLANDS 
ILES RYU-KYU 

SINGAroRE 
SINGAFOUR 

wmrERN SAMOA 
SAMOA OCCIDE!n'AL 

Colonel John P. Fairchild 
Director, Public Health and ~leltare 
Department · 
U.S. Civil Administration o:f the Ryukyu 
Islands 
APo San Francisco 96248 

Dr. Kandiah Kanagaratnam 
Deputy Director o:f l·ledical Services (Health) 
Ministry o:f Health 
PalJner Road 
Singapore 2 

Dr. Yeah Seang Aun 
Acting Deputy Director o:f Medical 
Services (Hospitals) 
Ministry o:f Health 
PalJner Road 
Singapore 2 

Dr. V.M.S. Thevathasan 
Senior Health O:f:ficer 
f.linistry o:f Health 
Pal.Jner Road 
Singapore 2 

Mr. Thim Fatt lqe 
Public Health Engineer 
Ministry o:f Health 
Palmer Road 
Singapore 2 

Dr. Vu Hoat 
Director, FUblic Health Service 
Giadinh Province 
35l/6B, Cu-xa I.e Hai-HAnh 
l'hu-Tho, Cholon 

Participant's name not yet received but 
indicated they are sending one. 
Le nom du participant n' est pas encore 
conner. 
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OBSERVERS 
OBSERVATEURS 

SOUrH PACIFIC 
COMMISSION 
COMMISSION DU 
PACIFIQUE SUD 

UN:ITED NATIONS 
DEVELO:EMENr 
PROGRAMME 
PROGRAMME DES 
NATIONS UNIES 
POUR LE 
DEVELOPP.EMENl' 

RESOURCE PERSONS 
PERSONNES D'AProOO 

EX:AFE 
CEAEO 

WHO 
OMS 

Mr. G.L. Chan 
Public Health Engineer 
South Baci~ic Commission 
Noumea, New Caledonia 

Mr. Donald Monson 
Project Manager 
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Urban and Housing Development Project 
Taipei, Taiwan 

U Khin Maung Gyi 
Regional Adviser on Public Administration 
~or Asia and the Far East 
ECAFE/Bangkok 

Mr. Sim F. Garcia 
Economic ~~airs O~~icer 
ECAFE/Bangkok 

Dr. A. BJ.o;;on 
PHil Unit 
WHO Bftadqua.rters, Geneva 

Dr. G.J.A. Ferrand 
Regional Adviser on Community 
Health Services 
HHO/WPRO, Manila 
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Dr. Pelenato Sol1a 
Public Health Officer 
Ree.J.th Department 
tpia 

estern Samoa 
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